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Americans together, can assess the prob-

from here to China. Right now, we have

lems or needs for peace or for economic

about 50,000 American students in Chi-

prosperity in the individual African coun-

nese universities learning about the cul-

tries, and to not compete with each other

ture on both sides. I think that is a trea-

but to cooperate with each other. I've

sure chest of goodwill, of understanding,

talked to many African leaders and they

of comprehension, of the differences

don't want to get' involved in an alterca-

between our two countries. But this also

tion choosing between tbe United States

shows the facets of both countries that

or China as the main benefactor, but if

we share: the desire for peace and eco-

they knew they could deal with a combination of the United States and China
working in harm_o-

l
I

nomic prosperity and the wellbeing of
our own citizens, as a first priority, but
also

!

ny, that would be

being

a great relief to
some of them.
JC: What do you
want young Americans

to

know

about the

China

that you

know7

the

well-

of citi-

zens around the

"I think with a more rational
president, on both sides ...
They'll see the advantage in
overcoming the few dissident,
. .
,,
antagonistic groups.

world. So, I think
that this student
exchange is a vital aspect of the
future, a gua ran tee that we in
America and the

What do you want

Chinese will live

to tell young Chi-

in harmony and

nese about your
cou ntry7

peace.
JC: You warn that a "modern Cold War" is

PC: Yesterday I met with the international

not inconceivable, if misperceptions and

students at Emory University where I've
taught now for 37 years, and I answered

miscalculations are allowed to continue.
You served as U.S. President during the

questions from about the 100 foreign stu-

original Cold War: what parallels do you

dents that assembled. About 30% of them

see?

were Chinese students. We have more
Chinese students in America than we
do from any other foreign country, and

PC: Back in those days, we were struggling against the Soviet Union as a po-

I think over the last 40 years we've had

tentia_l military superpower. We were

several million of those students come

also .competing _with the Soviet Union

to America to learn about our country.

in almost every small. country around

We also have an increasing number going

the world, and some of the major ones

__Th_is.m~_teria_l is distributed by.Capit_ol Counsel.LLC on behalf of US~China Transpacific Founda_tion.
WWW.CHINAUSFOCUS.COM Additional information is available at the Department of Justice, Washington, DC.
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as well, for influence_ and for
trade benefits and things like
that. That's what we're trying
to avo_id at The Carter Center:
competition between the United States and China in dealing
with individual, foreign countries around t_he world - all
around 200 of them. I would
hope that we cou Id see this
as a way to bind America and
China together, rather than to
cause an uncomfortable competition that might lead to re-

JC: President Carter, thank you

version into a Cold War. I don't

for this interview. Thank you

believe it's going to happen.

and Mrs. Carter for transform-

I think with a more rational

ing the world for the better.

president, on both sides, we'll
see the small groups in both

PC: Thank you very much for

countries that still remembers

a good interview. I hope to

the Vietnam War and the Ko-

see you again in the future, it

rean War where we were on

would be a real pleasure.a

President Carter tells James
Chau that the U.S. and
China share a "desire for
peace and economic pros-

perity, and the weUbeing of
our own cit_izens". (Photo:
China-US Focus)

opposite sides, like we had
with Japan in World War Two.
They'll see the advantage in
overcoming the few dissident,
antagonistic groups, and let
the vast majority of our people
and rational leaders assure the
future will see us as friends
with mutual respect, not trying
to impose our will onto other
countries' culture and political
situations, and search aggressively for ways for us to cooperate as friends and help other
countries.

12

You can listen to this conversation between James Chau and President Carter
by scanning the QR code.
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Q SOUNDS AND PHOT()S
To mark 40 years of the China-U.S. relations, we speak to six leaders in politics,
diplomacy and academia, who shape our understanding of these two countries, and
the opportunities that this partnership presents. In a rapidly changing world, how will
China and the United States work together and how will they impact the global future?

Jimmy Carter

►

Q;You had a trusted rela~

,

tionship with Deng Xiaoping. Is the be·st already
in the past for the U.S.

39th President of the United States

-,
,enc nf

I

Maybe the most intimate fnendsh1p has passed, but I think the pal1t1cal incidences of
life show that the most important bilateral re!at1onsh1p on earth, to maintain peace
and econ.omic progress,-is between the United States and China. I believe that when
logic prevai[_s on both sides, that people of the countries and leadership both will realize that this is such an important relationship and it must be preserved. I think the
mutual respect, staying out of each other's private affairs, and not trying· to impose
our way of life on each other will b'e honored in the future

and China?

Listen to What
Cui Tiankai ===========
China's Ambassador to the United States

Forty years ago, it was. hard to imagine we could achieve peace and stability In tl1e Asia-Pacific. but now this Is the r·eality. Sometimes we take it for
granted, we forget our hard peace was won. Today, this region is a powerhouse of the global economy China and the United States can take a lot
of credit, and we are grateful to President Carter and Mr Deng Xiaoping, for
taking that historic decision with great courage and vision. Both countries
- and the world as a w!1ole - have benefited from these four decades. The
world has changed for the better.

II
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I
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◄
Q: There

has been no world
war since 1979 and no
American soldier has died
on a battlefield in East
Asia since 1979. Is the
China-US relationship a

direct contributor to that
peace?

Q: In the

►

beginning, Carter and
o·eng brought together their
young students to ini/est in
new beginnings. What is the
value of this experience?

Wu Xinbo
Director, Center for American Studies
Fudan University
We must realize that the world is changing·very rapidly. We need to keep an open mind
to these changes, and not try to evade or resist the tide of change. we should recognize
that this is an interdependent world. It is a challenge for young A_mericans to see competition from China and India. What they can do is better prepare themselves to meet
this challenge. As for young Chinese, they must learn how to work with others, to be
open-minded, and to learn from other-s. On t"le future the two countl'ies: how can China
and the U.S. co-operate in the 21st century - not only to bring prosperity to the world,
but also, peace and security?
i

-'
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==~============ David Lampton
Olsenberg-Rohlen Fellow at Stanford University
Director of SAIS-China at Johns Hopkins University

Ii•
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Even before Carter and Deng, Nixon and Mao, Kissinger and Zhou, we had an experience to
build on when th~y vyere thinking about the relationship. Before 1949, there was a huge wave
of Chinese students that came to the U.S., and Americans going to China_ When we re-established educational relations in the 1970s, it was all of these people who provided the
intNface. So, ifwe keep these relations going, even with difficulties at natio:ial levels, we aI·e
keeping alive the pathways of interaction Deng Xiaoping wanted to restore these relations
L : l g i v e President Carter a lot of credit

◄

Q:1n the beginning, Carl
ter and Deng brought

=======·======c='J

together their young
students to invest in
new beginnings. What
is the value of this
experience?

Ii

Q: For

much of the past 40
years, China has moved with
the United St.ates on major
global issues. Why is that
partnership unraveling now?·

...

They Say...

Stephen Orlins
President
National Committee on U.S.-China Relations

These texts have been edited from
the long-form interviews that are
available.on China-US Focus website
(www.chinausfocus.com). You can
also listen to the audios of the interviews by scanning the QR codes.

Numerous factors. changes in the U.S. which lead us to look fo1· a cause for the problems
here. Some-are ChineSe policies. What's most troubling in this era is it's much deeper
than governments. In the United States, academics, think-tanks and business that formerly were supporters of constructive U.S.-China relations are not today. People should protest. When Chinese students are denied visas, everyone should protest because ultimately, that~-te_rrible for the United States - the bright, shini_ng city on the hill of.education.
PeoP,le-are protesting, but it's not in the strength and numbers you expect, because many
Ch iri.~_-?} ·pqlic_ie.i ·h~~'-'ei!T)a·de _pegple unhappy with China.
..
.. -~~:.:..--

'===""""=e=~·=·<·... '>. ,.· __ . ~ .=.~============"'

Bob Holden

_., -----·------::-______ :. _ _____ ----- - -=---

__,,;__ ..

President, United States Heartland China Association
53rd Governor of Missouri

1

I

Any culture that feels it is under threat from loss of influence tries lo figu1·e out why. But
we can be competitive. What we've got to do is to improve our educ'ational system, and
we've got to globalize our educational systems and student bodies, so that our young
people can get to know each other as 18 years old, 19 ye~rs old, and 20 ye_ars old - not
try to build relationships when they're 60 years old. The families I've met in Chiha carry
the same aspi_rations for their children, aS the families in our country:vi/e may approach
it differently, but you get the same result.
·

Q:

i

I

.---=--··======~-===~-..c==~~,,=~~c,,.= .....J

I

◄

Jimmy Carter and Deng Xiaop·
ing· established educational
exchanges between the U.S.
·and Chin·a._ Exchanges are
being q·uestioned now. What
once was welcome is now seen
.. as a threat. Is that b·ecause the
Chinese have improved in a
short period of tir'ne?

_This.material is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC on behaW of USeChina Transpacific Foundation.
WWW.CHINAUSFOCUS.(OM Additional information is available at the Depa~ment of Justice, Wa.shington, DC.
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Between Complacency and
Hysteria
American complacency is always a danger, but so too is lack of confidence and
exaggerated fears that lead to over-reaction.

It is ironic that we are marking

to balance what he saw as growing

the 40th anniversary of US-China

Soviet power But he also interpret-

diplomatic relations with a tariff

ed growing Soviet power as a de-

war. Some blame this on the idio-

cline in American power, rather than

syncrasies of President Trump, b.ut

what was actually a "return to nor-

Joseph S. Nye

tensions would be present no mat-

mal" from America's artificially high

Professor

ter who ha.ct won the 2016 election'.

share of world product after World

Many Americans feel that China

War 11. He proclaimed multipolarity,

has not behaved fairly as a market

but what actually transpired was

Harvard University

economy in an open trading system,

that the eventual collapse of the So-

and many are disillusioned by Xi Jin-

viet Union led to America's unipolar

ping's departure from Deng Xiaop-

moment at the end of the century.

ing's cautious policies at home and
abroad. Lurking in the background is

Today, it is equally dangerous to

a growing fear that the rise of China

over or under estimate Chinese

wil_l spell the end of the American
era.

power, and Washington has groups
with economic and political incentives to do each. Measured in dol-

History is replete with

cases of

lars, China is about two-thirds the

misperception about changing pow-

size of the American economy. Many

er balances. For example, when Nix-

economists expect China to surpass
the US as the world's largest econ·-

on vi.sited China in 1972, he wanted

omy, but the estimated date varies
from 2030 to mid century depend0

ing on what one assumes about
the rates of Chinese and American
growth. Bill Clinton's Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers poses the
:..: ;.

16

key future foreign policy question:
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"Can the United States imagine a viable
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global economic system in 2050 in which its

is four times that of China. While Chinese
military capabilities have been increasing

economy is half the size of the world's larg-

in recent years, analysts who look carefully

est? Could a political leader acknowledge

at the military balance conclude that China

that reality in a way

will not be able to

that perrnits nego-

exclude the United

tiations over what
such a world would
look like?"

..

---- -

... '.-~-~, ·- ··1
i

i

China is not interested in kick- !
ing ove1· the card table, but rath- !
er in claiming a larger share of '
the winnings.
1

Thucydides

fa-

mously attributed
the Peloponnesian

States from . the
Western Pacific.
On the other hand,
the US was once
the world's largest
trading nation and

war to two causes:
the rise of a · new

al lender. Today,

power, and the fear

nearly 100 coun-

that creates in an

tries count China

its largest bilater-

established power. Most people focus on

as their largest trading partner, compared

the first half of his statement, but the sec-

to 57 that have such a relationship with the

ond is equally important. The US can avoid

US. _China plans to lend more than $1tn for

exaggeraied fears that could create a new

infrastructure projects with its "Belt and

cold or h.ot war. Even if China some day

Road Initiative" over the next decade, while

passes the US in total economic size, that is

the US is cutting back aid. China will gain

not the only measure of geopolitical pow-

economic power from the sheer size of its

er. China ranks well behind t_he US in soft

market as well as its overseas investments

power indices, and US militilry expenditure

and development assistance. Overall, Chi-

Thi$JTl:ateri_al is.d_i.stributed ~y-Gapitol.Cou_nsel LLC on.behalf.of US£h_ina Transpacific Foundation.
WWW.CHINAUSFOCUS.COM A~d_itiona_l information is available atthe Department of Justice, Washington, DC.
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nese power relative to the US is likely

tages. It is the only major developed

to increase.

country that is currently projected
to hold its place (third) in the demo-

Nonetheless, the US will retain some

graphic ranking of countries. While

long-term

the rate of American

power advantages that

population

are likely to persist regardless of the

growth has slowed in recent years,

current actions of China or the Trump

it is not shrinking in population as

Administration. One is geography.

will happen to Russia, Europe, and

The

us

is SU r-

ro u n de d
oceans

Japan.

China

by

--====n

will soon lose

and

"·I
''

population

neighbors
that are. likely to remain
friendly. China
has borders
with 14 countries and has

The US will retain some longterm power advantages that
,I
are likely to persist regardless \!
of the current actions of China i
or the Trun1p Adrninistration.
1

its first-place
rank to India,
and its working age population will
decline in the
coming

de-

territorial

cade. America

disputes with

also

India, Japan,

remains

at the

fore-

and Vietnam that set limits on its

front in the development of key tech-

soft power. Energy is another Ameri-

nologies (bio, nano, information) that

can advantage. A decade ago, the US

are central to this century's economic

seemed

hopelessly dependent on

growth, and American research uni-

imported energy. Now the shale revolution has transformed North America

versities dominate higher education.
China is investing heavily in R&D, and

from an energy importer to exporter
at the same time that China is· be-

competes well in some fields now,
but those who proclaim Pax Sinica

coming more dependent on energy
imports from the Middle East and

and the end of the American era fail

transport through the Indian Ocean.

to consider the full range of power
resources.

The US also has demographic advan-

American complacency is always a

18
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danger, but so too is lack of
confidence and exaggerated
fears that lead to over-reaction. The United States
holds good cards, but hysteria could prevent the US
from playing them skillfully.
Discarding our alliances and
international institutions is
a case i.n point. Some praise
the Trump Administration's
trade war with China as the
first bold step to check China's predatory practices, but
they do not explain why this
was accompanied with tariffs
on our allies.
The Trump Administration

"liberal international order"
will have to adapt. We will be
involved in a "cooperative rivalry" with China and should
not lose sight of either part
of that description.it

US President Donald Trump met with

China's President Xi Jinping during
their bilateral meeting at the G20
Summit in the Argentine capital Buenos Aires, Dec 1, 2018. The two sides

reached a 90-day ceasefite i'n the

trade dispute, suspending any new
tariffs and providing room for intense
negotiations.

has labelled China a revisionist power, but unlike
Hitler's Germany or Stalin's
Soviet Union, China is not an
existential threat to us. "Xi
Jin ping thought" is not about
to sweep the world. China is
not intere.sted in kicking over
the card table, but rather in
claiming a larger share of the
winnings. We are not involved
in a new Cold War like the
one that existed when Jimmy
Carter recognized China forty
years ago. As we look ahead
forty years

and

Chinese
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power grows, the American
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Is the UoS. Part of the World, or

Is the World Part of the U.SG?
The U.S. cannot continue to think that it will define the international system.
China's rising power means a change of world order is inevitable.

't:\c~-,
;,

.·

_'··.1

:. -~--';, . i

Recent tensions between China

the world part of the U.S.>

and the U.S. have increased uncertainty and raised concern for

In the 40 years since China and

the China-u.s. relationship and

the U.S. established diplomatic

the wider world order. U.S. Vice

relations, the two countries have

.He Yafei

President Mike Pence's Cold War

had cooperation as well as their

Former Vice Minister

speech and Henry Paulson's talk

differences, but cooperation has

Mjnistty of Foreign Affairs

of an "economic iron curtain"

dominated as common interests

left many people wondering if

have outweighed differences. The

:_._:ss: ~- i
'.::,,
.

-·--

.Ii

we are on the cusp of a new Cold

two countries have worked to-

War. Traditional pro-Chinese fac-

gether to promote globalization,

tions within the U.S. have either

maintain the international system

watched on silently or fallen in

and world order, and played im-

line. On the positive side, polls

portant roles in securing world

show that young people in the

peace an_d economic prosperity.

U.S. have more positive views

Their ability to improve relations

of China, trade negotiations are
moving ahead, albeit with difficul-

in the face of adversity' has been
due to their willingness to find
common ground in each of their

ty, and the recent Diplomatic and

Security Dialogue has prepared

·- rrtf~fam~ ~
~~-~~dim
. \Uh~"~ n~ ~ ~

development strategies. At the
same time, world multi-polariza-

for the meeting between the two
heads of state in Argentina, show-

tion and economic globalization

ing that channels for bilateral dis-

have provided a favorable inter-

cussion remain·open.

national environment for China-Li.
S. cooperation. One could say that

<.·' ~~®li])Il~

It is of vital importance to un-

internal a_nd external factors have

derstand the United States. An

been equally important China

...

important question to answer is:

joining the WTO to promote Chi-

Is the U.S. part of the world, or is

na-U.S. economic cooperation,

·-:~,
'

~- .
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China and the U.S. participating in the

dent in the era of globalization. The sec-

P5+1 model in the Iranian nuclear deal,

ond is that it places the U.S. above the

cooperating in six-party talks to resolve

rest of the world by assuming the world

the Korean

Peninsula nuclear issue,

is under U.S. dominion, thereby ignoring

and working together to promote the

the rights of China and the rest of the

Copenhagen Accord and the Paris Agree-

world to develop

ment on climate
change

-

all

After the

Peace

these examples

of Westphalia in

prove that the

1648, the interna-

U.S.

needs the

cooperation

of

other countries,
especially China.
The U.S., therefore, is part of

C(xxistence relluires
toler,
ance: mutual bendits rt'quirc
cooperation; development
rec1uires. unenness;
oru~Denj
I
J

ty rt'q ui res pt'act'.

the world.

tional system was
dominated

by

Europe, with Asia,
Africa, and Latin
America on the
periphery. After
World War II, the
world fell under

In recent years,.

the dominance of

the U.S: strategic

the U.S. The West,

view

therefore, formed

of China

has changed, as containment has come

a view of world order that was centered

to dominate the American mindset. In

on Europe (later the U.S.). Although the

Destined for War: Can America and Chi-

United

na Escape Thucydides' Trap?, the author

system contains the idea of the democ-

Graham T. Allison looks at 16 cases in

ratization of international relations, the

Nations-based

international

which a rising power has confronted an

"center-periphery" system that had been .

e.stablished power arid concludes that
the U.S. and China will inevitably fall into
the trap and go to war, and the Trump
administration's National Security Strate-

in place for nearly 400 years led to the
entrenched belief in strength and zero-sum t_hinking. Some countries still su-

gy would seem to support this assertion.

gle, hoping to use military and economic

However, there are at least two major

power to subjugate the world and crush

misunderstandings bound

opponents.

up in this

perstitiously cling to the law of the jun-

judgment. The first is that it ignores .the
fact that interests of all countries, espe-

As we all know, in this new historical

cially China and the US, are interdepen-

era of great change, development, and
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adjustments, regardless of how strong
a country is, every country is part of
this world, and there needs to be a
rule-based global governance system
to manage it The existing global gover-

lle11n·

nance system gives countries the oppor-

Kissinl{'·r

tunity to coexist and compete peaceful-

\\<Jrld

Order

ly. Moreover, due to the large number
of nuclear weapons to ensure mutual

'· t

assured destruction (MAD), the option

-·-·

of using war to resolve issues has been
basically removed. As such, seeking to
make the world one's own and clinging
onto I.he "center-periphery" world view
runs contrary to the trend of history.
Only by safeguarding the interests of
the community and building a community of shared future for mankind will all
countries be able to move forward.
World Order, by Henry Kissinger, 2014. In World

Order, Henry Kissinger stated that the cur-

From th is perspective, it seems that the

rent world order will not last because it is

US has actually betrayed the ideas of

mainly a manifestation of the US concept
of ordf;r, whrch is not universally legitimate.

democracy and freedom held dear by
its founding fathers and has become
entangled in an imperial complex from
which it is having difficulty extracting

tions with traditional allies, all of which

itself. This mode of thinking of the su-

has caused tensions in many regions

periority of Western civilization rooted
in American exceptionalism has severely

and in bilateral relations, and led to disorder and fragmentation of global gov-

bia.sed the us·s perception of the world
and of China's development, which is

ernance.

gradually constricting China-US rela-

At a time when the world is undergoing

tions. In addition to this, U.S. President.

changes, turbulence, and adjustments,

Donald Trump has championed the

· conflicts of interest are inevitable. If

America First cause, leading the U.S. to

America insists that the world is part

confront Russia, place sanctions on Iran,

of the U.S., it will see imaginary ene-

exert pressure on China, and test rela-

mies everywhere. If an imaginary enemy
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becomes a true enemy, then traps will

of the world. One can only hope that the

appear. This will not only harm the U.S.,

U.S. will abandon its old way of thinking,

but the rest of the world. In The Best

realize that the U.S. is also part of the

of Times, The Worst of Times: A History
of Now, British author Michael Burleigh

world and start to treat China and the

warns the U.S. that it should not imag-

mutually beneficial cooperation.

rest of the world as equals to achieve

ine China as an upgraded version of the
German Empire and that it is dangerous

In World Order, Henry Kissinger stated

and irresponsible to portray China as a

that the current world order will not last

ubiquitous threat.

because it is mainly a manifestation of
the U.S. concept of order, which is not

President Xi Jinping promised, "No

universally legitimate. It is, therefore,

matter how much China develops, we

destined to face a crisis when a major

will not threaten anyone, subvert the

shift in power relations occurs. Any cri-

current international system or pursue

sis of world order will ,be a crisis for the

the establishment of our own sphere of

U.S. Ultimately, this crisis will be the re-

influence." The Chinese leader's "Three-

sult of the U.S. misunderstanding itself

No" commitment embodies China's

and the world.

world view, in which it sees itself as part
The current world order is a set of
global governance systems and rules
centered on international organizations
such as the United Nations, which is
based on the Westphalian system of
sovereign states. It is an open and expanding order. There are currently three
major problems in the world:. First, the
gap between rich and poor is widening,
with market benefits and social equality proving difficult to reconcile; second, developing countries do not have
In The Best of Times, The Worst of Times: A History of

Now, British author Michael Burleigh warns the. U.S
that it should riot imagine China as an upgraded version of the German Empire and t_hat it is dangerous and
irrf:sp0nsib1e to portray China as a ubiquitous threat.

24

enough of a voice on the global stage,
and the transition of global governance
from being Western-dominated to being
shared by East and West is m<ivi ng very
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slowly; third, geopolitical contradictions are

international community, this -only leads

deepening, interfering with the consensus

to what Samuel Huntington calls "a society

of the international community on compre-

that is truly helpless and hopeless:·

hensive cooperation. It is imperative that
world order be adjusted.

The truth is that the old world order is unsustainable and _the old way of thinking is

Einstein once said, "Problems cannot be

illogical. The view of t_he world domi_nated

solved with the same mindset that created

by the U.S., which is base_d on American ex-

them:· He was talking about scientific re-

ceptionalism, is outdated. A new world or-

search, but it applies just as well to geopoli-

der guided by the esta_blishme_nt of a global

tics.

community with a shared future should be
our main aim, The

At the APEC Summit in 2018, President Xi

Jinping

clearly stated, "We
must strengthen
rule-based

global

governance if we
are to achieve stability and develop-

U.S. remains a strong

!Zc'--_'J.l'dicss ofho\\' strung a
countrv. is, cvct·v, countrv, is
part ,1fthis W,lrid, and there
nc't)ds t() he a rule-based
L•

.·

L

~Johal governance svstt~n1 rn

c•

L

,

manage Lt.

world power, but to
maintain its position
it must be part of
the world and continue to cooperate
with China and other
parties to strengthen
rule-based

glob-

ment. Rules should

al governance and

be

gradually

formulated

achieve

by the international community, not 1n a

the smooth transition to a new world order.

might-is-right way. Once the rules are made,

Coexistence requires tolerance; mutual ben-

they should not be followed or bent as one

efits require cooperation; development re-

sees fit, and they should not be applied

quires openness; prosperity requires peace.

with double standards for selfish agendas."

These should be the basic tenets of the new
world order.ti

Many conflicts around the world have been
caused by the U.S. resorting to force and
abusing its hegemony. The reason for this
is its idea that the world is part of the U.S.
Is it not time that the U.S. abandon this logic that justifies suppressing opponents by
force to maintain U.S. dominance7 For the

!
,
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Loo~~ie1Jg rsac~< and look~ng
Fo1rwa1rrd
At this time of high stress in U.5.-China relations, it is worth recalling just
how far the two countries have come in their relationship over the past four
decades and reflecting on the multiple societal bonds that still link them
together.
~~----··

Forty years ago the world was

At this time of high stress in

stunned as the United States and

U.5.-China relations, it is worth

the People's Republic of China

recalling just how far the two

established "normal" diplomatic

countries have come in their

relations. The surprise

move

relationship over the past four

came following eight months of

decades. Consider some of the

secret negotiations in Beijing and

things that link the two societies

six years after President Richa.rd

together.

--------·-··-·-···

David Shambaugh
Gaston Sigur Professor
George Washington University

Nixon's groundbreaking visit to
China in February W72.

Forty years ago there were no
students exchanged-today there

It was not easy "getting to yes"

are 363,341

Chinese students

for the negotiators, and they

studying in American universi-

never did agree on the sensitive

ties and an estimated 80,000 in

issue of American arms sales

American

to Taiwan-but President Jimmy

while there approximately 12,000

Carter and senior Chinese leader
Deng Xiaoping (who oversaw and

American students studying in

secondary schools,

conducted the final round of the

China. Scholarly exchanges have
come a very long way since I was

negotiations ori the Chinese side)

among the first groups of Amer-

agreed that the time had come
for these two great powers to

ican students to go to China in
1979. Instead of studying in Chi-

have normal interactions after

nese classrooms, as I did at three

three decades of estrangement

different Chinese universities, I

Deng himself commemorated the

have taught many Chinese stu-

event by personally visiting the

dents in my classes over the past

White House and several cities

three decades. Scientists, doc-

across the United States in Janu-

tors, social scientists, humanists,

ary 1979.

and other specialists now inter-
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act professionally and many collaborate

China. Approximately 250 direct flights per

on joint projects. Of the several million

week traverse the Pacific between the two

Chinese students who have studied in

countries. These people-to-people ties are

America since 1979, a considerable number

buttressed by more than 201 sister city

have become ,'\merican citizens following

and 44 sister state-province relationships.

graduation and have built their lives in the

Although exchanges between non-gov-

United States.

ernmental organizations have contracted

Trade was a pal-

sharply since
China's 2017 NGO

try $2.3

law went

billion

into

in 1979 but bal-

effect, there are

looned to $636

still

billion

in

2017.

Forty years ago
there was no U.S.
commercial

di-

rect investment

At this time of high stress in
U.S.-China relations, it is worth
recalling just how far the two
countries have come ...

about

American

20

NGOs

registered in China.
Over the decades

in China, today

dozens of bilat-

total

accumu-

eral agreements

lated stock has

have been signed

reached

by the two gov-

$256.49 ·

billion. Meanwhile, China's investment in

ernments to facilitate exchanges in a wide

the U.S. has grown from zero to $139.81

variety of fields-ranging from the scienc-

billion today. Despite the multiple stresses

es to athletics. American sports, popular

in the bilateral commercial relationship at

culture, and brands remain very popular

present, epitomized by the ongoing tariff
war, the economic bonds continue to tie
the countries together.

among the Chinese public-while Chinese
films, literature, and arts are gaining traction with the American public.

Four decades ago only a few of American

Thus, when the two tigers are fighting-

tourists visited China, while none trav-

as the two governments are currently

eled to the United States. During 2018 an

doing-it is worthwhile to reflect on the

estimated 3.24 million Chinese tourists

multiple societal bonds that still link the

will have visited America, with approx-

two countries together. These ties did not

imately 2.25 million Americans going to

grow by accident-they were very much
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in the minds of Deng Xiaoping and
President Carter. When the two met at

has endured. The 1980s was the honeymoon period, where the two sid_es

the White House in January 1979 their

began to get to know each other and

conversations had as much to do with

Americans were transfixed by the en-

the potential for building intersocietal

couraging economic, social, and politi-

and intergovernmental linkages than

cal reforms being undertaken by Deng

it did with countering the Soviet "Polar

Xiaoping, Zhao Ziyang, and Hu Yaobang.

Bear." Their reasoning was that the two
governments' common strategic oppo

0

President Ronald
•

Reagan's adminis-

tration did much to build the bilateral

sition to the Soviet Un.ion at the time

relationship and

would one day dissipate or disappear,

vision for broad-based ties. Then came

and when that day came the two sides

the traumatic events of June 4, 1989,

would need. a stronger foundation on

which resulted in a sharp curtailment

which to base their mutual relationship.

in relations (although not a rupture in

It was not only their vision to construct

diplomatic ties), which lasted until the

linkages between the two societies,

mid-1990s. Under Presidents Clinton

but also to give the two government

and Jiang Zemin the two sides began to

bureaucracies more positive missions

reengage in the 1996-97 timeframe and,

implement Carter's

of cooperation. This latter strategy

following the May 2001 EP-3 Incident,

produced countless intergovernmental

this momentum continued throughout

dialogues that endure to this day-such

the presidency of George W. Bush (2001-

as the US-China Diplomatic & Security

2008).

Dialogue, U.S.-China Social & Cultural

presidency-which spanned the lead-.

Dialogue, and the Joint Commission on

erships of Hu Jintao and Xi Jinping-

Commerce and Trade.

were a mixture of some cooperation

Relations during the Obama

but growing competition. In retrospect,
Over four decades the relationship has

the presidencies of Reagan and Bush 43

certainly had its ups and downs, but it

witnessed the longest periods of sta-

· N~~~ 00~!lilil~~w--~ ~m!m~in~oili~:: '.:
ft@_if©rr footlbl $i!~ m Il~ @©J\Wtr© ~i®i~
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Maa Zedang (third left) and

President Nixon (fourth left)
meeting in Zhongnanhai. Also
present are Zhou En/ai (first
left) and U.S. Secretary of

State Kissinger (first right), interpreter Nancy Tang (second
left) 1972.

bility and cooperation over the

mixture of cooperation and

past 40 years.

competition and friction, but
until recent years the former

The current period, during

outweighed t.he latter. Now

Donald Trump's presidency, is

predominant "competition" is

obviously deeply strained. Yet,

the "new normal." The chal-

beyond the daily headlines of

lenge, therefore, is for both

frictions, underneath a quieter

sides to learn how to manage

set of thick interactions and

the competition so that it does

exchanges endure to tie the

not morph into a fully-fledged

two societies together in times

adversarial relationship.<>

of, trouble. This is exactly as
Carter and Deng envisioned it
forty years ago, and is worth
remembering today as the
two major powers increasingly
clash over a range of issues.
This is what makes the current
U.5.-China competition fun-

-7

damentally different than the
us-soviet Cold War.
Nonetheless, we would be mis-

1·f

taken to oversell these mutual

I

.

··-,'

the deep sources of stress and

I'./u~ii~trrtr~; ll'~iij®Itt~~~j\\)~ @11~~"~{~; ~ ·.·•

suspicion in both countries:

1 ·.

These frictions, and the per-

I

ceptions that underlie them,

I · fl@~:mi~Y ©i011~0-s~ fd'.Ol@ll@t)~!)°,

bonds and

underappreciate

are real-and now dominate
the

•

--

fil~~~~ @Jf ©:00:l~J@frl'iFf1i@:dl ~l5)@J~~frll©1l1
ffill77@ £:m1~©m;, t"?Jilll\r: \lil!lllfu1ll l!~[ffif( !)"'@[;if& ijjl@
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relationship. U.S.-China

relations have always been a
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Historic Value of the Past 40
Years
Two historic events 40 years ago have turne·d China into
a global economic power and benefited U.S. interests.

December 2018 marks two simul-

has played a vital role in sup-

taneous 40 years anniversaries

porting China's reform and open-

of historic significance: China and

ing-up. It has not only provided a

the US established diplomatic re-

stable international environment

lations on December 16, 1978, and

for China, but also resulted in nu-

China launched reform and open-

merous concrete tools securing

HeWeiwen

ing-up on December 18, 1978. This

mutually beneficial cooperation.

is not a coincidence.

The two countries have signed

Senior Fellow
Center for China and

hundreds of agreements covering
Deng Xiaoping, the master de-

trade, science and technology,

signer of China's

education, intellectual property,

reform

and

opening-up, held that China must

agriculture,

energy, education,

normalize its relations with the

tourism, medical· service, culture

United States to make the reform

and more. The massive invest-

and opening-up a success. Two

ment of US multinational com-

days before the opening of the

panies, which boasts over 68,000

historical 3rd Plenary Session
of the 11th CPC Central Commit-

US-invested businesses in China
today, has brought tremendous

tee, China and the United States
signed the joint communique on

new products, new technologies,
new visions and market opportu-

· establishing diplomatic relations

nities to China. They also support-

as from January 1, 1979. A month
later, Deng Xiaoping visited the

Globalization

ed 174 million jobs directly. Two---~---~-----------------. --- .... ___________o _ • - - - - - ~ - - - - ----

United States where he had long
discussions with President Jimmy
Carter.
Forty years of norma_lized relations between China and the US

30
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way trade increased 233-fold from 1979

push in China's reform and opening-up

to 2017, unprecedented in human history,

and in her integration into the world.

contributing to economic_ growth in China. Over the past 40 years of reform and

On the other hand, the continuous reform

over

and opening-up in

five million Chinese

China has also pro-

opening-up,
students

studied

abroad, with

over

one third of the total studying in the
US, acquiring the
latest
and

knowledge

expertise

in

various sectors in
the world. China has
also benefited from
cooperation with
the US in the con-

=l

I

Then_
have
r- a~t 40 vears
,
proved that a sound relationship betvveen China and

,

nities for American
businesses and the

I

American

people.

!

According to a joint
study by US-China

the U.S. is important to China's reform and opening-up,
and a const,intlv> onening_
C

Business

Council

(USCBC) and
Oxford

the

Research

Institute, two-way

C

China is also essential
tor the U.S.

trade

and

invest-

ment in 2015 alone

temporary law making, and in learning
and following inter-

vided vast opportu-

contributed 1.2 % to

"====~-

national trade rules. With hard, protracted
.

talks, China and the US reached the agree-

US GDP, and supported 2.6 _million

--~~·1

·· ·

jobs. In receot years, Chinese exports to
'

·

the US lowered the US CPI by 1.5 percent-

ment on China's accession to the WTO on

age points and saved roughly $850 per

November 15, 1999, which was the key for

family each year. The US has also benefited

China's WTO membership two years later.

tremendously from China's accession to

The latter in turn helped turn China into

the WTO. According to USDOC_ data, from

a leading trading power 15 years later. All

2002 to 2017, US exports to China increased

the above developments provided a strong

by 487%, four times as fast as its exports to
Total Employment (Thousands) Supported by
Chinese Tourists Visiting U.S.

• US$7,100 per trip is what Chinese visitors spend ·
on average in the U.S.
,oo,
Since 2013,

over 8,000 U.S. Jobs have been cre-

ated due to Chinese tourism to the US, fueling
American employment in a variety of sectors
such as auto rental, hospitality, and mbre.
l(Mi9

H)10

:011

2012

200

lQ1~

2015

ZVl6

.

Source: U.S. Travel Association
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Growth in Chinese Students Studying in U.S.

the rest of the world (including China),
which increased by 123.1%. Its imports

-

from China rose by 303.&% during the
same period, while its imports from the
rest of the world was up only 101.7%.

-

During the past 40 years of reform and
opening-up, China's average tariff levels
were brought down from over 30% to
7.5% by November 2018, and most of the

Source: U.S. Corilmerce Departme·nt and Assoc1at1on of International Educators

• Chinese students contributed US$12.55 billion to
the U.S. economy in 2016.
During the 2016/2017 school year alone, over 300,000 Chinese
st_udents joined their peers in US classrooms, generating over
150,000 jobs for the American economy.

non-tariff barriers have been removed,
offering an ever expanding market for
the

us

exporters. China now accounts

for 57% of US soybean export sales, 25%
of Boeing's global sales, and 20% of US
automotive exports. China's continuous opening-up i,n market access has

The U.S. Trade Surplus with China In Services
(Millions of dollar,;, quilrter,; 5i;,;:,sonalty adJUS(E:CH

provided

promising opportunities for

US mult_inat_ional enterprises. According to the latest data by the Bureau of
Economic Analysis, by the end of 2016,
China accounted for only 1.6% of total
US multinational enterprises' overseas
investment assets, but for 6% of total
overseas sales, 2.6% of total overseas
net revenue, and 5% of total overseas
added value. It shows that China is a
market with higher than average returns
for US multinationals. The AmCham
2018 White Paper also found that close
to 60% of its members had put China
among the top three of their global in-

Source: The Bureau of Economic Analysi_s, Tne U.S-China Business Counc_il
and the Department of Commerc·e

A/though the U.S. hos a trade deficit with China, a less-we//
known fact is that the U.S. qctually ran a $39 billion surplus
in services trade with China in 2017.

U.S. service exports to China totaled
$54.2 billion in 2016 atone.
U.S. trade surplus with China in services
was $38 biUion in 2016.
U.S. goods exports to China accounted for
8% of overall U.S. exports in 2016. .

32

vestment destinations, and one third
of them had planned a 10% or more investment increase in 2018. A recent Rhodium Group report showed that, by the
end of 2017, total US investment stock
in China reached $200 billion, making
a profit of $70 billion out of local sales,
which were over $600 billion, larger
than Chinese exports to the US, which

This material.is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC-on behalf of US,.China Transpacific l:oundation.
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were at $505:6 billion in 2017, according to
USDOC data.

omy Justifies upgrading manufacturing to

The past 40 years have proved that a

"middle income trap" and create a high-

sound relationship between China and

income society, its per capita GDP will have

the US is important to China's reform and

to reach at least $14,000, or a total GDP of

opening-up, and a constantly opening Chi-

$19.6 trillion, very close to the current size

na is also essential for the

higher end products to keep the economy growing. If China wants to avoid the

us.

of the US economy. Will that be a threat
to the US? Absolutely not At that level,

The current sharp downturn in bilateral re-

China's per capita GDP will be less than a

lations since President Donald Trump took

quarter of the current US level ($60,000),

office, especially the ongoing trade war, is

or less than half that of the average in

good for no one. A fundamental concern

OECD countries. China will still have a long

behind the latest Trump Administration's

way to go to bring happy lives to its peo-

China policy is the mentality of the "Chi·

ple. It will pose no threat to US dominance.

na threat". They assume that China will
threaten the US' global dominance in both

The two 40-years anniversaries are trea-

geopolitics and high-tech industries. But

sured memories for both countries, re-

the past 40 years of bilateral diplomatic

minding us what is good for both and what

relations and China's reform and open-

might hurt the interests of each. A stable

ing-up show that China has no interest in

relationship and prosperous future de-

challenging the US in eithe'r field.

pend on the strategic vision and practical
efforts by governments, businesses, aca-

Although China's total GDP is already two

demics, and peoples. Regardless of twists

thirds that of the US, its per capita GDP,

and turns ahead, China-US relbtions will

estirnated at around $9,700 in 2018, is

ultimately return to the track of win-win

still below the world average of $11,000.

collaboration.0

The downward pressure in China's econ-

Growth in Number of Americans Employed by
Chinese-owned U.S. Companies
·
150000

In 2016, the number of people employed

in America by Chinese companies rose by
more than 50%.
1UIOCll

• Chinese companies added about 50,000
U.S. employees to their payrolls in 2016.
• 141,000 Americans were employed by
Chinese-owned U.S. companies in 2016.
SIJG00

zo,s

,.,.

Source: The Rhodium Group, U.S. Travel Association

This material is distributed by Capitol CounsetLLC on behalf Of US,.Chin_a Transpacific Foundation.
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-M~ments and Bridges
1979

►

On Jan 31, 1919, Chi·
nese Vice Premier

Deng Xiaoping and U.S.
President Jinimy Carter

signed historic diplom.ati"c ~greements in
the t:a·st Room of the
White H¢use during
Deng's st_?te visit to
the U._S. The two lead◄ 1979.

e.r_s normalized d!p- ·
lomatic relations_ be-

·:

tween their countriesj
and reversed decades

o.f ·u.s.·. ho·sti_lity to...t.he.. :
People's .Repu'blic of

·I

China ·

..

:.

·

'.

..

"1984

f

Mrs. and

Mr. Cart€r ,inspected ·a g,ift .from
beng Xiao))irig_at the.White-House on Jan
31, 1979.
.
.
.

·.

Deng_· x·iaop'ing- wetC_omed' President-. Ro,naldReagan,andJirSt: Lad\/.:Nallcy Reag"an,i·n1o·thE!. _..
Great HaJ[ 9(th~-.P~o.ple· in Beiji_ijg QrJ Apr 2_8,:
1984. R_e_agan Wa~ on his firs(viSit'._to Chi_na ·
as·the presi_cten't
.
·.

Pres·i_derit 'Ge-orge;,_H.vy: :'B_u_sh
a·nd h·i~- wife. 'Barbara :sJsh
w·aveci io the cr0.wds.in the
Tiananmen Square on Feb
. 25, 19~9.

..This material is.distributed by Ca~ttolCoun.;;I LLC on behaW:01 UScChina :Transpacific Foundation.
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1998~
!~the dinner i.n f;3.~iJ(~g on Jun 27, 1998,

'I
,,[
1

to welcome President

1

Bill Clinton, leaders

President 'Hu- Jingtao and
First Lady Li.u'Yohgqing

· ! . of the two countries
.i tOnducte.d mus·ic
I . bands, President Ji-·

(right) greeted President
George W. Bush and First
Lady Laura Bush (left), who
, h_ad b·een invited to__ attend

· ang Zemin: directing
the b_and to play "Ode
to the Mothe.r_land",

the.2008 Beijing Olym·pics.
Opening Ceremon'y' On Aug 8,

while Preside.nt tiin·ton.directirig-the fTIU-

I

sic of "Hands AcrC>ss
the Sea".

2008.

..-2008

Presi-de.nt B_arack
Obam·a presented

Chinese preSide~~t
.·xi Ji-nping, with.
a gi'ft o( an i-_nscri'bed redwood

.. 2009
'

◄ 2013

Before dinner

on Nov 16, 2009

·park bench at t_he

in Zti"ongh~n.ha.i', Presi'dent

, An-n·e·nberg Retreat befqre their

Oba·ma and ·
President HU )intao made
noodte·s in the.·
kitchen with
th€ €hefs:

. _bilate.r.~t rrieeting
·.at Su_rinYl_an'ds;

.calitPrn-ia on Jun.a;
. 2013.

---,
i

Pise~.1p'.d_.en:td·, Xi- 1iDn pi n_gtd'._-hT·i_s wif~ _~ed: nF~· LiyLuadn,
U_._ .. resi ent on_c:1 .- r_ump an 1rst_ a y

j

Metariia· Ti-ulTip. l\ste·ned.aS Tru·m·iJ'.S grand-·

• 1 . .da.ughter

:I·

Arabelta.'._Kushner- sa:n·g a Chinese

folk.Sor\t cln0 reC.ited c-_l~sSic-s ·Of (hin~se
. literat~re· in the,-·Mar-a~Lago re,~ort· in Florid~
on Apr 6, 2017 .

•
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197i ►
C.hineSe three~time wo_rld champion
Ping Pong player Zhuang Zedong (left)
presented a Yellow Mountain sifk' weaV-

i_ng art piece .to American athl_ete Gl'enn,
Cowan (right) on Apr 4, 1971. "Ping Pong· ·
DiplomacyN !ed to a domino of events·

·- mat e·ventu'ally ·saw_ th~_ ·n9rmalizat~on
'oft.he re_l_ationship. i,yitfl \,\,'.ashington ..

vi·ce Ch·ai(nian of th.e Central'- Military ·'Committei? Ye

◄ 1971

Jianying (secor:id left;) greeted
·US Secretary-of Sl?te Henry
Kissinger at the_ airport on
behalf of the Chinese gov-

err:,ment on Jµl 9, 1971. From
July 9 to 11, Kissir:iger took
a Secret mission to Chi·na
during his· visit to Pakistan,
under the c"over of a h·ealth

issue. Ki?sihger and Ch·inese
· Premier _Zhou Enlai conduct-

eQ six· meetings and fin;;illy
agreed <;rn t~_J:! sc;"hedule. and
logistics of Ric,hard Ni.i:wn's
vi_sit Which_ ope'rled.u,p -a nE!w
:·chapter of Criina.-_us relations .
.

'

- Chairma~ ~-a~ '(;~·ird ·lefi)'\e·c~iv~-9 Pr~sid;nt-.N_ixrin·(f~u~h:.,teft),_iri'. h_is
_St_udy at_ t_he Chines·e goVerl)rrrent coui p·ou·nct·'Of Z_h-pngn9nhcii ._bn _Fej:) 11, ·
. 197i,Also present _were zhOu t1ilai (flfst l?ftf a_nd ,U.S., SecrE!ta'r)' 6f State
•.-l<iss_i·nger (first right),._interp.retef ·N·a_ni;:y·Tang (s·ec(;rnd left).,
,, -

..

'

"

''

..

.,

'

- ~ - ' - - - - 1 . is.materiaJ.is.dislributedcy_Capilol,CounseLLLCJ<n .beball ot JJS,,China:tr~OllOlllllio,n__~---~~
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1979 ►

The freighter L-iu liffh·ai set off
·from Shanghai t6
Seattle in Marth,
1979, si:gnaling the
resuri1ption·o_r ocean

1979 ►

ShiPPing between
China and the United States.

Renow·ned Arherican ·viol_i·nist Issac Stern c,oached
Chi·nese Vi'olin StudentS
in Shanghai. Not lorig af-

ter the establishment of
China-US relations, _lsaai:

Stern paid his first" trip to
China in 1979: That historic

◄

1981

visit came to be·· immortalized in the Qsc"ar-winning

A Chinese man. holding out a bottle of
Coca, Cola in 1981. on·
the same day of the
announcerrient of'dip<'.
lomatic noi-malization
between Chi.na···and
th€ U:S., Coca-Cola announced its r:eturn to
Ch-(na-after a 3,ci-year
abSence and opene·d
its fir'st· bottling factory
in _Beijing in }981.

1

documentary· "Fr_om Mao
to Mozart" Concerts aside,
Stern also s_perit time

during his visit at China's
Central Coriservatory

of

Music ~nd the Sh~nghaiConservatory of Music,
.. imparting his wisdom to

Chi.nese students along the
way.
.

1981 ►

1!

On the.morning of Janua"ry·?, 1981, · i!
the Civi! A\liation Administration of'China (CAA(}celebrated
the ihaugural commercial flight
between Chin~-.'3n-d the United
States .. This firSt trip Was flown·,
by-an. Air China jet·fr9m Beijirig
to .. _N~\J.V .Yo.rk, ;,topp_ing io Shanghai and San Frani:_iscO. Just a fe'w
weeks later, Pari:Arrierican World
AirwaYs.a.lSo_ b_egan reglllar com_mercial ftightS between the two
·countries.
· · '

~

•. v -19s1
U-.5 ·president
Carier
rape~:.danced,
· Wit_h tinQergar-·
.te_n ~ids when·
he visited Xi'an Co't(on Mill Kin-'
:dergarten ·on .

-Li~_niy

. Aug 28, '1981

------~,hismaterial is.distriruMd.by.CapjlolCauQseLLLC-bebalf.ofUS.-Cbina.T.ranspacilicEoundatio,""'_~---~
WWW.CH INAUSFO.C.US.COM Additional inforrpaUon is availabie'at the Department of Justice;' Washington;OC.
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"'1985
Disney characters Mickey Mouse a_nd Donald

Duck greeted Chinese chi!dre_n i_n 1986 on a
triP to China as ambassadors from Disneyland. Tlte first teleVision show to be aired in
Chin·~ showi_ng the two cha_racters debuted
that ·same year. In s_ubSeq·uent_-yea_rs, t_he

sho.W Was repoited _to have viewership ap- ·
pro·achin·g a quarter o_f _the eritire Chir:iese
p~pu_la,tioq, a wh_ opping 250 miqion pe9ple.

~· ================

Deng Xiaoping met with American journalist delegation
durin~ their rel,'.isit to Chin·a, in 19a·s_

American Interna-

tional Group (AIG)
,- Chairman Maurice R.
, 1_

Greenberg held up
jthe l'icens_e gra-nting
: his·com'pany c;pprova·l to beco·me the
first forei-gn insur.-ance .company in the
People's Republ_ic of
China on Oct 5, 7992:-

l

I

19~~ ►

1

AITleri:Qan WTO RE!preS~nJative -_
"Ch_arle_ne: B'a·r-Shefsky (nli"ddte·')"
·wa,s'-·overvvhelrried on the d·_a·y.of
_'.the 1/fQ).agree_rrie_nt Qy thf,?__(J.'s>
a·n·d";(hih_a,. Sh€ ·pointed out her
f eflnger an'd made a 180 degree
n from left to right on Nov 15,
9

-

'

.

,'

.

-

.

.

,.··

.

---'-~--Ihis.material.isilmtrillu¥]1y£aR;,pl'<;o~QSetU,C.onJ>eh#-of.U~c;~aTraryspacffic.Eo~ndation,~-"------"·
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◄ 2000

Two <:;:hinese N_avy sh.ips, the destroyer

!

I

Qingdao and the oi.[er Talcang, visited the
United States na-val ba·se at..Pearl Harbor,

Haw.aii iri)Q_O_o. Sailor.s from.both co_untries
watched a traditional Li.on Dance.

·

I

2004T
Eunice Moe Brock, an American native living
in Sha_ndong, took her donkey loaded with 20

bags of Christmas gifts.to students of liumiao
primary school on De·c 25, 2004. Brock spent
the fi1·st 13 years of her life in the small village
of Liumiao, but returned to _the United _States
With her p_arents in t_he ·e:arly 1930.s. l_n 199·9,
Brock moved back to Liumiao to volunteer as
an English teacher. She donated over $50,000

to various caus_es in Shan dong, gai-ning her the

I.,'

adrriiration of many in her community.

1

b========='===~-=====d
◄

'·.

2012

; For the first
: tinie ev~r, Chi~·
I nese conductor

2015 ►.

· _j,:·Y\:Jlong·direCt!i",'e_d th,e Am_eri1 can New York

: ·Philhar"moni_·c
Orchestra at th_e
Ch LnJ!_Se New
.i 'Year co'ncert at

!i ,tri-E!
!!
I:r

·carn_Etgie •

Center in

20.12.
~lying Tiger veteraris returned to-Zhi~
jia~g. Hunan ~here Jap_anese w.rre·n, dered in 194~. September 5, 2015.

◄

\

2014 ·

, Mi.cirbsoft.Foucide;.

! Bi~l 9~tes· met with

Al1b~_l)a FOlJnQer
and- Exe-tutive
Chairman Jack
i_n·. B_eij)ng to d_iS- ,
cu's5. philanthropy.

Ma

1

1·n 2014·. ·

j

Photo nedits: The Carter Center, Xinhu3 News·'~\11encyC·200 Years·ofSiho-.US Reiati_ony{~Sh'ang_hg"i l171aq_es:_A ·PictoriOl Century 6fSiho-U.S. Rf?lot1.·ons

~---~~-~·CLinb1Sisc1rnnaaitreonriaa1l·ic;utistrib!Jt8;d.hy_ apitol.CoubseLLLC_on behi:llLotU&ehiila.Iranspacifi~ Eot.!-[1ctatr, .
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Africa Doesn't Need A New
Cold War, Eithe_r
Recently, the White House released its new U.S. Africa strategy, which seeks
militarization and portrays China as a threat. This is misguided. Africa can
greatly benefit from Chinese and U.S. economic development.

Dan Steinbock
Founder
Difference Group

On December 13, 2018, U.S. Na-

billion in total goods trade with

ti on al Security

Sub-Saharan African

Adviser

John

countries

Bolton gave a speech in the con-

and a trade deficit of $10.8 billion.

servative

Foundation

America's largest export markets

about the Trump administration's

were South Africa, Nigeria, Gha-

new "Africa strategy," which is

na, Ethiopia, and Angola. In im-

ba_sed on Trump's 'America First'

ports, Cote d'Ivoire and Botswana

foreign policy doctrine.

played a role as well.

In the United States, the media

In the past, U.S. Africa strategy

focus was on

focused mainly on economic co-

Heritage

against U.S.

Bolton's attack
and

operation and aid, and second-

American aid. Specifically, Bolton

arily on military cooperation. In

accused

adversaries

Russia and

China of

the new strategy, the focus areas

"predatory practices" in Africa.

have been reversed. The 'America

In practice, the Trump adminis-

First' Africa strategy purports to
address three core U.S. interests

tration's Africa strategy implies a

in Africa:

militarization of U.S. activities in
Africa to undermine Chinese eco-

"First, advancing U.S. trade and

nomic activities there, which have

commercial ties with

contributed to modernization and

across the region to the benefit of

growth on the continent.

both the United States and Afri-

nations

ca .. .Second, countering the threat

Militarization of U.S. Africa
Strategy

from

Radical Islamic Terrorism

and violent conflicLAnd third,
we wi_ll ensure that U.S. taxpayer

In 2017, the United States had $39

40

dollars for aid are used efficiently

_ This material is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC on behalf a/US-China T'!lnspacific.Foundation.
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Third, instead of "indiscriminate assistance across the entire continent;'

While the first core interest osten-

the new strategy will no longer sup-

sibly involves economic dealings,

port "unproductive,

it actually doesn't True, the Trump

and unaccountable U.N. peacekeep-

administration "wants our econom-

ing missions."

u nsuccessfu 1,

ic partners in the region to thrive,
prosper, and control their own desti-

That's why the 'America First' stance

nies;· but it downplays all economic

portrays itself as adversarial to the

efforts to boost African prosperity.

Chinese efforts to boost global eco-

ltis the second principle that is the

and Road

key to the new U.S. Africa strategy.

and developing economies. China's

According to Bolton, "ISIS, al-Qaida,

economic contribution is seen main-

and their affiliates all operate and

ly in hostile terms, as an effort to

nomic integration through the Belt
initiative in emerging

recruit on the African continent,

"dominate the world:' As Bolton puts

plotting attacks against American

it: "[China's] predatory actions are

citizens and targets." The new strat-

sub-components of broader Chinese

egy sees Africa mainly as a base of

strategic initiatives, including 'One

Islamic terrorism, which must be de-

Belt, One Road'-a plan to develop a

fused on the continent so that it will

series of trade route.s leading to and

not threaten American interests.

from. China with the ultimate goal·

U.S. Nationql security adviser John Bolton unveiled the Trump administration's new Africa strategy on Dec. 13, _2018, which greatly cuts aid to the continent and p/aCes tougher conditions on
financial and military support, as a way of countering the growing inf!uence of China and Russia

in Africa.

__ __
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of advancing Chinese global domi-

exporters to China comprise Angola,

nance:·

South Africa, and the Republic of Congo, whereas the largest buyers of Chi-

Since economic facts do not support

nese goods include South Africa and

the Trump administration's narra-

Nigeria. Sino-African trade increased

tive, it relies increasingly on ideo-

rapidly some two decades until the

logical trashing without elementary

fall of the commodity prices since

efforts to verify the charges.

2014, when bilateral trade peaked at
$215 billion. Since then, t_he value of

Chinese Economic Cooperation in
Africa

African exports to China has been
penalized, even as Chinese exports to
Africa have remained steady.

Since th_e mid-2010s, Washington has
accused China of "neocolonialism"

Meanwhile, U.S. investment in Afri-

in Africa. The misguided narrative

ca has collapsed. U.S. FOi into Africa

seeks to reframe the eclipse of

grew through the Bush years, when

the commodity super-cycle, which

the White House still hoped to benefit

caused a drastic fall in commodity

from the

prices, presumably as another Chi-

and industrialization in several African

nese plot.

economies. But as the Obama admin-

impending modernization

istration presented its Africa vision in
In 2016, the value of China-Africa

the early 2010s, U.S. FOi first plunged

trade was $128 billion, almost three

and then collapsed (Figure).

times bigger than

U.S. trade with

the continent. The largest African
----Fig~re: Chinese FDI am;t US FDI to Africa (flows), 2003-2015
US FOi flows peat
aftet the Bush erO

... But p~imge iri
rhe Obaffla era

-----

-

fn llu: Trump era, militar;
p,iorities substitute /01 FOi
■ C.:hl1,.-..,m11'1,ow1"Afri<-~

e us. mi now m Mrio

Chinese FD/ dirilbs in the

Steady expansion prevaJJs in the Xi

Hu Jin tao era until-2008 crisis

Jin ping em, amid Wwer gtobal ptO<i.MctS

Source: UNCTAD; China Statistical Yearbook; Difference Group

This material.is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC. on behaltof.. US.,.Chin_a Tran_sp~cjfic Fou.n.dation.
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strafrgyis

.The new Afrrca
actuallybased on the old neoconservative
W olfowitz Doctrine, whic:h t>merged in the eatly '90s aiid which says
that.the.American goal must be "to prevent.there"emergence ofa
. l " .·
nevv:nva
When the administration began its public

has been growing at some 20% per ·year.

atta_ck against Chinese initiatives in the

Foreign direct investment (FOi) has grown

fall, these outbursts were preceded by

twice as fast in the past decade. McKi nsey

President Xi Jinping's speech in th_e 2018

estimates China's financial flows to Africa

Forum on China Africa Cooperation (FOCAC).

are 15% higher than official figures when

Xi pledged $60 billion to the continent in

non-traditional flows are included. China

loans, grants, a~d development financing.

is also a large and fast-growing source of
aid and the largest source of construction

In turn, the new U.S. Africa strategy is large-

financing, which support Africa's ambitious

ly dictated by the concern that in two de-

infrastructure developments.

cades, China has become Africa's largest
economic partner. In contrast to Bolton's

But is Chinese infrastructure investment in

fea nfu l images of Chinese negative impact

Africa really a threat to U.S. interests?

in Africa, leading· business consultancies,
including McKinsey, offer very different ac-

U.S., China, and Africa: Two Scenarios

counts. The former is based on ideological
bashing without facts. The latter reflects

Ever since the release of the U.S. adminis-

simple economic analysis:

tration's new 2017 National Security Strategy, China has been perceived as Ameri-

In the past two decades, Africa-China trade

--

-

--

. China uses bribes, opaqv~ agr~ements, and the strategic l)se Of debt,
td hold' states in Africa captive to ..
Beijing's wishes ancJ qemands. lt_s .
i11\iestm.entventuies are riddled .
.with corruption, arid do not meet
the same en~·ito'nfriental or.ethical.
stand aids as U.S' develqprrien,tal
prbgra

rrif . ··

. ..

.

.·-·' .-

-· ·_,:

-~- .,·__

· ..

.

/:.~ ..-.

ca's adversary rather than a partner: "For

·,.-i;

l'he C:hinese;dragons""sfirms ofail .
sizes and sectors~are. bringing cap. · i_tal investrrie~t, management know:
, h9w, .and eotrepr!=neurial energy .
. tb' eve.ry corner'.ofthe-ccintinent~
9-ncl in:so doing,they are helpingto
. ·atceierate·the prbgress of Africa's '
"tions:'as its economies are often,
/efe'fred to. · · · · , ·
·

'
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decades, U.S. policy was rooted in
the belief that support for China's

strategy does. Rather, it would

rise and for its integration into the

drive a win-win scenario, in which

post-war international order would
liberalize China."

both America and China would

The new Africa strategy is actually

economies. That would accelerate

based on the old neoconserv.ative

modernization and

Wolfowitz Doctrine, which emerged

tion across the continent, which, in

in the early '90s and which says

turn, would raise living standards.

that the American goal must be "to
preve·nt the re-emergence of a new

would diminish.

competition," as the U.S. Africa

increasingly trade and invest, and
provide development aid to African
industrializa-

With rising prosperity, violent terror

rival, either on the territory of the
former Soviet Union or elsewhere

The multipolar scenario would

that poses a threat." As a result, the

fulfill the three U.S. core interests

White House sees U.S. and China

in Africa and foster triangular eco-

today mainly· in competitive ze-

nomic ties among the U.S., China,

ro-sum terms.

and Africa, while intensifying modernization in the continent. In con-

But there is another future scenar-

trast, the old new U.S. Africa strate-

io that sees the increasingly multi-

gy may undermine such futures.<1

polar world economy as a strength
rather than a liability. It is predicated on more stable, global prospects as emerging and developing
economies can focus on economic
development, instead of militarization.
In Africa, the multipolar scenario would not foster "major power

Econqn.ric fa,;ts clo n6tsupportihe Trump
adn1inistration'snarrative, it relies increasinglyoo
. ideolo,gical trashing withput elementary efforts tg ,
verify the charges.
.
. . .
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Trump's 'New African Strategy'
Trump's Africa strategy is a self-serving reaction to Chinese ties to the contin_ent.

HeWenping
Senior Fellow
Charhar. Institute

lJS President Donal.d Trump has finally

past two years in the White House, the

set his eyes on the long-overlooked

President has never visited Africa and

Africa. National Security Advisor John

has received only one African lead-

Bolton announced the long overdue

er, Nigerian President Muhammadu

new African strategy. Yet the new

Buhari. His tweets have been consis-

'Prosper Africa' initiative takes as its

tently contemptuous of Africa, calling

guide the 'old principle' of 'American

African countries 'shithole countries'

interests first'. Cooperation with Africa

and even ranting about the 'large

ha_s been arranged completely on the

scale killing of white farmers' in South

basis of American interests instead

Africa's land reform.

of those of Africa. The administration
also declared in no uncertain terms

Besides being a big mouth on African

that the new strategy is aimed at bal-

countries and affairs, Trump has ap-

ancing Chinese and Russian influence

pointed neither an assistant secretary

in Africa, raising the spectre of an eco-

of state

nomic Cold War.

sadors to several African countries

for African affairs nor ambas-

for a long time. Nonetheless, in the

Embedding 'American interests first'
in the new African strategy
Trump's knowledge· of and

state-

past half year, as the midterm elections came to an end, ,md in t_he face
of continued growth of China-Africa
relations, President Trump could no

ments about Africa before and since

longer sit still. Not long ago First Lad·y .

his inauguration on 20 January 2017

Melania Trump was sent to Africa for a

have long been criticized by African

visit and now the new African strategy

countries and the world community

has been released.

at large. As a presidential candidate,
Trump never concealed his negative

According to Bolton, the new strate-

views of Africa and Africans, describ-

gy will be guided by the principle of

ing Africans as 'lazy fools only good at

'American interests first' and focus on

lovemaking and stealing' and claiming

three areas. Economic cooperation

that Africans should 'go back to Afri-

will be strengthened with the 'Prosper

ca' if they don't like America. In the

Africa' plan by signing more extensive
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bilateral economic agreements and supporting American investments in Africa.
In terms of anti-terror and military co-

The new African strategy is aimed
at balancing C_hi_nese and Ru5$ian
influence in Africa

operation, the US will continue striking
ISIS and other extremist organizations in

In his statement on the new African

Africa while gradually reducing American

strategy, Bolton identified China and

military presence there by about 70%

Russia as America's competitors in Afri-

in the coming three years. In terms of

ca, accusing them of 'rapidly expanding

assistance, the US will target its funding

economic and political influence in Af-

selectively toward key countries and

rica' through 'predatory practices' The

particular strategic objectives instead

new strategy beautifies the American

of indiscriminate

vision for Africa

assistance across

as 'independence,

the entire con-

self-reliance and

tinent so as to

growth' while la-

achieve higher efficiency for American assistance.

Coocer,1tion ,.virh Africa has
I

Dc>:::--i

I
at-rJngc't..:lI Ct1rnplc't·c:1y
()11
~

th,::· bas1:--: of~·-\inc(1(.an intt'r~sL-;
In

other words,

there will be no

belling Chinese
and Russia cooperation there as
creating 'dependence, subordination and debt'.

equal treatment
without discrim-

Keeping a close

ination

the

watch on China

Instead,

and being jealous

future,

in

while providing assistance to Africa,

of the rapid growth of China-Africa rela-

the US will select the recipients and

tions seems to have motivated Trump's

determine the amounts completely on
the basis of their closeness to the us.

new African strategy. As early as last
March, then Secretary of State Rex Til-

Bolton announced that the US is make

lerson selected Ethiopia, Djibouti, and

ing a global assistance strategy to make
sure any sum of aid money is being

Kenya as the destinations for his first
African visit, apparently having China in

used to advance American interests. He

mind. The first Chinese overseas logis-

was also explicit that those countries

tics base is in Djibouti and China has

voting against the US on international

helped construct a port, a free trade

forums or"taking actions counter to US

zone, and a railway linking Djibouti to

interests 'should not receive generous

Addis Ababa. Kenya and Ethiopia are

American aid.'

both strategic fulcrums of the Belt and
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Road Initiative and exam pies of
capacity cooperation. Ethiopia is
even described by some Western
media as 'China in Africa'. In a
speech . at the Detroit Economic Club on 18 June, Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo also made it
clear that the US will take action
in Africa to drive Chinese influence out of the continent and let
Africa follow American economic
and political models. With the
Beijing Summit of the Forum on

good thing that the Trump admin-

China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC)

istration now gives attention to

identifying eight action areas with

African development and intro-

a total worth of $60 billion, the

duce a new African strategy. But

American government has also

if it holds on to the old principle

created the US International De-

closing. ce·remony of the 2015
Year of China in South Africa

of putting American interests first

velopment Finance Corporation

and the old Cold War mentality

cultura_l evening in Sandton,
Johannesburg.

and given it the power to decide

of a zero-sum game, the 'Pros-

on the investments of $60 billion

per Africa' statement will remai.n

dollars, primarily in Africa.

Chinese President Xi Jinping
and his wife Peng Liyuan,
President Jacob Zuma and his
wife Tobelm Madiba Zuma· are
Joined by several Heads of
States and Government at the·

beautiful rhetoric instead of being
. turned into reality...

As il matter of fact, China has always welcomed, encouraged, and
even led international coopera- .
tion in Africa. President Xi Jin ping
has visited Africa four times in
the past five years and presided
over the FOCAC summits twice,
in Johannesburg (2015) and Beijing (2018). Our cooperation with
African countries has developed
on the basis of African needs and
interests. And China has never
pointed fingers at or made carping comments on other countries'

1---------------.1..,..------------~
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Quest for Sustainable
Urbanization

(

How is the tension between conservation and urbanization playing out in China?

In her award-winning short nov-

bivalence inherent in

el Folding Beijing (2076), sci-ft

ization processes. Indeed, urban

autho"r Hao Jingfang envisions a

development can both ameliorate

grim future for the Chinese cap-

and exacerbate some of the most

modern-

ital. She describes a city made

pressing issues facing China: the

of three different spaces, each

ftght against environmental deg-

occupied

by one so(1al class.

radation and climate change, the

Researcher
Ca' Foscari University

These self-contained parts of the

battle for greater social equality,

Venice

city unfold at different times, as

and the sustainable provision of

if they were elements of a giant

essential services for all.

Daniele Brombal

Rubik's cube. The city is orderly and efficient and yet unjust

Chinese leaders have long faced

and discriminating, while natural

this conundrum. The first steps

elements-sunlight, soil, water,

towards sustainable

urbaniza-

plants, animals-appear to be all

tion were made as early as 7989,

Angela Moriggi

but a vague memory for most of

when the City Planning Law was

her inhabitants. As a matter of

adopted. Three years later China

fact, they are· hardly mentioned

signed the UN Agenda 21, ad her-

Researcher at the Natural
Resources Institute
Finland -Luke

throughout the novel.

i rig to principles of integrated
territorial planning. Since then, a

The dystopian vision portrayed

plethora of government initiatives

in Folding Beijing ech_oes can be

have been launched to incentivize

seen as a literary representation

cities to become greener, environ-

of the Chinese expression 'urban
disease' (chengshi bing), referring to issues of social inequality,
overpopulation, and

environ-

mental degradation. With its unprecedented magnitude, China's
urbanization epitomizes the am-

48
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mentally safer, and more resource-efficient
The mantra of 'sustainable urbanization'
has however only gained momentum in
the last decade. Th is has been partially the
result of increased public awareness and
activism. In fact, the main engine of China's
urban sustainability transition is the restructuring of her political economy towards
a post-industrial, service based, consumer-oriented society, in which cities play a
central role.
China's efforts for sustainability are consistent with objectives of reforms and opening-up: increasing the nation's prosperity
through an efficient use of natural and
human resources, assisted by technological
and institutional innovation. In fact, this
very tension towards material progress-

waste management The economy has kept
growing at a steady pace and for the first
time in decades the increase in the income
gaps has slowed, if not halted altogether.
Progress has been made in the provision
of welfare services, a long-standing issue
for urban social policy. China's major cities
are building a cleaner and greener environment, conducive to greater prosperity for
the majority of their population.

tern pered with awareness of the Earth's

And yet all ·that glitters is not gold. The

limits to sustain growth-informed the
One-Child-Policy, arguably China's first policy for sustainability. The same principles

ecological footprint of cities is huge: urban-

underlie the New Type Urbanization Plan,
launched in 2014 to offer comprehensive

spite the increase in public green space,
commodification of nature is widespread.
. Lakes, woods, and mountains in urban and

guidance to urban development nationwide. The blueprint establishes guidelines
and success indicators for the allocation of
human capital, a gradual expansion of socioeconomic benefits to vulnerable classes,

ization has caused enormous biodiversity
loss and damaged ecosystems' vitality. De-

peri-urban areas are treated as economic
assets. They serve the logic of city brand-

So far, China's efforts for urban sustainability have yielded mixed results. A recent study
on a large sample of megacities - home to

ing, aimed at attracting wealthy residents,
tourists, and hi-tech companies. Cultural
heritage is in peril, as city planners seek to
exploit tangible and intangible legacies for
. the expansion of the service industry. One
of the most notorious examples of this is
Datang, whose ancient walls were recon-

more than 10% of the Chinese population

structed from scratch as a tourist attraction.

- shows a sensible trend towards decoupling of economic growth from environ-

The survival of traditional cultures rooted

mental degradation. Improvements have

quently employed to make way for urban

and mitigation of environmental pollution.

in places is endangered by relocations, fre-

been made in reducing pollutant emissions

renewal and environmental remediation.

and resource consumption, as well as in

Such displacements tear apart the social
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and cultural fabric of communities and their
relation with the natural environment.
Against this background, progress towards
more ambitious sustainability goals may
be difficult to achieve. While environmental
quality, resource efficiency, and socioeconomic development all find space in the
mainstream efficientist paradigm, other
criteria are more difficult to bend to the
simplification of
cost-benefit analy-

sustainability. In fact, even in the unlikely
scenario that these positions become more
diffuse Within society, channels available
to Chinese citizens to influence territorial
decision-making are insufficient. Authorities
tolerat.e participation as far as it does not
deviate from the overarching political priorities_ Even the introduction of innovative
sustainability solutions is generally driven·
by political and corporate interests - rather
than by bottom-up
initiatives - in line

sis. Culture, social
relations, sense
of belonging, and
caring for nature
are things we can
hardly put a pricetag on. Alternatives
to this .dominant .
paradigm do exist
in China_ Seeds
of change . have
been planted by

Channels available to Chint:,t'
citizens to influence territorial
de:cision-rnaking are: insufficient. Authoritic'S tolerate participation as far as it does not
deviate frcrn1 the overarching
politiec,l priorities.

wilderness enthusiasts such as bird
watchers, whose
numbers have grown in recent years_ Community supported agriculture farms and
em-villages have been established on the
outskirts of big cities. These initiatives prove
that ecological awareness is mounting, and
people are refusing to buy into a logic of
pure extractivism of natural resources. New
values are sprouting in Chinese society, as
in the rest of the world, adhering to a vision
of socio-ecological wellbeing, where both
humans and nature can thrive.

L

with the paradigm
of 'environmental
authoritarianism'.·
In this context, the
use of SMART technologies to produce
instant feedback
about public transportation or energy
consumption is
certainly positive.
But demands for
ecological integrity
in a rea_s key to eco-

nomic development
are less likely to be well-received, as the recent case of the Beijing Winter Olympics has
shown.
For the time being, meaningful societal participation, an ecologically aware empathy
towards n9ture, and cultural diversity are
not likely to find space in China's urban
planning. All in all, Chinese cities are bound
to become a gentler version of Hao's Folding Beijing, whereby individuals are allowed
to indulge in desires for an environmentally

Yet the current state of affairs does not give
optimism to supporters of such 'strong'

SO

safer and wealthier future, occasionally enjoying sunlight.@
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Co-chairs ofthe Task Force on U.S.-China Policy
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Introduction
The United States and China are on a collision course. The foundations of goodwill. that took decades to build
are rapidly breaking down. Many American opinion makers are starting to see China as a rising power seeking
to unfairly undercut America's economic prosperity, threaten its security, and challenge its values, while their
Chinese counterparts are starting to see the United States as a declining power seeking to prolong its dominance
by unfairly containing China's rise. Beijing's recent policies under Xi Jinping's leadership are primarily driving
this negative dynamic, so the Trump administration is right to counter those Chinese actions that defy norms
of fair economic competition, abrogate international law, and violate fundamental prindples of reciprocity. The
Trump administration is justified in pushing back harder against China's actions, but pushback alone isn't a
strategy. It must be accompanied by the articulation of specific goals and how they can be achieved.
As the Trump administration stands up to China, it must also clearly express a willingness to pursue negotiated
solutions by spelling out specific steps that could restore equity and stability to the relationship. Otherwise, the
United States risks an irreparable, and possibly avoidable, rupture in this crucially important bilateral relationship.·
To avoid such a breakdown, the United States and China should seek negotiated solutions to priority issues
whenever possible and erect prudent guardrails-including the appointment of specially designated officials-to
keep the relationship from running further off the tracks. An adversarial United States-China relationship is in
no one's interest. More responsible statecraft is required both to protect American interests and to increase the
chances of avoiding that no-win outcome.

Fashioning a China Strategy Consistent with U.S. National.Interests and Values
As the Trump administration begins its third year in office, this year's Task Force memorandum builds on our
2017 report (U.S. Policy Toward China: Recommendations far a New Administration, www.AsiaSociety.org/
USChinaTaskForce) to identify the fundamental interests of the United States in its relationship with China.
These are a fair market-based global economic system, a peaceful and stable Asia-Pacific region, a liberal rulesbased political and economic order, and a stable and productive relationship with China.
To further these interests we propose a strategy of"smart competitionc'' "Smart competition" involves building
on American strengths to compete effectively with China while maintaining as much cooperation as possible
in areas of common interest; building international coalitions to press China to follow international laws
and norms; negotiating resolutions of key disputes wherever feasible; and preserving and updating those
international instirutions that have enhanced the welfare and security of both countries and the rest of the
world for so many decades.
"Smart competition" means chat while the United States must never compromise its national interests, neither
should it define chose interests as always antithetical to China's pursuit of its legitimate economic and security
goals. Ir is natural for China's international role to expand as its economy, international interests, and diplomatic
capabilities grow. Opposing Chinese influence across the board is neither desirable nor feasible. Our policy goal
should be to provide the kind of American leadership that maximizes the chances of China's contributing at a global
level in constructive ways chat benefit not only itself, but the U.S. and the broader global community as well.
This material is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC on behalf of US-China Transpacific Foundation.
Additional information is available at ttie Department of Justice, Washingtbn, DC.
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The Trump administration has put great power competition with Russia and Chin.a a_t th_e h<=t of its national
security strategy. But Russia and China present very different challenges to the United States. Vladimir Putin aims to
destabilize and subvert.Western democracies, while China's leaders instead have tried to influence Western narratives
about China in an effort to win acceptance and favor for its economic development mod.el and its one-parry system
of government. The contrast between Russia and Ch_ina is even sharper when it comes to their economic impact
on the United States and the world. Except for oil and gas exports, Russia is neither a serious economic competitor
nor an important economic parmer of the United States.
Given the close economic ties between China, with an eco(lomy (the second largest in the world)
the U.S. and China, efforts to decouple deeply intertwined with that of the United States, is both
a competitor and a· partner.

our two deeply intertwined economies
should proceed with great caution.

Given the close economic ties between the United States
and China, efforts to decouple our two deeply'intertwined
economies should proceed with great caution. The United States must safeguard its national security and the key
technologies that underpin it. But national security restrictions on trade and inve_stment should be highly selective,
and policymakers should be mindful of their costs, including to America's own innovation ecosystem. Disruption
of production chains could hurt global economic stability and growth. U.S. alliances could be weakened if friendly
countries believe they must choose sides between two valued trading partners, the United States and China. A
properly regulated system of economic relations is a crucial part of a comprehensive national security strategy.
A strategy of "smart competition" must be a mixture of competition and cooperation that does not foreclose
the avenues for stability, comity, and growth. Only if we make a good-faith effort to negotiate the issues of
importance to the United States will we be able to continue to test the willingness of China's leaders to modify
their policies. Thus a deeper understanding of what is happening 'Yithin China itself is essential information as
we adjust our own policies going forward.
·
Many of China's recent actions require a firmer U.S. response and a greater insistence on fairness and reciprocity,
and there is no guarantee China's leaders will be willing to respond to this challenge in a constructive way. But
the United States has as much to lose from overreaction as it does from under reaction. The United States must
not defend itself in ways that undermine the openness and vibrancy of its own society; these, afrer all, are the
ultimate sources of American strength and competitiveness. Our critical challenge is to right-size the China threat
and pursue solutions that effe_crively address that threat without undercutting the vitality of the American system,
01,1r ~li.ance structur~, or our ec:onom_ic well-=-heing.

So long as we preserve our alliances and partnerships, the prospects that China will be able to drive the United
States trom the Asia-Pacific, much less to dominate the world, are slight. When it chooses irs policies wisely, the
United States has many inherent economic and political advantages. In short, in the face of China's rapid rise
·and the myriad challenges it poses, the United States has good reason to be confident in its ability to compete
successfully and to continue to lead globally.

Taking Stock of 2017-19: What Has Changed
This memorandum of the Task Force on U .S.-China Policy considers what has changed in China's strategy since
we issued our first report in February 20 I 7 and then makes recommendations on how the United States ought
to respond in the curreilt climate. We focus on five different issue a,reas: ecofiornics apd trade; region_:i) security;
global governance; human rights; and China's influence-seeking and interference abroad.
Th_is mate_ria.1 is d_i_s_trib4t~d by CapitpJ Coun_sel L.LC o_n behalf of US-China Transpa_cific Founda.fion.
Additional information is available at the Department of Justice, Washington, DC.
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When the Task Force issued its first report in February 2017, China's leaders were already acting more assertivdy
in Asia, taking an increasingly mercantilist approach toward trade and investment, using more coercion ro advance
their maritime claims, and adopting a more authoritarian posture in their domestic politics. These negative trends
had begun to gain momentum afier the global financial crisis in 2008 tarnished the prestige of Western democratic
capitalism as a model and stimulated a sense of nationalist triumphalism in China. After Xi Jinping became the
country's leader in 2012, China's assertiveness increased markedly in both international and domestic domains, and
in the intervening years has provoked a growing backlash in the United States and around the world.
Beijing has engendered serious doubts about its peaceful intentions with assertive efforts to consolidate its
·long-held, vaguely defined, and expansive claims of sovereignty over the South China Sea in ways that have
harmed the legitimate interests of neighboring countries and flouted international law. At the same time, it
also has begun developing asymmetric military threats to the decades-long strategic stability created by U.S.
military presence in the Asia-Pacific, under which China, too, thrived. The Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
also stepped up its worldwide efforts to claim what it calls "discourse power," by using sometimes covert and
intrusive methods to induce ethnic "overseas Chinese" as well as other foreign groups abroad to adopt, or at
least accept, pro-CCP positions. Beijing's encroachment on Hong Kong's autonomy and its pressure tactics ro
narrow Taiwan's international space have further marred its international image.
At the same time, China's increasingly unfair business Xi Jinping's revival of personalistic
practices have generated growing international criticism,
especially from the very businesspeople who have autocratic rule makes China a less
traditionally been most enthusiastic in their support predictable and trustworthy partner and
of engagement with China. One of their most serious accentuates the political and values
concerns is the way Beijing has ramped up its massive
system gap that makes finding common.
state drive to dominate the technologies of the future,
both at home and abroad. This has included not just ground more difficult.
legitimate forms of Chinese innovation and investment,
but also the acquisition of foreign technology through illegitimate means such as cyber theft, intellectual property
violation, and forced technology transfer. As market reforms stalled or were reversed and the Chinese state's role
in the economy has grown, it has become increasingly clear that China is no longer converging with global norms
of fair market competition but is in fact steadily diverging from them.

Xi Jinping's revival of personalistic autocratic rule, including the scrapping of presidential term limits and his
refusal to adhere to precedent for the peaceful turnover ofpolitical power for top leadership positions, makes China
a less predictable .and trustworthy partner and accentuates the political and values system gap that makes finding
common ground more difficult. The Chinese Communist Party has tightened its control over information and
society. It enforces ideological orthodoxy, demands political loyalty, and screens out foreign ideas, particularly
in education and the medi.a. Moreover, by arresting rights lawyers, incarcerating and indoctrinating Muslim
minorities in the Xinjiang region, and repressing independent Christian congregations throughout the country,
the regime has attracted increased international opprobrium as a human rights violator and set itself more
explicitly in opposition to liberal values.
Across multiple domains, Xi Jinping is enacting policies that put China's impressive development success story
at risk by diminishing its once self-professed hopes for a ''peaceful rise'' in a stable international environment.
Moreover, the leadership is now attempting to paper over its responsibility for the growing global backlash against
its more assertive policies by framing the foreign response as a reaction to China's economic, technological, and

This material is distributed by Capitol Counse_l LLC on b,ehal_f of US-Ch_ina Transpacific Foundation.
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militaty achievements. In reality, the global community is reacting not to Chin.a's success and growing capabilities,
but to how the current leadership has sought to use China's new wealth and power in ways that are inimical ro the
very global order that fostered China's rise, as well as to the interests of the United States and many other nations.
Thi.s new dynamic that emanates from Beijing has precipitated a deep questioning~ven among those of us who
have spent oU:r professional careers seeking productive and stable U.S.-China ties-about the long-term prospects
of the bilateral relationship. We view this Cl!rrent period as unprecedented in the past forty years of U.S.-China
relations. I.n the past, good sense usually prevailed and American and Chinese policymakers and scholars always
managed to overcome severe bilateral strains triggered by specific incidents. We saw such a recovery even afi:er
the 1989 Tianailmen Square crackdown, as well as afi:er the 1995-96 Taiwan Strait crisis, the 1999 accidental
bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade, and the 2001 collision between a U.S. surveillance plane and a
Chinese fighter jet. By contrast, the current downturn in
The Trump administration has relations is deeper and more systemic in scope. What is
more, it is occurring at a time when the U.S. and China's
exacerbated these dangers by economic and military capabilities have become more
undervaluing two of the United States' evenly marched, making the dangers of overt conflict far
greatest advantages: our network of allies greater.

and partners and the global multilateral
institutions on which we all depend.

The Trump administration has exacerbated these
dangers by undervaluing two of the United States'
greatest advantages: our network of allies and partners
and the global multilateral institutions on which we all depend. By questioning the benefits of or actively
undermining these alliances, trade agreements, and multilateral institutions-and sometimes casually violating
America's international commitments-it has heedlessly devalued the rule oflaw, alienated friends, and undercut
America's reputation at the very time when, given China's actions, we need them more than ever. The Trump
administration's behavior also has tarnished the U.S. image as a beacon of liberal values on the world stage.
This has emboldened the CCP, worried countries caught between the U.S. and China, unnerved our allies, and
dispirited those Chinese people who desire political reform.
·
A particularly damaging error was the administration's abandonment of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP)",
a regional trade agreement that would have joined together a dozen like-minded states and pushed China to
conform to highe[ stai:id.~ds of fai_rness and .reciprocity in trade rela_cions. The administration also disrupted rht

U.S.-global economy through the imposition of unilateral punitive tariffs on trade with China. Although the
massive tariffs had the virtue of getting Beijing's attention, they not only seemingly violated U.S. commitments
at the WTO, but lefi: unclear whether the ad_ministra_tion's goal was to "decouple" the deeply intertwined Chinese
and American economies, or ro pressure China to adopt a more reciprocal artd rules-based approach to trade and
investment. If the latter, better alternatives, including TPP, were available to the administration.
Bur such failures do not obviate the reality that the long-held bipartisan strategy of engaging China from a
principled position of strength now requires adjustment to reflect Beijing's growing assertiveness and the new
reality of ow mote con\petitive bilateral rela(iortship. Engagement from a principled position of strength always
included an adjustable mix of cooperation, deterrence, and pressure. That strategy has basically been successful,
enhancing regional stability for decades, convincing China to forego the use of force in its many regional disputes
in the South China Sea and East China Sea, and encouraging China to pursue economic marketization and
reassurance policies toward its neighbors. This approach also allowed the United States and China to manage
their differences while cooperating on many global issues of common interest such as fostering trade, addressing
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climate change, and preventing nuclear proliferation. In response to Ch_i_na's growil)g assertiveness in milita_ry
and foreign policy matters in the past ten years, as well as its increasingly mercantilist economic policies, the
United States must respond with a course correction, altering the mix of cooperation and pressure to more
strongly emphasize pressure and deterrence. But we do not call for the United States to pivot toward a latter-day
containment policy or give up seeking cooperation with China where it can. In fact, a tougher approach of pushback against Chinese assertiveness and destabilizing policies gives us the m_aximum.chance that China wiU return
to the more cooperative and less destabilizing policies it had adopted earlier.

Emerging Challenges to American Interests
Unfortunately, by the midpoint of the Trump administration's first term, the negative trends in Chinese behavior
that were highlighted in our earlier report have only grown more pronounced and worri_some. If the th_ree most
harmful trends identified below are now to be effectively addressed, a more robust and proactive U.S. policy
toward China is required.
(1) China's pursuit of a rnercantilist high,tech import-substitution industrial policy
The Chinese sta,te ra!Jlped up its clearly scripted and lavishly funded strategy to dominat_e t_he technologies
of the future, riot just through its own innovation but also by acquiring foreign technology by inappropriate
means. This is not a standard industrial policy in which the government merely enables or channels spontaneous
market activity. Instead, the policy aims to help Chinese firms control targeted sectors of technology m~rkets
both at h_ome :,.nd abroad, domin_ate a wide range of cutting-edge industries deemed "strategic," and put systemic
limits on the operation of foreign competitors in its own domestic markets. As a result of this strategy, many
foreign firms are pressured to transfer technology in order to conduct business in China, while others become
victims of cyber theft by C_hinese state actors. Despite
decades of reform, discriminatory treatment of foreign The United States must respond with
firms is still deeply embedded in the Chinese system of a course correction, altering the mix
bureaµ:cratic prptection~sm.

of cooperation and pressure to more
strongly emphasize pressure and
deterrence.

As a result of intensified state control, the Chinese
economy is diverging from global marker norms. While
rhetorically China's leaders espouse an open global
economic order, domestically the party-state is now dominating the economy more than it has at any time
since the Mao era. Market reforms and the opening of the country to impom and inbound investment have
stalled. At the same time, China's government funds outbound investments by .private as well as state firms to
bring home technology and know-how in areas like robotics, chip fabrication, artificial intelligence, aerospace,
ocean engineering, advanced railway equipment, new energy vehicles, power equipment, agricultural machinery,
new materials, and biomedicine and medical devices. The goals of China's industrial policy as expressed in the
government's major plans, such as "Made in China 2025" and "Civil-Military Integration,;' are not just to help
China achieve high-tech import substitution and dominate global markets in tech sectors, bur also to enhance
the country's military power.
Beijing's approach is forcing the United Sta,tes and_ other adva_nced industri_al countries to reassess th_eir open and
market-based commercial relationships with China in order to discipline mercantilist and zero-sum Chinese
practices, preserve their own economic competitiveness, and protect their defense industrial bases.
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(2) China's efforts to project power and influence in East Asia
Beijing's actions and its military modernization signal its growing desire to project greater power in East Asia. To
do this, China is seeking to increase control over the South China Sea (SCS), pressure Taiwan's government toward
reunification, shift the military balance with Japan in the East China Sea, weaken the credibility of American
assurances to allies and partners throughout the region, and deter or delay U.S. intervention in a conflict over
Taiwan. Reforms of the People's Liberation Army (PLA) launched by Xi Jinping emphasize improving China's
naval, air, missile, and cyber forces in order to be able to conduct joint operations in the region, especially in
the "near seas" adjacent to China, against U.S. allies. China also continues to repudiate the ruling of the 2016
International Tribunal on the Law of the Sea, which rejected China's claim to historic rights in the South China
Sea and upheld the lawful claims oflittoral states to Exclusive Economic Zones in these waters. China completed
development of seven artifici.al islands in the SCS, in which the PLA navy, coast guard, and maritime militia now
mainr_ain a continuous presence. This increased maritime activity raises the risk of accidents or confrontations
with U.S., French, British, Japanese, Indian, Australian, and regional forces operating lawfully in the area.
(3) China's hardening authoritarianism
Under Xi Jinping's leadership, China has been reversing what had been a slow and sometimes halting process of
social and political liberalization by turning back toward more authoritarian forms of political control. For three
decades after Mao Zedong's death in 1976, China's parry-state gradually lessened its ideological controls on social
and economic life. This progress created domestic support in both countries for U.S.-China cooperation. By making
a U-tum back to personalistic dictatorship, Leninist parry rule, and enforced ideological conformity, Xi has created
new obstacles to engagement with the United States and other liberal democracies around the world, while also
erecting barriers to Chinese interactions with foreign civil society institutions such as universities, think tanks, and
non-governmental organizations (NGOs). One of the most egregious examples of the return to Mao-era repressive
practkes is the round-up of hundreds of thousands of Muslims in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region and
their confinement in camps where they are forced to undergo intensive "re-education" aimed at weakening their
religious convictions and strengthening their loyalty to the Ch.i.nese parry-state. Across China, independent Christ.ian
churches have been shut down. Civil rights lawyers, feminists, environmental activists, and citizen petitioners have
been imprisoned or put under police supervision. The media and the Internet are under ever more rigid state controls,
while faculties, students, and scholars at universities are now required to receive political instruction in Marxism,
and research collaborations with foreigners in the social sciences and humanities are increasingly obstructed.
Parry organs such as the Central Propaganda Department and United Front Work Department now also are reaching
more aggressively out beyond China's borders in new and more intrusive ways to manipulate and punish overseas
journalists, scholars, and NGO staffers at those universities, think tanks, and civil society organizations the parry views
as overly critical of China, while at the same time rewarding those who act as its cheerleaders with trips, contracts, and
honors. United Front parry organizations have also stepped up activities to influence other foreign individuals and
organizations, to target Chinese nationals and members of the Chinese diaspora cotnmunity living abroad, and to
squelch critical views by playing on patriotic pride and an elaborate bur sµbtle system of retaliation and intimidation.

Guidelines for Effective Management of U.S.-China Relations
Given these new realities, in protecting and advancing U.S. interests and values American policymakers need to
be prepared to rolerate more tension in the relationship, even though this tension may create domestic economic
and political difficulties. At the same time, wherever China is willing, U.S. policymakers should also be ready
to seek opportunities to negotiate resolutions on priority issues and to cooperate in areas of common concern.
This material is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLO on behalf of US-Chin·a Transpacific-Foundation.
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We offer the following guidelines to help U.S. policymakers strike the delicate bal.ance needed in an era of "smart
competition'' as they seek to manage relations with China under increasingly crying circumstances:

First, the United States should publicly call out Chinese practices and firmly stand against China when
it conducts itself in ways harmful to U.S. interests, even if responding comes with economic costs to
ourselves. However, dedsive action against Chinese conduce should always be accompanied by a clear set
of achievable demands. And as the United States responds, the measures taken should always be carefully
designed to protect specific U.S. interests, not used simply as a form of retaliation or competition for their own
sake, or for political grandstanding.
Second, the United States should avoid adopting exchuionary polipes th.at irreversibly delink the two
economies and soci~es. While there will sometimes be a clear national security .case for maintaining production
capabilities in specific sectors inside the U.S., destroying global production chains and seeking to replace chem with
t:wo rival economic blocs; at chis stage of the relationship, would .not only hinder our own economy and innovation
ecosystem, but also make China more of a possible security threat by reducing the U.S. economic leverage on it.
Third, in competing with China, we should always strike a judicious balance between protecting national
security and preserving our own open society. The United Scates muse avoid overreactions to perceived China
threats chat could trigger an anti-Chinese "red scare." We should beware the dangers of repeating the mistakes of
the McCarthy era by casting unfair suspicion on all ethnic Chinese and ochers who have close ties with China.
Fourth, the United States should pursue cooperation with China on those global and regional issues
whe.re it is clearly in our national interest to do so and where. China is willing. In the past, China has
voluntarily collaborated with the United States on such critical a,reas as climate change, preservation of the
oceans, fighting pandemics, developing third-country infrastructure investment, counter-terrorism, and nuclear
non-proliferation in North Korea and Iran. Washington should continue to seek to engage Beijing to work with
us on both these areas and new ories such as the global refugee crisis.
One area where the Trump administration has been particularly remiss is climate change. During the Obama
administration, the U.S. and China had, afrer many years of trying, finally developed a very constructive
collaboration on many aspects of the climate challenge. The Paris Climate Accord involved an historic moment
of cooperation to address a major shared global challenge. It also provided an ongoing forum in which the United
Scates could cooperate with China on a critical common problem, a very real threat to our planet. Regrettably,
the United States has now withdrawn from the climate accord, abandoning not only the best current effort to
mitigate this daunting global challenge, but also dismantling one of the most fruitful areas of joint United StatesChina collaboration.

Fifth, in seeking to induce positive changes in Chinese behavior, the United States should enhance its
coordination with friends and allies rather than act alone. Whenever possible, the United Scates must operate
on the basis of established multilateral agreements and principles that are shared by allies and friends, fortifying
them and using them as the focal points for joint action. And because of the political backlash against China's
increasingly assertive posture abroad, there may be new opportunities for concerted act.ion.
Sixth, the United States should neither stop advocating for its own liberal democratic values, nor surrender
hope that many Chinese share these values. A deeply rooted liberal tradition exists in China, even if it has been
temporarily forced into quiescence by the present resurgence of authoritarian controls. Bue it is far from dead,
and its suffocation by the party leaves many Chinese intellectuals quietly chafing. We should not forget chat the
This material is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC on beh~1f of US-China Transpacific Foundation.
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pany's dictatorial rule has always waxed and waned and that the tolerance of the urban middle class for repression
could well weaken as economic growth slows. Moreover, we would forget at our peril the ways in which China
has unpredictably changed in the past and will certainly do so again in the future.
Finally, our best defense will always be to be a better version of our own democratic selves. In this new era
of growing competition, the United States must protect and strengthen our own innate advantages. These include
both our soft- and hard-power assets. So, even as we maintain our hard-power assets, we must also re.affirm our
own commitments to a free and open society, an effective democracy, a dyna_mic ec<)rtotn:y, greater invest_nifnt

in education and research, consistent support for a vibrant civil society, and a commitment to rebuilding our
nation's infrastructure. These societal strengths will be fundamental to America's international leadership a_nd its
national security and will undergird our ability to compete with an increasingly challenging China.
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China vs. America
Managing the Next Clash of Civilizations
Graham Allison
GRAHAM ALLISON is Douglas Dillon Professor of Government at the Harvard Kennedy School of
Government. This essay is adapted from his book Destined for War: Can America and China
Escape Thucydides's Trap? 111 (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2017).
·· ·
As Americans awaken to a rising China that now rivals the United States in every arena, many seek
comfort in the conviction that as China grows richer and stronger, it will follow in the footsteps of
Germany, Japan, and other countries that have undergone profound transformations and emerged
as adva.nced liberal democracies. In this view, the magic cocktail of globalization, market-based
consumerism, and integration into the rule-based international order 121will eventually lead China to
become democratic at home and to develop into what former U.S. Deputy Secretary of State Robert
Zoellick once described as "a responsible stakeholder r3( abroad.
Samuel Huntington disagreed. In his essay "The Clash of Cjyilizations? ,.,," published in this
magazine in 1993, the political scientist argued that, far from dissolving in a global liberal world
order, cultural fault lines would become a defining feature of the post-Cold War world. Huntington's·
argument is remembered today primarily for its prescience in spotlighting t_he d_ivide between
"Western and Islamic civilizations"-··a rift that was revealed most vividly by the 9/11 attacks and
their aftermath. But Huntington saw the gulf between the U.S.-led West and Chinese civilization as
just as deep, enduring, and consequential. As he put it, "The very notion that there c.ould be a
'universal civilization' is a Western idea, directly at odds with the particularism of most Asian
societies and their emphasis on what distinguishes one people from another."
The years since have bolstered Huntington's case. The coming decades will only strengthen it
further. The United States embodies what Huntington considered Western civilization. And tensions
between American and Chinese values, traditions, and philosophies will aggravate the fundamental
structural stresses that occur whenever a rising power, such as China, threatens to displace an
established power, such as the United States.
The reason such shifts so often lead to conflict is Thucydides' trap rsI, named after the ancient Greek
historian who observed a dangerous dynamic between a rising Athens and ruling Sparta. According
to Thucydides, "It was the rise of Athens, and the fear that this instil.led in Sparta, that made war
inevitable." Rising powers understandably feel a growing sense of entitlement and demand greater
influence and respect. Established powers, 'faced with challengers, tend to become fearful,
insecure, and defensive. In such an environment, misunderstandings are magnified, empathy
remains elusive, and events and third-party actions that would otherwise be inconsequential or
manageable can trigger wars that the primary players never wanted to fight.
In the case of the United States and China IsI, Thucydidean risks are compounded by civilizational
incompatibility between the two countries, which exacerbates their competition and makes it more
difficult to achieve rapprochement. This mismatch is most easily observed in the profound
This material is distribute:d by Capitol Counsel LLC on behalf of US-China Transpacific FOundatio·n.
Ad_di_tional information is available at the Department of Justice, Washington, DC.
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differences between American and Chinese conceptions of the state, econ
individuals, relations among nations, and the nature of time.
Americans see government as a necessary evil and believe that the state's tendency Iowa.rd.
tyranny and abuse of power must be feared and constrained. For Chinese, government is a
necessary good, the fundamental pillar ensuring order and preventing chaos. In American•style
free-market capitalism, government establishes and enforces the rules; state ownership and
government intervention in the economy sometimes occur but are undesirable exceptions. In
China's state-led market economy, the government establishes targets for growth, picks and
subsidizes industries to develop, promotes national champions, and undertakes significant, longterm economic projects to advance the interests of the nation.
Chinese culture does not celebrate American-style individualism, which measures society by how
well if protects the rights and fosters the freecfom of individuals. Indeed, the Chines.e term for
''individualism"-gerenzhuyi-suggests a selfish-preoccupation with oneself over one's community.
China's equivalent of "give me liberty or give me death" would be "give me a harmonious community
or give me death." For China, order is the highest value, and harmony results from a hierarchy in
whi.ch participants obey Confucius' first imperative: Know thy place.
This view applies not only to domestic society but also to global affairs, where the Chinese view
holds that China's rightful place is atop the pyramid; other states should be arranged as subordinate
tributaries. The American view is somewhat different. Since at least the end of World War II,
Washington has sought to prevent the emergence of a "peer competitor" that could challenge U.S.
military dominance. But postwarAmerican conceptions of international order have also emphasized
the need for a rule-based global system that restrains even the United States.
Finally, the Americans and the Chinese think about time and experience its passage differently.
Americans tend to focus on the present and often count in hours or days. Chinese, on the other
hand, are more historical-m.inded a.nd often th.ink in terms of decades and even centuries.
Of course, these are sweeping generalizations that are by necessity reductive and not fully
reflective of the complexities of American and Chinese society. But they also provide important
reminders that policymakers in the United States and China should keep in mind in seeking to
·
manage t.h.is competition wit.hout war.
WE'RE NUMBER ONE
The cultural differences between the United States and China are aggravated by a remarkable trait
shared by both countries: an extreme superiority complex. Each sees itself as exceptional 111indeed, without peer. But there can be only one number one. Lee Kuan Yew, the former prime
minister of Singapore, had doubts about the United States' ability to adapt to a rising China. "For
America to be displaced, not in the world, but only in the western Pacific, by an Asian people long
despised and dismissed with contempt as decadent, feeble; corrupt, and inept is emotionally very
difficult to accept," he said in a 1999 interview. "The sense of cultural supremacy of the Americans
will make this adjustment most difficult."
In some ways, Chinese exceptionalism is more sweeping than its American counterpart. "The
[Chinese] empire saw itself as the center of the civilized universe," the historian Harry Gelber wrote
in his 2001 book, Nations Out of Empires rs1. During the imperial era, "the Chinese scholarbureaucrat did not think of a 'China' or a 'Chinese civilization' in the modern sense at all. For him,
there were the Han people and, beyond that, only barbarism. Whatever was not civilized was, by
definition, barbaric."
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To this day, the Chinese take great pride in their civilizational achievements
eat
nation," Chinese President Xi Jinping declared in a 2012 speech. "During t_he civiliz_ation and
development process of more than 5,000 years, the Chinese nation has made an indelible
contribution to the civilization and advancement of ma_nkind_." Indeed, Xi claimed in his 2014 book,
The Governance of China /91, that "China's continuous civilization.is not equal to anything on earth,
but a unique achievement in world history."
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Americans, too, see themselves as the vanguard of civilization, especially when it comes to political
development. A passion ,for freedom is enshrined in the core document of the American political
creed, t_he Declaration of Independence, which proclaims that "all men are created equal;' and that
they are "endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights." The declaration specifies that
these rights include "Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness" and asserts that these are not
matters for debate but rather "self-evident" truths. As the American historian Richard Hofstadter
wrote, "It has been our fate as a nation not to have ideologies, but to be one." In contrast, order is
the central political value for Chinese-and order results from hierarchy. Individual liberty, as
Americans understand it, disrupts hierarchy; in the Chinese view, it invites chaos.
DO AS I SAY ... AND AS I DO?
T_hese philosophical differences find expression in each country's concept of government. Although
animated by a deep distrust of authority, the founders of the United States 1101 recognized that
society required government. Otherwise, who would protect citizens from foreign threats or
violations of their rights by criminals at home? They wrestled, however, with a dilemma: a
government powerful enough to perform its essential functions would _tend toward tyranny. To
manage this challenge, they designed a government of "separated institutions sharing power," as
the historian Richard Neustadt described it. This deliberately produced constant struggle among the
executive, legislative, and judicial branches, which led to delay, gridlock, and even dysfunction. But
it also provided checks and balances against abuse.
The Chinese conception of government and its role in society could hardly be more different. As Lee
observed, "The country's history and cultural records show that when there is a strong center
(Beijing or Nanjing), the country is peaceful and prosperous. When the center is weak, then the
provinces an_d their counties are run by little warlords." Accordingly, the sort of strong central
government that Americans resist represents. to the Chinese the principal agent advancing order
and the public good at home and abroad.
For Americans, democracy is the only just form of government: authorities derive their legitimacy
from the consent of the governed. That is not t_he prevailing view in China, where it is common to
believe that the government earns or losses political legitimacy based on its performance. In a
provocative TED Talk delivered in 2013, the Shanghai-based venture capitalist Eric Li 1111 challenged
democracy's presumed superiority. "I was asked once, 'The party wasn't voted in by election. Where
is the source of legitimacy?"' he recounted. "I said, 'How about competency?"' He went on to remind
his audience that in 1949, when the Chinese Community Party took power, "China was mired in civil
war,"dismembered by foreign aggression, [and] average life expectancy at that time [was] 41 years.
Today [China] is the second-largest economy in the world, an industria_l powerhouse, and its people
live in increasing prosperity."
Washington and Beijing also have distinctly different approaches when it comes to promoting their
fundamental political values internationally. Americans believe that human rights and democracy are
universal aspirations, requiring only t~e example of the United States (and sometimes a
neoimperialist nudge) to be realized everywhere. The United States is, as Huntington wrote in his
follow-on book, The Clash of Civilizations, "a missionary nation," driven by the belief "that the nonWestern peoples should commit themselves to the Western va_lu_es ... and should embody these
values in their institutions." Most Americans believe that democratic rights will benefit anyone,
anywhere in th e "11,'ilf~lerial is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC on behalf of US-China Transpacific Foundation.
Additiohal infDrmation·is available at the Department Of Justice, Washingtpn, DC.
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Over the decades, Washington has pursued a foreign policy that seeks to ~o~«~ @i<~P~a-~~8of
democracy-even, on occasion, attempting to impose it on those who have failed to embrace it
. themselves. I.n contrast, although the Chi.nese believe that others can look up to them, admire their
virtues, and even attempt to mimic their behavior, China's leaders have not proselytized on behalf of
their approach. As the American diplomat Henry Kissinger 1121 has noted, imperial China "did not
export its ideas but let others come to seek them." And unsurprisingly, Chinese leaders have been
deeply suspicious of U.S. efforts to convert them to the American creed, In t_he late 1980s, Deng
Xiaoping, who led China from 1978 until 1989 and began the country's process of economic
liberalization, complained to a visiting dignitary that Western talk of "human rights, freedom, and
democracy is designed only to safeguard the interests of the strong, rich countries, which take
advantage of their strength to bully weak countries, and which pursue hegemony and practice
power politics."
·
·
THINKING FAST AND SLOW
The American and Chinese senses of ~he past, present, and future are fundamentally distinct.
Americans proudly celebrated their country turning 241 in July; the Chinese are fond of noting that
their history spans five millennia. U.S. leaders often refer to "the American experiment," and their
sometimes haphazard policies reflect that attitude. China, by contrast, sees itself as a fixture of the
universe: it always was; it always will be.
Because of their expansive sense of time, Chinese leaders are careful to distinguish the acute from
the chronic and the urgent from the merely important. It is difficult to imagine a U.S. political leader
suggesting that a major foreign policy problem should be put on the proverbial shelf for a
generation. That, however, is precisely what Deng did in 1979, when he led the Chinese side in
negotiations with Japan over t_he disputed Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands and accepted an eventual,
rather than an immediate, solution to the dispute.
Ever more sensitive to the demands of the news cycle and popular opinion, U.S. politicians take to
Twitter or announce alliterative, bullet-point policy plans that promise quick solutions. In contrast,
Chinese leaders are strategically patient: as long as trends are moving in. their favor, they are
comfortable wailing out a problem. Americans think of themselves as problem solvers. Reflecting
their short-termism, they see problems as discrete issues to be addressed now so that they can
move on to the next ones. The American novelist and historian Gore Vida 11311 once called his
country "the United States of Amnesia"-a place where every idea is an innovation and every crisis
is unprecedented. This contrasts sharply with the deep historical and institutional memory of the
Chinese, who assume that there is nothing new under the sun.
Indeed, Chinese leaders tend to believe that many problems cannot be solved a.nd must instead be
managed. They see challenges as long term and iterative; issues they face today resulted from
processes that have evolved over the past year, decade, or century. Policy actions they take today
will simply_ contribute to that evolution. For instance, since 1949, Taiwan has been ruled by what
Beijing considers rogue Chinese nationalists. Although Chinese leaders insist that Taiwan remains
an integral part of China, they have pursued a long-term strategy involving tightening economic and
social entanglements to slowly suck t_he isla.nd back into the fold.
WHO'S THE BOSS?
The civilizational clash th.at will make it hardest for Washington and Beijing to escape Thucydides'
trap emerges from their competing conceptions of world order r1.:I. China's treatment of its own
citizens provides the script for its relations with weaker neighbors abroad. The Chinese Communist
Party maintains order by enforcing an authoritarian hierarchy that demands the deference and
compliance of citizens. China's international behavior reflects similar expectations of order: in an
unscripted moment during a 201 O meeting of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, then
Th_is m_ateri_al is distri_buted by CaJ)it9I Counsel L_l,.C on behalf of US-China Tra_nspac_ifjc Foundati_on_.
Additional information is available at the Department of Justice, Washington, DC.
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Chinese Foreign Minister Yang Jiechi responded to complaints about Chi11~ieJ~~RRif1e~Wi the
South China Sea by telling his regional counterparts and U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton that
"China is a big country and other countries are small countries, and that's just a fact."
By contrast, American leaders aspire to an international rule of law that is essentially U.S. domestic
rule of law writ large. At the same time, they also recognize the realities of power in the Hobbesian
global jungle, where it is better to be the lion than the lamb. Washington often tries to reconcile this
tension by depicting a world in which the United States is a benevolent hegemon, acting as the
worl.d's lawmaker, policeman, judge, and jury.
Washington urges other powers to accept the rule-based international order over which it presides.
But through Chinese eyes, it looks like the Americans make the rules and others obey Washington's
commands. General Martin Dempsey r1s1, former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, became
familiar with the predictable resentment this elicited from China. "One of the things that fascinated
me about the Chinese is whenever I would have a conversation with them about international
standards or international rules of behavior, they would inevitably point out that those rules were
made when they were absent from the world stage," Dempsey remarked in an interview with this
magazine last year.
YOU CAN GO YOUR OWN WAY
The United States has spent nearly three decades as the world's most powerful country. During that
time, Washington's massive influence on world affairs has made it crucial for elites and leaders in
other nations to understand American culture and the U.S. approach to strategy. Americans, on the
other hand, have often felt that they have the luxury of not needing to think too hard about the
worldviews of people elsewhere-a lack of interest encouraged by the belief, held by many
American elites, that the rest of the world has b.een slowly but surely becoming more like the United
States anyway.
In recent years, however. the rise of China 11s1 has challenged that indifference. Policymakers in the
United States are beginning to recognize that they must improve their understanding of Chinaespecially Chinese strategic thinking. In particular, U.S. policymakers have begun to see distinctive
traits in the way their Chinese counterparts think about the use of military force. In deciding whether,
when, and how to attack adversaries, Chinese leaders have for the most part been rational and
pragmatic. Beyond that, however, American policymakers and analysts have identified five
presumptions and predilections that offer further clues to China's likely strategic behavior in
confrontations.
First, in both war <1nd peace, Chinese strategy is unabashedly driven by realpolitik and
unencumbered by any serious need to justify Chinese behavior in terms of international law or
ethical norms. This allows the Chinese government to be ruthlessly flexible, since it feels few
constraints from prior rationales and is largely immune to criticisms of inconsistency. So, for
example, when Kissinger arrived in China in 1971 to begin secret ta.lks about a U.S.-Chi.nese
rapprochement, he found his interlocutors unblinkered by ideology and brutally candid about
China's national interests. Whereas Kissinger and U.S. President Richard Nixon felt it necessary to
justify the compromise they ultimately reached to end the Vietnam War as "peace with honor," the
Chinese leader Mao 4'.edong felt no need to pretend I.hat i.n establishing relations with the capitalist
United States to strengthen communist China's position vis-a-vis the Soviet Union, he was
somehow bolstering a larger socialist international movement.
Just as China's practical approach to international politics arguably gives China an edge over the
United States, so, too, does China's obsessively holistic strateigic worldview. Chinese planners see
everything as connected to everything else. The evolving context in which a strategic situation
occurs determines what the Chinese call shi. This term has no direct English translation but can be
rendered as I.he ''cotentia1.enerav" or "momentum" inherent in anv circumstance at a given moment.
Thi§ maten.a 1s· d1slntrufed 6y Gap1Jol Counse1·i:.,Lc on' behalf ol US-Chirfa Tra_nspac1ij"c Foundation.
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It comprises geography and terrain, weather, the balance of forces, surpris~rifiBP.iJ!9i91&-rriiRy
other elements. "Each factor influences the others," as Kissinger wrote in his 2011 book, On China,
"giving rise to subtle shifts in momentum and relative advantage." Thus, a skilled Chinese strategist
spends most of his time patiently "observing and cultivating changes in the strategic landscape" and
moves only when everything ·is in optimal alignment. Then he strikes swiftly. To an observer, the
result appears inevitable.
War for Chinese strategists is primarily psychological and political. In Chinese thinking, an
opponent's perception of facts on the ground may be just as important as the facts themselve_s. For
imperial China, creating and sustaining the image of a civilization so superior that it represented "the
center of the universe" served to deter enemies from challenging Chinese dominance. Today, a
narrative of China's inevitable rise and the United States' irreversible decline plays a similar role.
Traditionally, the Chinese have sought victory not in a decisive battle but through incremental moves
designed to gradually improve their position. David Lai, an expert on Asian military affairs, has
illustrated this approach by comparing the Western game of chess with its Chinese equivalent, weiqi
(often referred to as go). In chess, players seek to dominate the center Of the board and conquer
the opponent. In weiqi, players seek to surround the opponent. If the chess master sees five or six
moves ahead, the weiqi master sees 20 or 30. Attending to every dimension in the broader
relationship with an adversary, the Chinese strategist resists rushing prematurely toward victory,
instead aiming to build incremental advantage. "In the Western tradition, there is a heavy emphasis
on the use of force; the art of war is largely limited to the battlefields; and the way to fight is force on
force," Lai wrote in a 2004 analysis for the U.S. Anmy War College's Strategic Studies Institute. By
contrast, "the philosophy behind go ... is to compete for relative gain rather than seeking complete
annihilation of the opponent forces." In a wise reminder, Lai warns that "it is dangerous to play go
with the chess mindset."
LET'S MAKE A DEAL
Washington would do well to heed that warning. In the coming years, any number of flash points
could produce a crisis in U.S.-Chinese relations, including further territorial disputes over the South
China Sea 1111 and tensions over North Korea's burgeoning nuclear weapons program. Since it will
take at least another decade or more for China's military capabilities to fully match those of the
United States, the Chinese will be cautious ;;ind prudent about any lethal use of force against the
Americans. Beijing will treat military force as a subordinate instrument in its foreign policy, which
seeks not victory in battle but the achievement of national objectives. It will bolster its diplomatic and
economic connections with its neighbors, deepening their dependency on China, and use economic
leverage to encourage (or coerce) cooperation on other issues. Although China has traditionally
viewed war as a last resort, should it conclude that long-term trend lines are no longer moving in its
favor and that it is losing bargaining power, it could initiate a limited military conflict to attempt to
reverse the trends.
The last time the United States faced extremely high Thucydidean risks was during the Cold Warespecially during the Cuban missile crisis. Reflecting on the crisis a few months after its resolution,
U.S. President John F. Kennedy identified one enduring lesson: "Above all, whi_le defending our own
vital interests, nuclear powers must avert those confrontations which bring an adversary to a choice
of either a humiliating retreat or nuclear war." In spite of Moscow's hard-line rhetoric, Soviet Premier
Nikita Khrushchev ultimately concluded that he could compromise on nuclear arms in Cuba.
Likewise, Kissinger and Nixon later discovered that the Chinese ideologue Mao was quite adept at
giving ground when it served China's interests.
Xi and U.S. President Donald Trump have both made maximalist claims, especially when it comes
to t_he South Ch_ina Sea. But both are also dealmakers, The better t_he Trump admi_nist_ration
understands how Beijing sees China's role in the world and the country's core interests, the better
prepared it will bEh\~nll.~ti~Mr~blMPc!illil!rc'Ju~WI.~~ i!l,~¥iFJl8!.%1iili,11t,!iWW.,Ee.ri~ipJ1.j,~~.lr,n seasoned State
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Department officials too often mistakenly assume that China's vital interestJlfitifi{WJj8~~
United States. The officials now crafting the Trump administration's approach to China would be
wise to read the ancient Chinese philosopher Sun-tzu: "If you know the enemy and know yourself,
you need not fear the result of a hundred battles. If you know yourself but not the enemy, for every
victory gained you will also suffer a defeat. If you know neither the enemy nor yourself, you will
succumb in every battle."
Copyright© 2017 by the Council on Foreign Relations, Inc.
All rights reserved. To request permission to distribute or reprint this article, please fill out and
submit a Permissions Request Fonm. If you plan to use this article in a coursepack or academic
website, visit Copyright Clearance Center to clear permission.
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China's Claims in the South China Sea
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The Chinese discovered the Spratlys (known as Nansha Island in China) with the earliest archaeological evidence
of their use dating back hundreds of years. Navigation guides for fishery activity, compiled by fishermen from
China's Hainan Island as early as the 18th Century, not only designated specific names to most features in the
Spratlys, but also provided detailed narratives on the direct.ion and distances (expressed in the length of travel
time) of the navigational routes. Chinese fishermen would live on these islands during the more favorable fishing
seasons.
In addition, China exercised sovereignty over the Spratlys going back to the Yuan Dynasty (1271 - 1368 AD)
starting with an official survey of Chinese territories covering the Spratlys followed later by the formal
incorporation of the Spratlys as well as Hainan Island into the administration of Guangdong Province during the
Qing Dynasty (1644 - 1911 AD).
In more recent history, towards the end of the Second World War, there is ample, clear, and rnnvincing evidence
that China has sovereignty over the Spratlys. This was recognized by the international community including the
US. Evidence of this can be found in some very important international treaties and declarations.
First, is the Cairo Declaration of 27 November 1943. Second, is the Potsdam Declaration, of 26 July 1945. Third, is
the Treaty of Peace, also known as the Treaty of San Francisco, signed on 8 September 1951, between 48 nations
and Japan. (Because of the onset of the Cold War, neither the PRC nor the ROC were invited to San Francisco).
Fourth, is the Sino-Japanese Peace Treaty, signed on 28 April 1952, between Japan and the Republic of
China(ROC). Fifth, is the United Nations General Assembly Resolution 2758, passed in 1971, recognizing that
the People's Republic of China was the only lawful representative of China to the United Nations, in place of the
Republic of China. And lastly, the Joint Communique of the Government of Japan and the Government of the
People's Republic of China, signed 29 September 1972, which acknowledged that all territories stolen from the
Chinese shall be restored. In each one of these treaties or declarations, reading them separately, or reading the
six together, you will find definitive evidence supporting the legal position that the Spratly Islands actually belong
to China.
Now, I would also like to briefly descr_ibe what has been happening in the Spratlys since the 1950s. Since that
time, the Vietnamese have been actively and aggressively taking over many of these features in the Spratlys. The
Philippines has also done the same, starting in the 1970s. So today, of all the features in the Spratlys, Vietnam
has 29, the Philippines _has 8, and China has 9.
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By the 1970s, there was a discovery that the South China Sea possessed a wealth of 011 and~as reserves. This
resulted in a dramatic escalation of interest in the region, particularly by Vietnam and the Philippines. As a result.
tensions increased.
The situation was further exacerbated in 1982, when the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea was
promulgated, giving states territorial rights over waters 12 miles from the shore, and recognized an economic
zone 200 miles from the shore. This has further complicated the claims and counter claims, and enticed.even
more ASEAN countries to make claims in the South China Sea.
Since the 1970s, China urged restraint. And while insisting on her sovereign rights, China suggested that peace
can be maintained if the countries agreed to explore the resources jointly, sharing them together, and leaving the
sovereignty dispute for future generations to resolve. China began bilateral negotiations with the other
claimants.
Unfortunately, there has been no progress in those negotiations, but since that time', more than a thousand oil
wells have been drilled, mostly by the Vietnamese and the Filipinos. But till now, China has not drilled a single well
in the area.
Over this period, Vietnam built an airstrip on one of its features. Last year, China decided to proceed with the
construction of an airport on one of its features. China has also.built four lighthouses in the Spratlys to support
international navigation.
By 2002, because of the intensive efforts of ASEAN countries and China, a Declaration on the Conduct of Parties
in the South China Sea was reached, promoting bilateral negotiation among the disputing nations on sovereignty
issues, and calling for the unfettered freedom of navigation in the South China Sea for all nations of the world. A
Code of Conduct between the ASEAN countries and China to reflect the above is now being actively pursued.
China believes that this process, although at times fraught with difficulty, continues to be the best way to resolve
the dispute.
I hope, from the above, you can appreciate that China's activities in the South China Sea have not been
aggressive, nor assertive, but rather has been re.strained, and aimed at promoting peace and common
prosperity.
I would now like to address the allegations that China does not follow legal norms on the settlement of
sovereignty disputes in the South China Sea. It is not commonly known that the United Nations Conference on
the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) successfully produced a convention, only after nine years of marathon discussions
and negotiations. The stalemate was broken becau.se the convention provided the parties with an option to make
an exception in cases concerning national sovereignty and making boundary delimitation.
China ratified the Convention on 7 June 1996. She made a declaration upon ratification reaffirming its so~ereignty
over all its archipelagos and islands, including those of the Spratlys. On 25 August 2006, China made a declarat.ion
under Article 298 oft.he Convention that any sovereignty and maritime boundary delimitation issues are excluded
from the jurisdiction of any dispute resolution mechanism under the Convention. A similar position is taken by
over 30 other countries.
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proceedings at the Hague, called for by the Philippines. Legal experts consider China's position in this regard
proper and legal.
The South China Sea issue is now on the front pages, almost daily. While the Americans feel that the Chinese are
being assertive, aggressive, unreasonable and fail to adhere to international legal norms; the Chinese people feel
strongly that history, logic, and the law is on· their side, and despite this, China is still patiently and constructively
seeking peaceful solutions. China cannot understand why America takes a different view and is oblivious to the
historical facts, and even goes so far as to frequently carry out military exercises in the South China Sea to make
her point.
South China Sea

,j Territorial Disputes
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SPECIAL NOTE AS TO LEGISLATION AFFECTING TAIWAN AS WELL AS U.S.-PRC RELATIONS
Set out below are provisions from the Taiwan Travel Act. Sponsored by Representative Steve
Chabot (R-OH), the bill passed the House oh January 9, 2018 by suspension of the rules. On
February 12, 2012, the bill was reported from the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. l_t passed
the Senate on February 28, 2018 and the President signed it into law on March 16, 2018. The
Chinese Government is deeply concerned about this legislation, believing its provisions cal]ing for
high level official contacts between the United States and Taiwan contradicts the core principles
under which China and the United States established diplomatic relations.
I wish to offer a perspective on this matter. In 2017, I published A Legislative History of the Taiwan
Relations Act: Bridging the Strait. From my research, l le,imed that C_hiha required three things of
the United States in the course of 1978 normalization negotiations. These three conditions were:
1. End diplomatic ties to the Republic of China (Taiwan)
2. End a Mutual Defense Treaty (in effect since 1954) between the ROC and the United States
3. Withdraw any U.S. military forces from 'faiwan (there were at the time U.S. forces based on
Taiwan, although these had been reduced since the time of President Nixon's 1972 trip to
China. At one time, the U.S. contingent included more than 10,000 troops plus sundry
intelligence operations)
Although discussions on normalization proceeded gingerly, and not particularly productively,
during the Nixon and Ford Administrations, they <,ccelerated under President Carter. In 1977,
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance visited China. In meetings with senior Chinese leaders (including
Hua Guofeng and Deng Xiaoping), Vance explored the possibility of keeping an official U.S. presence
on Taiwan and proposed the U.S. maintain a liaison office.
The Chinese leadership firmly rejected that idea. Deng told Vance, "You want an Embassy that does
not have a sign on its door." President Carter and his senior advisors concluded that maintaining
official ties in any form would normalization. Therefore, the United States agreed to maintain
unofficial relations with Taiwan through the mechanism of the American Institute on Taiwan. In so
c!oing, the U.S. followed a model Japan had used since 1972 when it recognized the PRC as the
legitimate government of China.
Agreement on these conditions paved the way for normalization negotiations to conclude
successfully. On December 15, 1978, the American and Chinese Governments simultaneously
announced opening of relations. Diplomatic relations began on January 1, 1979.
Congressional deliberations on Taiwan legislation began soon thereafter. President Carter signed
the Taiwan Relations Act on April 10, 1979. It provided a framework for maintaining economic and
cultural ties with Taiwan and contained defense-related provisions falling short of ironclad
com_mitments or treaty-like obligations. In both the Senate and House, amendments were offered
that would have solidified the defense posture or elevated the Taiwan relationship to an official
level. These amendments all failed.
The core principal in U.S.-C_hina relations, as reflected i_n the three conditions, is the One China
policy. This concept is central to three bilateral diplomatic documents: the Shanghai Communique
of February 28, 1972, the Joint Communique on the Establishment of Diplomatic Relations of
December 16, 1978, and the Joint Communique of August 17, 1982.
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The 1982 Joint Communique further addressed the issue of arms sales to Taiwan, which was an
area of disagreement that nearly derailed 1979 normalization discussions, and which the parties
deferred for later understandings so that normalization could move forward. The 1982
Communique indicated the United States did not have a policy of continuing suclJ sales indefinitely,
and that the Volume of such saJes would not exceed, in quality or quantity the level of arms supplied
in the three years since relations were normalized.
After the 1982 Joint Communique, the United States offered six assurances to Taiwan. These were:
•
•
•
•

•
•

The U.S. and PRC had not agreed on a set date to termin.ate arms sales
The U.S. would not ll)ediate between Taiwan and the PRC
The U.S. would not pressure Taiwan to negotiate with the PRC
The U.S. position on sovereignty over Taiwan had not changed ('The United States
acknowledges that all Chinese on either side of the Taiwan Strait maintain there is but one
China and that Taiwa.n is part of Chi.na. The United States does not challenge that position. It
reaffirms its interest in a peaceful settlement of the Taiwan question by the Chinese
themselves." - from the Shanghai Communique of 1972
No revisions would be sought to the Taiwan Relations Act, a.nd
The U.S. would not engage in prior consultations with the PRC on arms sales to Taiwan.

After appearing to cast doubt on the One China Policy during the transition, President Trump
embraced it in early 2017.

The Chinese argue that the Taiwan Travel Act is highly problematic bec.1use it recommepds
the reengagement of11igb-level civilian and military contacts characteristic of governmentto-government relations. They contend that executing these policies would contrad.ict tl)e
three communiques, including the One China policy.
Here is the text oft.he Ta.iwan Travel Act

AN ACT
To encourage visits between the United States and Taiwan at all levels. and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States ofAmerica in
Congress assembled,

SECTION l. SHORT TITLE.
This Act may be cited as the "Taiwan Travel Act".

SEC. 2. FINDINGS.
Congress finds the following:
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(I) The Taiwan Relations Act (22 U.S.C. 3301 et seq.). enacted in 1979, has continued for
37 years to be a cornerstone of relations between the United States and Taiwan and has served as
an a.nchor for peace a.nd security in the Western Pacific area.
(2) The Taiwan Relations Act declares that peace and stability in the Western Pacific area
are i.n the political, security, and economic interests of the United States and are matters of
international concern.
{3) The United States considers any effort to determine the future of Taiwan by other th.an
peaceful means, including by boycotts or embargoes, a t.hreat to the peace and security of the
Western Pacific area and of grave concern to the United States.
(4) Taiwan has succeeded in a momentous transition to democracy beginning in the late
1980s and has been a beacon of demo·cracy in Asia, and Taiwan's democratic achievements
inspire many countries and people in the region.
(5) Visits to a country by United States Cabinet members and other high-ranking officials
are an indicator of the breadth and depth of ties between the United States and such country.
(6) Since the enactment of the Taiwan Relations Act, relations between the United States
and Taiwan have suffered from insufficient high-level communication due to the self-imposed
restrictions that the United States maintains on high-level visits with Taiwan.

SEC .. 3. SENSE OF CONGRESS; ST ATEMENT OF POLICY.
(a) SENSE OF CoNGRESS.-lt is the sense of Congress th.at the Un.ited States Government
should encourage visits between officials from the United States and Taiwan at all levels.
(b) STATEMENT OF POLICY .-It should be the policy of the United States to-;(I) allow officials at all levels of the United States Government, including Cabinet-level
national security officials, general officers. and other.executive branch officials, to travel to
Ta.iwan to meet their Taiwanese counterparts;
(2) allow high-level officials of Taiwan to enter the United States, under conditions which
demonstrate appropriate respect for the dignity of such officials, and to meet with officials of the
United States, including officials from the Department of State and the Department of Defense
and other Cabinet agencies; and
· (3) encourage the Taipei Economic and Cultural Representative Office, and any other
instrumentality established by Taiwan, to conduct business in the United States, including
activities which involve participation by Members of Congress, officials of Federal, State, or
local governments of the United States, or any high-level official of Taiwan. ·
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'Don't poke China but keep it guessing':
White House insider Michael Pillsbury's take
on Trump's strategy
US president sees Beijing as competition, not enemy, Pillsbury says
Topic

I

US-China relations

Wendy Wu

I

South China Morning Post

I

Updated: Wednesday, 20 Feb, 2019 9:03pm

There is scope for Beijing and Washington to build a cooperative relationship but the US has to keep China on
edge, according to a top adyiser to US President Donald Trump.
Michael Pillsbury, director of the Centre for Chinese Strategy with conservative think tank the Hudson
Institute, said Trump had no intention of branding China an "enemy", but regarded it as a competitor that had
to be checked and counterbalanced, and an "unpredictable" US was the way to do that.
Pillsbury, described by Trump as the "leading authority on China", made I.he remarks on Tuesday at an event
examining the roles of the United States, Japan and India in countering Chin.a's growing influence in the lndoPacific region.
The event coincided with trade talks in Washington this week between Chinese and US officials. Chinese Vice-Premier Liu He, US Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin and US Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer
will meet on Thursday to try to beat a March I deadline for the US to impose more tariffs on Chinese imports.
The Hudson Institute w.as a.lso I.he ve.nue for US Vice-President Mike Pence speech in October in which he
called for a tougher approach towards Be.ijing as the confrontation between China and the US spilled from
· trade to security an.d ideology, fuelling fears of a new "cold war".
The rivalry between the world's two largest econom_ies has long been anticipated, according to Pillsbury, who

said Trump predicted in 2000 that China _;,ould be the greatest challenge for the US.
But Pillsbury also said that in more than 50 speeches from Trump mentioning a free and open lndo-Pacific, the

·businessman-turned-president never "detnon.ised" China or ri_amed it an enemy or adversary. He preferred the
word "competitionn.
There have been about 30 phone calls between Trump and Chinese President Xi Jinping and some of those
lasted an hour. That was "not two enemies talking to each other", Pillsbury said.
"The notion now, the solution to trade disputes could probably come in a face-to-face conversation of some
kind;· he said. "The potential for cooperation with China remains."
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In addition to the tariffs war, China and the US are at odds over development of Chinese technology. On the
weekend, Pence claimed Chinese telecom giant Huawei posed a security threat - a statement rebuked by
Chinese State Councillor and senior diplomat Yang Jiechi.
Then there is the South China Sea, to which China and a number of other countries lay claim. Beijing has
protested against the presence of US warships in contested waters, movements that have become more
common over the past two years as Washington revitalised its lndo-Pacific strategy in December 2017 to
· counter the growing geopolitical influence of China.
Patrick. Cronin, a senior fellow with the Hudson Institute, said China was rewriting the rules "very swiftly",
mainly through the Code of Conduct in the South China Sea under negotiation with Asean neighbours.
The parties agreed to establish a non-binding code during a 2002 summit Phnom Penh, Caitlbodia, after more

than a decade of tensions over territorial claim and counterclaim .on the resource~tich Waters.
A more formal framework for the code was settled in 2017 with the a_im of completing talks by 2020, although
the details have never been made public.
"It is clear that India, Japan and the US can do much about this here toward a common approach, toward
international law that does not allow China to create exclusive regional rules," Cronin said.
In October, the US Congress passed the Better Utilisation of Investments Leading to Development Act of
20 I 8, known as the Build Act.
This sought to double the investment cap for the Overseas Private Investment Corporation, an
intergovernmental agency to channel US private capital and influence towards overseas projects - a US$60
billion counter to China's "Belt and Road Initiative".
Pillsbury said the US lndo-Pacific strategy was not a cold war-style co.ntainment plan for China, but he said
·
Beijing warned that the strategy ·'could move in that direction".
One of the areas yet to be tested was the balance of military power, and possible conflict scenarios such as
Chinese military action against self-governing Taiwan had to be assessed.
·
He also said Chinese hawks were particularly sensitive to US arms sales to India as they saw it as evidence of
an alliance between the US and India.
"lfwe, in fact, do nothing more than what's already been done, and Chinese hawks perceive that as a reason to
strengthen their armed forces and prepare themselves for a new cold war, that to me would be a nightmare,"
Pillsbury said.
·
"It will be not t_he intention of the authors of the Indo-Pacific strategy to use hollow, almost meaningless in a

strategic sense, rhetoric t.o provoke China into much stronger, assertive reaction we've ever expected," he said.
"Be careful of what you wi.sh for.
"So, my own view is that the president balances these ideas. He is smarter than me, and he sees choices that lie
ahead with China. But do not forget the point, unpredictability is the best way to out-negotiate the Chinese."
"So, how do you be unpredictable? Certainly, vagueness and ambiguity will be in there,'' he said.
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CRS - China-U.S. Trade Issues - RL33536
Wayne M.. Morrison, Specialist in Asian Trade

and Finance, July 30 2018

Summary
U.S.-China economic ties have expanded substantially since China began reforming its economy
and libera_lizing its ttad.e regime in .the late 1970s. Total U.S.-China merchandise trade rose from
$2 billion in 1979 (when China's economic reforms began) to $636 billion in 2017. Chinais
currently the United States' largest merchandise trading partner, its third-largest export market,
and its biggest source of imports. In 2015, sales by U.S. foreign affiliates in China totaled $482
billion. Many U.S. firms view participation in China's market as critical lei t.heir global
competitiveness. U.S. imports oflower-cost goods from China greatly benefit U.S. consumers.
U.S. firms that use China as the final point of assembly for their products, or use Chinese-made
inputs for production in the United States, are able to lower costs. Ch.ina is also the largest foreign
holder of U.S. Treasury securities (at $1 .2 trillion as of April 2018). China's purchases of U.S.
debt securities help keep U.S. interest rates low.
Despite growing commercial ties, the bilateral economic relationship ha.s become increasingly
complex and often fraught with ten.sion. Froin the U.S. perspective, many trade tensions stem
from China's incomplete transition to a free market economy. While China has significantly
liberalized its economic and trade regimes over the past three decades, it continues to maintain
(or has recently imposed) a number of state-directed policies that appear to distort trade and
investment flows. Major areas of concern expressed by U.S. policymakers and stakeholders
include China's alleged widespread cyber economic espionage against U.S. firms; relatively
ineffective record of enforcing intellectual property rights (IPR); discriminatory innovation
policies; mixed record on implementing its World Trade Organization (WTO) obligations;
extensive use of industrial policies (such as subsidies and trade and investment barriers) to
promote and protect industries favored by the government; and interventionist policies to
influence the value of its currency. Many U.S. policymakers argue that such policies adversely
impact U.S. economic interests and have contributed to U.S. job losses in some sectors.
The Trump Administration has pledged to t.aki, a more aggressive stance to reduce U.S. bilateral
tiade deficits, enforce U.S. trade laws and agreements, and promote "free and fair trade,"
including in regard to China. On March 8, 2018, President Trump announced a proclamation
imposing additional tariffs on steel (25%) and aluminum (10%), based on Section 232 nationa_I
security Justifications (China is the world's largest producer of both of these commodities). On
April I, China announced that it had retaliated against the U.S. action by raising tariffs (from
15% to 25%) on various U.S. products, which together totaled $3 billion in 20i7. On March 22,
President Trump announced that action would be taken against China under Section 301 over its
IPR policies deemed harmful to U.S. stakeholders. In addition, he stated that he would seek
commitments from China to reduce the bilateral trade imbalance and to achi.eve "reciprocity" on
tariff levels. On June 15, the United States Trade Representative (USTR) announced a two-stage
plan to impose 25% ad valorem tariffs on $50 billion worth of Chinese imports. Under the first
stage, U.S. tariffs would be increased on $34 billion worth of Chinese products and effective July
6. For the second stage, the USTR proposed increasing tariffs on $ I 6 biHion worth of Chinese
imports, mainly targeting China's industrial policies. China released its own two-stage list of
counter-retaliation of equal magnitude. President Trump then threatened IO% ad valorem tariffs
on another $400 billion worth of Chinese products. On July 6, the Trump Administration
implemented the first round of tariff increases and China retaliated in kind. These tit-for-tat
actions threaten to sharply reduce U.S.-China commercial ties, disrupt global supply chains, raise
import prices for U.S. consumers and importers of Chinese inputs, and diminish economic
growth in the United States and abroad.
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How Chinese state media is spinning its
slowing economy
By Orange Wang

I Inkstone I February 11, 2019

China's economic slowdown is hitting the country hard, with a series of economic indicators
revealing that the US-China trade war is really starting to hurt.
But if you only read China's state media, you might be forgiven for thinking that 2019 is looking
rosy for the world's second-largest economy.
Here's how Chinese state news outlets are reporting the news, compared to a sample of foreign
media.

Gro.ss domestic product

Why it matters: This is the headline figure generally viewed as a barometer for the overall
health of an economy. The rate at which it increases is commonly described as "economic
growth."

The facts: China's economy grew at 6.6% in 2018, its slowest growth rate since 1990 and down
from 6.9% in 2Q17.
CHINA
Headline, People's Daily: Exceeded 90 triHion yuan! China's economy reached new
heights
Excerpt: "The estimated size of China's GDP in 2018 was 90.0309 trillion yuan [$13
billion], exceeding the historic mark of 90 trillion yuan for the first time, and remaining
the second-largest in the world. The annual growth rate of China's GDP was 6.6% in
. 2018, achieving the growth goal of 6.5%. The Chinese economy contributed nearly 30%
of global economic growth, and continued to be the largest contributor to global growth."
AUSTRALIA
Headline, Australian Financial Review: China's economy faces its toughest year in more
than a decade

Excerpt: "China's economy faces its toughest year in more than a decade with some
economists warning true growth will fall as low as 4% as deteriorating consumer
confidence, a slowing manufacturing sector, and Do.nald Trump's tariffs take their toll on
Australia's biggest trading partner."

Birthrate ·

Why it matters: Fears over a falling birth rate feed into long-term anxieties ;ibout China's
shifting demographics. An aging population with fewer people in the workforce is set to hit the
economy hard.
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The facts: New births in China fell to 15.23 million last year, the lowest since China relaxed its ·
one-child policy in 2016. This is down from 17.86 million in 2016 and 17.23 million in 2017,
according to official data.

CHINA
Headline, Xinhua News Agency: China's population is still in a relatively stable period of
growth
Excerpt: "Li [Xiru, head of the population and employment statistics department at the
National Bureau of Statistics] saidthe 'comprehensive two-child policy' has played a
positive role in raising the fertility level, the number of second babies has largely offset
the impact from declining numbers of first-born children.
He added that China still has a demographic dividend, with sufficient labor resources,
even though the working age population has decli_ned and the population is aging."
IRELAND
Headline, The Irish Times: China's birth rate falls to lowest level in 60 years
Excerpt: "The number of babies born in _China dropped to the lowest level in almost 60
yeats in 2018, a sign the birth rate is slowing in the world's most populous nation despite
efforts to encourage more children."
·
·

Unemployment

Why it matters: Keeping the jobless rate in China low is a key priority for the government in
Beijing, given that mass job losses could lead to social unrest.

The facts: China's surveyed unemployment rate in urban areas stood at 4.9% in December
2018, 0.1 % lower than in December of the previous year, according to data fro Ill the NBS. That's
compared to 4% in the US.

CHINA
Headline, CCTV: New changes in China's employment - read about China's a_nnual
economic achievements
Excerpt: "China's job market maintained its stable development over the last year. The
number of new jobs in urban areas hit a record high, boosting economic growth and
underpinning social stability. The employment situation was improved thanks to better
economic fundamentals. Over the past year, the structure of the Chinese economy
continued to improve while the quality and efficiency kept rising, generating morejobs,
stabilizing employment, and driving the optimization of job quality."

USA
Headline, The Diplomat: China's slowdown is starting to hit where it hurts: Employment
Excerpt: "The growing downward pressure on China's domestic economy has m_ade the
employment situation particularly grim..
The reality confirms the grim employment situation in China. The internet iµdustry is
experiencing a downturn at the moment. Baidu, Alibaba, and Tencent, Chiiia's internet
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giants, are.a desirable place for jobseekers. But since September, the news of Alibaba
scaling back its campus recruitment programme has caused an uproar on the internet. At
the same time, news spread that Baidu and JD.com have stopped social recruitment and
that Tencent will lay off about 6,000 of its staff." [Alibaba also owns Inkstone.]

Trade

Why it matters: China has, since July 2018, been engaged in a tit-for-tat tariff war with the ·
United States. Trade data, which measures the country's exports and imports, is therefore
keenly watched.

The facts:• In December, China's total exports fell to $221.25 billion, down 1.4% from
November and 4-4% from the same month in 2017, according to data frolll China's General
Administration of Customs.
However, overall Chinese exports for 2018 were the largest in seven years and the trade surplus
with the US reached a record high, boosted by strong gains in the first half of the year and the
effects of order front-loading in the second half.
CHINA
Headline, Xinhua News Agency: Exceeded 30 trillion yuan! China's foreign trade volume
hit a record high in 2018
Excerpt: "China's foreign trade volume reached a record high in 2018, increasing 9.7%
from the previous peak posted in 2017.
The country is expected to keep its position as the world's largest trader of goods, said Li
Kuiwen, spokesman for China's customs administration. Li said the Chinese government
had taken effective measures in the last year to support the stable development of foreign
trade and is coping with deep changes in the external sitwltion. 'Foreign trade tetnains
stable and has seen advances,' he said."

UK
Headline, Reuters: China's exports shrink most in two years, raising risks to global
economy
Excerpt: "China's exports unexpectedly fell the most in two years in December, while
imports also contracted, pointing to further weakness in the world's second-largest
economy in 2019 and deteriorating global demand. Adding to policymakers' worries,
data on Monday also showed China posted its biggest trade surplus with the United
States on record in 21;n8, whi.ch could prompt US President Donald Trump to tum up the
heat on l:!eijing in their bitter trade dispute."

Retail Sales

Why it matters: As China attempts to shift its growth model from one that is powered by
trade, investment and infrastructure, to one built on domestic consumption, these figures are a
barometer of how that policy move is progressing.

The facts: The annual retail sales of consumer goods grew 9% in 2018, slower than the growth
rate for 2017, which was 10.2%.
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CHINA
Headline, Xinhua News Agency: Building a powerful home market: how consumer
spending spurs economic growth
Excerpt: "China's annual retail sales moved above the 38 trillion yuan [$5.5 trillion]
mark in 2018, reaffirming the position of consumer spending as the primary engine for
economic growth. Final consumption expenditure co11tributed 76.2% of GDP growth last
year, up 18.6 percentage points on 2017.
Consumer spending has been the number one driving force of economic growth for five
consecutive years, exceeding investment and exports. Consumers are spending more on
services, which wiH make the size of the consumer market larger and upgrade the market
structure."

UK
Headline, The Guardian: Cautious consumers feel the pinch as Chinese economy slows
Excerpt: "For the many businesses that depend on t.he spending power of China's middle
class, winter has already arrived. After decades ofbreaklleck growth, the World's second
largest economy is slowing doWh, and Chinese consumers are feeling the pinch."
https://www.inkstonenews.com/business/how-chinese-state-media-reporting-its-slowingeconomy-vs-overseas-press/article(3oooz5o

ORANGEWANG
Orange in a contributor to Inkstone. He covers the Chinese macroeconomy for the South China
Morning Post.
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COMMENTARY

Partners or Rivals? the Future of the
US = China Economic Relationship
By Simon Lester

I

CATO Institute

I

8/28/2018

This article appeared on China-US Focus on August 28, 2018.

It seems so long ago now, but towards the end of the Obama administration,
government officials from the United States and China were working diligently to try to
conclude a bilateral investmenttreaty (BIT). There was some uncertainty about whether
the two governments would reach an agreement, as well as whether the U.S. Congress
would ratify the treaty, but nevertheless, these two leading economic powers were
working together towards a joint vision in an important area of global economic
governance. If the United States and China could develop a shared view of international
economic Jaw and policy, the globaI economy was sure to benefit.

Fast forward to today. Any hope of a joint U.S.-China vision of economic relations or
governance seems lost. The rhetoric has intensified in the United States; with a clear
bipartisan consensus for a tougher approach on China. President Trump may be leading
·
the charge, but there are many members of Congress pressing him to go faster.

The US-China trading relationship will be central to the global
economy for years to come, and it is important for that
relationship to be a positive one.
In the area of foreign investment, the BIT has been shelved amidst fears that China will
acquire critical technologies and threaten the status of the United States as the leading
player in advanced industries. Several major Chinese investments have been rejected by
the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS), and Chinese
investment in the United States has dwindled. Recently, Congress passed legislation
expanding the scope of foreign investment transactions covered by CFIUS review, which
also imposes additional restrictions on the export of technology to China. While the
recent decline of Chinese investment in the United States was attributable to a number
of factors beyond CFIUS, a stricter review of foreign investment transactions will
certainly aggravate the situation. Worse still, such a move is likely to provoke China to
do something similar in its own market. China is already reported to be drafting rules
that would link a national security review to strategic foreign investments in publicly
listed companies. Whatever trend there may have been towards openness to foreign
investment and an agreed set of bilateral rules on investment has been reversed.
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Economic tension is even more pronounced in the trade policy world. The United States
and China are locked in an escalating battle over trade restrictions, with both sides now
raising tariffs. Each one clai.ms that the other is undermining the rule of law, and neither
side seems ready to back down.
Watching the deterioration of the relationship, it is easy to feel helpless. What can be
done to force these two large countries to swallow their pride and tone down the
rhetoric and ease trade and investment restrictions?
lh the past, we have called for a comprehensive free trade 11.greement between the
United States and China, but perhaps that is too much to ask for right now.
Nevertheless,the two sides need some way to escape the current path of unilateralism
and restrictions.
Last summer, the two agreed to a 100-Day Action Plan that eased restrictions in certain
sectors in each other's markets. Something similar now could help get things back on
track; any small step in the right direction would be positive.
·
More broadly, in order to reverse the decline in their relationship and the negative
economic consequences that have resulted, the United States and China need to have
the rule of law govern their relationship once again. Currently, when it comes to the
U.S.-China relationship, the multilateral rule oflaw through the WTO is weak, and the
bilateral rule oflaw barely exists. Both these things need to be improved.
The WTO system helps maintain the basic principles and overall order for international
trade. If the two largest nations abandon the system, others may follow suit. To prevent
that from happening, both the United States and China shouJd respect their
international obligations, and resort to the dispute settlement mechanism rather than
taking unilateral action against perceived violations. In addition, where the rules are
lacking, the two countries should take the lead and negotiate new ones. In this regard,
Chi.na's spectacular economic growth in recent years means that it is wealthy enough to
liberalize its trade.
In the bilateral context, both the United States and China should recognize that they
· both benefit from a healthy relationship governed by.clear rules. The ongoing tariff war
has disrupted trade and imposed large costs to businesses in particular sectors as well as
the overall economy. Abandoning the tariff war and agreeing to rules that better govern
the bilateral relationship (such as an investment treaty, free trade agreement, or sectoral
agreements), would be of great value.
In addition, the two governments need to recognize the value of other strong economies
outside their borders. Healthy competition increases productivity and efficiency, and as
long as China is willing to fully comply with its international obligations, the United
States should not be overly concerned about U.S. companies operating in China or about
the legitimate transfer of technology. The world, not just China, will benefit from the full
utilization and development of adva.nced technology. Chinese industrialization is
something to be encouraged, not feared. At the same time, China must agree to compete
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pursuant to the rules. Certain practices clearly cross a line (cybertheft is one of the best
examples), and in order to address the growing perception that it is cheating, China
should take additional precautions to behave in accordance with international norms.
For example, elements of the Made in China 2025 program appear to encourage the use
of domestically produced components as inputs for some final products. China should
make clear that the governrnent will not play a role in directing sales and purchases that
distort the market through this program. At the same time, other governments should
file complaints against China at the WTO on these measures where appropriate.
At the moment, the Trump administration does not appea,r willing to adjust its
approach. It is not clear when and if it will. A meeting by mid-level officials in August
did not make much progress, and the next opportunity for high-level discussion may be
in November at the APEC and G20 meetings. Whether a resolution can be achieved, at
t.hose meetings or elsewhere, may depend on how much pain the U.S. economy
experiences from the trade war. Unfortunately, it is possible that nothing will change
until a new administration is in place.
But China is also an actor in this relationship, and it can propose new terms itself. For
example, it could respond to U.S. complaints a.bout regulatory barriers, subsidies, and
an opaque administrative environment with proposals to liberalize (in exchange for
something else of course, such as better treatment in. anti-dumping proceedings and
relaxing U.S. export controls).
The U.S.-China trading relationship will be central to the global economy for years to
come, and.it is important for that relationship to be a positive one. We are in the midst
of a contentious period and at the moment, it is difficult to see how things can improve.
But there is still room for the two governments to work together, if their leaders choose
to do so. There will always be an element of rivalry in this relationship, as is natural with
two competing economic powers of this size. But there are plenty of opportunities for
partnership as well, and occasional collaboration is important for the relationship and
for the global economy more broadly. Without it, as we have seen, the relationship can
quickly devolve into restriction and retaliation. Both countries need to start looking for
opportunities to cooperate rather than dash, before too much harm is done.
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The Trade Wars of Codependency
Sep 26, 2018
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Stephen Roach
Faculty Member, Yale University

NEW HAVEN - Codependency never ends well in personal relationships.Judging by the ever-escalating trade war
bet.weer
United States and China, the same is true of economic relationships.
While I published a book in 2014 on the codependen t economic relationship between the U.S. and China, I would
be the
first to concede that it is a stretch to generalize insights from human psychology to assess the behavior of national
economies. But the similarities are striking, and the prognosis all the more compelling, as the world's two largest
economies sink into a dangerous quagmire.
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more from each other than frolT) their own inner strength. This is not a stable condition. Codependency deepens as
partner feedback tends to grow in importance and self-confidence steadily diminishes as a result. The relationship
becomes highly reactive and fraught, with mounting tensions. Invariably, one partner hits a limit and seeks a new source
of sustenance. This leaves the other feeling scorned, steeped in denial and blame, and ultimately with a vindictive urge to
lash out in response.
The case for U.5.-China economic codependency has been compelling for many years. On the brink of collapse in the late
1970s, following the cumulative convulsions of Mao's Great Leap Forward and Cultural Revolution, China was quick to
turn to the U.S. for external support for Deng Xiaoping's strategy of "reform and opening up." Meanwhile, the U.S., in the
grips of stagftation in the late 1970s, was eager to seek new growth solutions; low-cost Chinese imports were the
antidote for income-constrained American consumers.
The U.S. also began to borrow freely from China's vast reservoir of surplus saving - a convenient solution for the world's
largest deficit 2aver. Born out of innocence, this two-way dependency blossomed into a seemingly blissful marriage of
convenience.
Alas, it was not a loving relationship. Deep-seated biases and resentments - China's so-called century of humiliation
following the Opium Wars of the nineteenth century and America's inability to get out of its own skin when assessing the
ideological threat posed by a socialist state like China - sustained a long-simmering distrust that set the stage for the
current confiict. As the human pathology of codependency would predict, a parting of the ways eventually occurred.
China was the first to embrace change - committing to an economic rebalancing by shifting its growth model from
external to internal demand, from exports and investment to private consumpti'on. Chin_a's progress has been mixed, but
the endgame is no longer in doubt, underscored by a shift from surplus saving to saving absorption. After peaking at
52.3% in 2008, its gross domestic saving rate has fallen approximately seven percentage points and should continue to
decline in the years ahead as China strengthens its long-porous social safety net, encouraging Chinese families _to reduce
fear-driven precautionary saving.
At the same time, an explosion of e-commerce in an increasingly digitized (that is, cashless) economy is providing a
powerful platform for China's emerging middle-class consumers. And a transformation from imported to indigenous
innovation is central to China's long-term strategy, both to avoid the "middle-income trap" and to achieve great-power
status by 2050, as per President Xi Jinping's "new era" centenary aspirations.
Consistent with the human pathology of codependency, China's shifts have become a source of growing discomfort for
the US, which can hardly be thrilled with China's saving pivot. With America's saving shortfall now worsening in the
aftermath of last year's poorly ti_med tax cuts, ,the U.S. will only become more reliant on surplus savers like China to fill
the void. Yet China's move to saving absorption narrows that option.
Moreover, while China's_nascent consumer-led growth dynamic is impressive by most standards, limited market access
has constrained U.S. companies from capturing what they judge to be a fair market share of the potential bonanza. And,
of course, there is enormous controversy over the innovation shift, which may well lie atthe heart of the current tariff
war.
Whatever the source, the conflict phase of codependency is now at hand. China is changing, or at least attempting to do
so, while America is not. The U.S. remains stuck in the time-worn mindset of a deficit saver with massive multilateral
trade deficits and the need to draw freely on global surplus saving to support economic growth. From the perspective of
codependency, the U.S. now feels_ scorned

py its once comP,liant partner and, predictablv,is lashing out in response.
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Wh ich brings us to the burning question: W1I 1 the U.S.-C ina trade confiict en wit a peaceful reSCJ utIon or an
acrimonious divorce? The lessons from human behavior may hold the answer. Rather than react. out of blame, scorn,
and distrust, both countries need to focus on rebuilding their own economic strength from within. That will require
compromises on both sides - not JUSt on the trade front, but also on the core economic strategies that both nations
embrace.

The innovation dilemma· is the most contentious issue by far. The conflict phase of codependency frames it as a zerosum battle: US allegations of Chinese intellectual property theft are portrayed by the Trump administration as nothing
less than an existential threat to America's economic future. Yet, seen as a classic symptom of codependency, those
fears are overblown.
Innovation is indeed the lifeblood of any country's sustained prosperity. But it need not be depicted as a zero-sum battle.
China needs to shift from imported to indigenous innovation to avoid the middle-income trap - a key stumbling block for
most developing economies. The U.S. needs to refocus on innovation to overcome yet another worrisome productivity
slowdown that could lead to a corrosive stagnation.
That may well be the bottom line on the trade conflicts of codependency. The U.S. and China both need innovation-led
ernnomies for their own purposes - in codependency terms, for their own personal growth. Transforming a zero-sum
conflict of codependency into a positive-sum relationship of mutually beneficial interdependence is the only way to end
this economic war before it turns into something far worse.
Copyright: Project Syndicate, 2018.
www.project-syndicate.org
China-US Trade
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The US, China, and the Logic of Trade Confrontation
Sep 19, 2018
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Gideon Rachman
Chief Foreign Affairs Columnist at the Financial Times

They don't call them trade wars for nothing. The latest round of tit-for-tat trade sanctions between the US and
China is driven by the same emotions of fear and pride that lead real wars to break out. One country makes an
aggressive move, so the other feels obliged to respond in kind. Both sides fear that if they back down, they will
lose face in the eyes of the world and of their own people.
The Trump administration's view is that China has been "cheating" on trade for decades. But instead of
responding to the first round of US tariffs, imposed in July, with concessions, the C_hinese reacted with tariffs of
their own. So now President Donald Trump is imposing further tariffs of 10 per cent on an extra $200bn-worth of
Chinese exports.
Predictably, rather than backing down, the Chinese have prnmised to respond to this latest round of measures
with more tariffs on American goods. Following the logic of escalation, Mr Trump has pledged that will trigger yet
more US tariffs - possibly at a higher rate of 25 per cent - covering essentially all Chinese exports to America.
This material is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC on behalf of US-China Transpacific FOundation.
Additional information is available at the Department of JListice, Washington, DC.
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the Chinese economy is struggling and is therefore vulnerable to American economic pressure. Larry Kudlow, the
senior White House economic adviser, said recently that ''China's economy is just heading south". The Americans
also know that China enjoys a massive trade surplus with the US and is more vulnerable in a tariff war.
The Chinese government, by contrast, believes that its authoritarian political system is much better placed to
withstand a trade war than the American model, which is open to pressure and voter discontent. The regime in
Beijing will have noted that the Trump administration has already had to promise to bail out soyabean farmers
who have been adversely affected by Chinese tariffs.
As Jeremy Shapiro of the European Council on Foreign Relations puts it: "Both sides think they can win and so are
willing to fight the war. War, in political science language, is almost always an argument-over relative power,
otherwise there would be no need to fight. In this case, a trade war Is necessary to figure out who is right."
So far the trade war has been fought out mainly using tariffs. But China will soon run out of American goods on
which it can impose duties. So the Chinese government is going to have to look.for other ways of fighting back.
Some changes are already visible. Diplomats say China has already eased the enforcement of trade sanctions on
North Korea, which are important to US efforts to force the regime of Kim Jong Un to scrap its nuclear weapons.
The Chinese are also likely to throw up new regulatory obstacles to American businesses operating inside China.
And China may also manipulate its currency to drift down in value, which might easily offset the price effect of a
10 per cent tariff.
There is also new speculation about China's role as a big buyer of American government debt. .Some have long
theorised that China could exert pressure on the US by simply refusing to buy Treasury bills, so making it harder
to fund the US federal deficit. Hillary Clinton once argued that America would struggle to "get tough" on Beijing
because China is "America's banker". In the Barack Obama years, however, the prevailing view was that China
would never dump its holdings of American debt because that would drive down the value of China's own
savings. However, with the US deficit once again soaring after the Trump tax cuts, the Chinese will certainly be
exploring the possible use of the debt threat as a retaliatory measure.
Once wars break out, all sorts of new weapons are developed. And that holds for trade wars as well as real wars.
Copyright The Financial Times Limited 2018
China-US Trade ! Trade War
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SCMP.COM
To rise above Trump's trade war, China should let go of its 'century
of humiliation'
PUBLISHED : Wednesday, 26 September, 2018, 8:00am
UPDATED: Wednesday, 26 September, 2018, 11 :34am
Commenl>lnsight & OpiniomUnited States
Tia.n Fejlong

Tian Feilong says China's history of 'humiliation' is not conducive to its
new4ound role in world affairs. A China that wishes to enjoy internal
peace and friendly external relations must refrain from nurturing a sense
of victitnhood
China and the US are locked together in a trade war, which is a dispute over interests,
technology and institutional values. The trade war is also a major event with regard to
the modernisation of the East and West and the history of competition between them.
When the US trade delegation [1] came to China in May this year with a list of demands,
ii fell like the Treaty of Wanghia all over again, touching off the Chinese people's sense
of historic suffering and fighting spirit. China signed the Treaty of Wc1nghia with the
United States in 1844, after signing the Treaty of Nanking [2] with Britain in 1842. The
agreements began a new chapter in history as the West opened up Chinese tn:1de a_nd
pushed the Chinese into modernisation. And the Treaty of Nanking was the result of a
clash between the Chinese and British empires: the opium war [3] - a trade war China
lost.
The history of humiliation must not repeat itself, but this also limits modern China's
policy decisions with regard to its national ethos and its trade war with the US.
Hong Kong was ceded to Britain under the Treaty of Nanking. In the Chinese
nationalistic view of history, this event was the starting point of "national humiliation"; the
beginning of the time when, to quote Joseph Stalin, "those who fall behind get beaten";
and the impetus for becoming a rich country with a strong army.
The fortunes built on opium - including those of many of Hohg Kong's richest
families [4]
·
China's "century of humiliation" ended in 1949, when Mao Zedong kicked off a new era,
announcing that the Chinese had stood up [5], c1nd yet this century clearly informs
the preamble [6] of the constitution of the People's Republic of China. As recently as
2017, President Xi Jihping mentioned [7] this history of "humiliation" in a
commemorative speech on the 20th anniversary of Hong Kong's handover. His concept
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of national rejuvenation [8] stems from the memory of nat_iona.I humiliation, though it also
seeks to transcend it.
·
Judging by history, there is a solid basis for "national humiliation". Beginning in 1842,
China continually ceded and leased territories to foreign powers. Under a series of
treaties, foreigners in China had extraterritorial rights and China lost tariff autonomy to
foreign powers.
Worse, China's equally backward neighbour, Japan, turned into a foreign power [9] after
the Meiji Restoration and joined the ranks of China's invaders. In the Chinese people's
historical memory, they were bullied time and again: the opium war, the Anglo-French
destruction ofYuanmingyuan (the Old Summer Palace), the first Sino-Japanese war,
the siege of the international legations, the Boxer indemnity and even after the
establishment of the Republic of China.
Generations of patriots and revolutionaries failed to save t_he country through the SelfStrengthening Movement, the Hundred Days ofReform, the Chinese Revolution and the
New Culture Movement. But in the Chinese cultural spirit, there is a Confucian feeling
that wc1s set down in the Doctrine of the Mean: "Understanding shame, you approach
courage." This has been fully reflected in modern history.
After the Hundred Days of Reform failed to transform Qing China into a constitutional
monarchy, two one-party states - the Kuomintang and the Communist Party - made
their respective debuts, mobilising and revolutionising the nation. In :t 949, t_he People's
Republic of China was founded, but the normative transfomiation of the one-party state
into a republic has been full of twists and turns and is not yet complete.
The history of "national humiliation" has played an important role in bringing the nation
together, but also created a confrontational attitude to the modern Western normative
system and made a negative impact with regard to the modernisation Of governance.
First, this historical view strengthens the collectivism in the classical Chinese political
tradition. II has catalysed nationalism [1 OJ, and slowed the growth of ind_ividualism,
relatively.
Second, it stirs up feelings of sadness and thoughts of revenge, which is not conducive
to China's role as a responsible big country on the global stage.
China is replacing the US in global order whether world likes it or not [11]
Third, it wrongly blames China's backwardness on traditional culture, resulting in a
st_ructural breakdown of Chinese historical and cultural traditions.
Fourth, the resistance and resentment towards the liberal, democratic Values embedded
in Western colonialism [12] has grown into scepticism about universal values. It
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prevents a modernising China from absorbing and integrating rational values of the
West.
Fifth, the history of "national humiliation" has adversely affected the relations between
China and major powers, at a lime when China itself has become a major power. It
induces the ct.her powers to feel insecure and think of containing [13] China.
AChina that wishes to enjoy internal peace and friendly external relations must refrain
from nurturing a sense of viclitnhood. It must distinguish between the evils of
colonialism and the virtues of Western modernisation, and. assimilate the rational values
of Western civilisation with critical discernment.
The world dominated by the West has maintained a dual relationship of prejudice and
instruction with China. It maintains its sense of superiority with Orientalism, but also
promotes freedom and democracy, pushing China towards normative transformation.
But a purely Western view misunderstands China's autonomy as a civilisation, as well
as the complexity and structural resilience of the one-party state.
And Donald Trump's all-out trade war on China is a failed response to this history.
Contemporary China has inherited the history of "national humiliation", but more
importantly it has to develop a rational plan:
First, it must reconcile with traditional culture and rebuil.d the legitimacy of contemporary
Chinese institutions in the context of Chinese civilisation, and bring radicalism under
control.
·

Watch: Bringing Chinese ink-brush painting to the big screen
Second, reconcile with individualism. Respect and protect the liberalism and freedoms
that have been embraced in China since economic refonm was implemented. Establish
the political and cultural legitimacy of individual dignity.
Third, Beijing should establish a coherent rule of law, rebuild the relationship between
the party and the government by legal.means, and establish due process and an
accountability mechanism for all public powers.
Fourth, China should maintain responsible global governance and a pacifist position.
Which is to say, the Belt and Road Initiative and establishment of a new trade order
should fully respect existing international nonms, so they can be pluses in a beneficial
system of new globalisation [14].
Tian Feilong is an associate professor at Beihang University's Law School in
Beijing. This article is t.ranslated from Chinese
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More on this:
How the trade war highlights a culture clash between Chinese patience and Trumpian
instant gratification [15]
Can US-China trade war rivalry reverse the worst economic trends in both
countries? [16)
To see why Trump's tariffs have hit a Chinese nerve, read history [17)

Source URL: https://www.scmp.com/comment/ir:,sight-opinion/unitedstates/article/2165675/rise-above-trumps-trade-war-chiha-should-let
Links
[1] https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy-defence/article/2144586/us-chinatrade-talks-start-beijing-theyre-not-giving
[2) https://www.scrnp.com/topics/treaty-nanking
[3] https://www.scrnp.corn/news/hong-kong/article/2075509/dark-legacy-britains-opiumwars-still-felt-today-amid-fight-against
[4) https:/twww.scmp.com/magazines/post-magazine/short-reads/article/2146579/hongkong-history-fortunes-built-opium-includihg
[5) https://www.scmp.com/article/693526/famous-mao-siogan-he-never-even-used
[6) http:l/www.npc.gov.cn/englishnpc/Constitution/2007-11 /15/content__ 1372962.htm
[7] https://www. scm p. com/news/hong-kong/politics/article/21 008 72/selze-you r-chancexi-j in pi ng-I ig htens-speech-hong-ko ng
·
[8) https://www. scm p. com/news/china/policies-pol itics/article/2115858/key-po ints-xisspeech-ch jnas-corn mun ist-party-co ng ress
[9) https://wwW.scrnp.com/news/asia/article/1545083/japanese-pm-shinzo-abe-likensmilitary-revision-meiji-restoration
[ 1OJ https ://www. scm p. com/comment/insight-op in ion/article/2123424/ch i na-shou ldbewa re-da nge rs-race-based-nationa lisrn
[11) https://www.scmp.com/comment/insight-opihion/unitedstates/a rticle/2164 722/ch i na -replacing-us-new-global-order-whether
[12]
https://www.scmp.comNVhy%2520renaming%2520Hong%2520Kong%25E2%2580%25
99s%2520colonialera%2520streets%2520would%2520be%2520a%2520politically%2520correct%2520mi
stake
[13) https://www.scmp.com/comment/insight-opinion/united-states/article/2164221 /uscold-war-containment-strategy-against-china
[14] https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy-defence/article/2094346/belt-androad-countries-agree-boost-growth-trade-and
[ 15] https://www. scm p. com/com rnent/i nsig ht-opi n ion/u n ited-states/article/2165202/howtrade-war-highlights-culture-clash-between
[16] https://www.scmp.com/comment/insight-opinion/united-states/article/2164871 /canus-ch ina-trade-war-rivalry-reverse-worst
[ 17] https://www. scm p. com/week-asia/opin ion/article/21520 71 /see-why-trumps-tariffshave-hit-chinese-nerve-read-h istory
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SCMP.COM
Geopolitics

Trump-Kim summit 2019: talks ended over
North Korea's demand to lift sanctions
US and North Korea bring abrupt end to two-day summit having made little progress on
Pyongyang's nuclear programme
Trump says Kim wanted sanctions 'lifted in their entirety' before moving on weapons and he 'had to
walk' away

Lee Jeong-ho & Bhavan Jaipragas
i2:33am

I South China Morning Post I Updated: Friday, I Ma_r, 2019

The two-day summit in Vietnam between the US President Donald Trumpll] and North Korean leader Kim
Jong-unJn ended on Thursday in dramatic fashion without agreement after Pyongyang said sanctions against
it must be iifted before there could be progress on dismantling its nuclear weapons programme.
"Basically they wanted the sanctions lifted in their entirety, but we couldn't do that ... we had to walk away
from it," Trump told a press conference after the two sides cancelled a planned signing ceremony. ''Sometimes
you have to walk, and this was just one of those times."
The two leaders also skipped a working lunch, and Trump moved up his briefing to journalists by two hours.
He said his decision not to strike some kind of agreement showed his preference to ''do it right, rather than do
it fast", and was a rebuke to critics who said he was being too soft on the hermit kingdom's leader.
Trump-Kim summit 2019: day 2 as it happened

ill
Kim returned to his hotel soon after the White House announced the abrupt change of plans.
While Trump left for Washington on Thursday afternoon, Kim will stay on in Vietnam until Saturday for an
official visit.
·
The US president said the lack of agreement did not mean a breakdown in ties with the North Korean leader,
telling reporters, "l trust him''. Trump said Kim had given him assurances that he would not do any testing or
"'anytl)ing to do with nuclear activities'~.

At the end, however, differences between their positions appeared too big for any sort of fresh accord.
The two-day meeting in Hanoi was meant to build on the.summit in Singapore last June. That first occasion
was the first time sitting leaders of the United States and North Korea had met since the end of hostilities in the
Korean war.
Iii Singapore, the two leaders had agreed a vague declaration on their commitment towards full
denuclearisation of the Korean peninsula- a key demand of the international community before United
Nations sanctions against the impoverished country are lifted.
While few experts believed that would be achieved at the Hanoi summit, many expected there would at least
be some progress.
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In his press conference, Trump acknowledged that the two sides did not see eye to eye on key issues
surrounding the denudearis_ation process.
Trump says Xi could be ·more helpfol" on North Korea

ill
"With time I think it'll be bridged at a certain point, but there is a gap," he said.
Trump suggested that Kim only wanted to de-activate unimportant nuclear facilities in his country.
"He wants to just do areas that are less important than the areas that we want," Trump sai.d. "We know the
country very well, believe it or not. We know every inch of that country, and we have to get what we have to

get."
There had been little sign the leaders were locked in disagreement when they spoke to the media earlier in the
. day, and during their dinner on Wednesday.
"We had a good discussion last night at dinner and pre-dinner was very good. We had a lot of great ideas being
brought about ... I think [North Korea] is going to be an economic powerhouse," Trump said before a one-on- ·
one meeting on Thursday.
Kim had struck a similar note: "We have made a lot of efforts so far, and we thought that now is the time to
come to Ha.noi to sit together and then have this wonderfol dialogue ... and let me assure you I'll do all my best
to bring a good result ultimately today."
The Nort.h Korean leader added at the beginning of a subsequent expanded meeting with aides that he would
not have come to Hanoi unless he wanted to denuclearise.
Kim broke from past practice and took questions from foreign journalists in the press pool.
At one point he quipped to Trump about the reporters, who were shouting questions at him: "They are quite
anxious".
The president lightheartedly warned reporters not to raise their voice.at the North Korean leader, saying, ·'This

is not Trump.➔'

•

Anwita Basu, an analyst with The Economist Intelligence Unit, said Thursday's developments raised big
questions about the future of US-North Korea relations~ which h.ave been on the mend since late 2017, when
Kim halted missile tests.
Trump says Xi could be 'more. helpful' on North Korea

ill

"The abrupt breakdown of talks was not within our expectations and the event as a result raises uncertainty

around sustained peace in the Korean peninsu_la,'' said Anwita, the consultailcy's Asia country ris_k service
manager.

Reaction from China and South Korea, two key players in the denudearisation process, was measured.
Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman Lu Kang said at least the parties had "returned to the correct track" of
solving problems through political _means.
He said: "This result is not easy to achieve and should be treasured. The development of the Korean peninsula
over the past decades has told us that dialogue and consulta.tion is the only way out."
South Korean President Moon Jae-inJQ}'s office, the Blue House, expressed regret at the lack of agreement but
said "it appears clear that more meaningful progress was made than any other point in the past".
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Trump told reporters he would soon brief Moon and Japan's Prime Minister Shinzo Abel11 on Thursday's
developments. Trump is expected to speak with Moon by phone this evening from Air Force One.
The state news agency KCNA, meanwhile, reported after the summit ended that a North Korean delegation led
by Vice-_Minister Ri Kil-song had left for China .

. Source URL: hnps://scmp.com/week-asia/geopolitics/article/2188052/trump-kim-sutnmit-20 19-ends-disarraytalks-break-down

Links
[ lJ hnps://www .scmp.com/topics/donald-trump
[2 J hnps://www .scmp.com/topics/kim-jong-un
[3] hnps://www .scmp.com/news/asia/east-asia/article/218800l/trump-kim-summit-2019-leaders-start-faceface-talks-amid-swirl
[4] hnps://www.scmp.com/week-asia/geopolitics/article/2188077/trump-k im-summit-2019-xi.:.:ould-be-morehelpful-says-us •
[5] hnps://www.scmp.com/week-asia/geopol itics/article/2188077/trump-kim-summit-20 19-xi-could-be-morehelpful-says-us
[6] https://www.scmp.com/topics/moon-jae
[7] https://www.scmp.com/topics/s_hinzo-abe
This article appeared in the South China Morning Post print edition as: summit collapses over wrangle on
sanctions
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SCMP.COM

J:rump's trade war was decades in the making
PUBLISHED: Tuesday, 10July, 2018, 11:15am
UPDATED : Tuesday, 10 July, 2018, 11 :43am
News > China· > Diplomacy & Defence
POLITICO

This story is being published by the South China Morning Post as part of a content partnership with
POLITICO. It was reported by Ben White, Nancy Cook, Andrew Restuccia and Doug Palmer and
originally appeared on politico.com [1] on July 9, 2018.

Those who k_now Donald Trump say it was always going to go this way with China.
The New York real estate tycoon began issuing bitter tirades against foreign countries "ripping off' the United
States on trade back in the 1980s. At an expletive-laden political rally in Las Vegas in 2011, Trump hinted at
a future presidential campaign and promised to tell the Chinese: "Listen you mother••••••s we're going to tax
you 25 percent!"
So when the clock flipped to 12:01 a.m. on Friday morning and the U.S. fired the first major shot in a trade
war with China that has Wall Street and corporate America petrified, those w_ho k_now the president mostly
shrugged it off as. Trump doing what he was always going to do, no matter the dire warnings from his
"globalist" advisers.
"I always believed he was deadly serious about China from the very beginning," said Stephen Moore, a
conservative economist and outside White House adviser, recalling his time with Trump during the campaign.
"I'm not at all surprised that we've come to this point. I am a little surprised that China hasn't been more ·
conciliatory. But I think Trump can't back down, he just can't. He has to stand toe to toe with China."
But now that Trump is deep into the trade fight he desperately wanted, there's no clear exit strategy and no
explicit plans to negotiate new rules of the_ road with China, leaving the global trade community and financial
ma_rkets wracked with uncertainty. As cargo ships head to ports in China with U.S. exports and Chinese ships
head to U.S. ports, the new tariffs threaten to disrupt the established economic world order in ways that will
soon cause pain for American and Chinese consumers.
So what?, say Trump true believers. The president is playing a long game.
"He has preached a confrontation with China for 30 years. The one thing he has been the most consistent on
for his entire career is the economic threat posed by China," former Trump senior adviser Steve Bannon told
POLITICO in an interview. "This is a huge moment, a historical moment. It's really Trump against all of Wall
Street."
While some saw a trade war with China as inevitable given the president's history, the journey from Trump's
escalator-ride campaign announcement to the dawn of a trade war between the globe's two largest
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economies took many sharp turns featuring Oval Office shouting matches, the T
eclaring
the trade war "on hold" only to be rebuffed and Trump's former top economic adviser Gary Cohn calling
hawkish trade adviser Peter Navarro a liar to his face.
The recent history of the trade war began with Trump's campaign announcement speech on June 16, 2015 in
Manhattan, in which the reality TV star candidate mentioned Chi_na 25 times.
"People say you don't like China_. No, _I love them," he said. "But their leaders are much smarter than our
leaders. And we can't sustain ourselves with that. It's like, take the New England Patriots and Tom Brady and
have them play your high schoolfootball team."
Trump shocked much of the world and rode his populist message into the White House. In his darkly
apocalyptic inauguration·speech, Trump made his plans clear.
"We've made other countries rich while the wealth, strength and confidence of our country has disappeared
over the horizon," Trump said. "One by one, the factories shuttered and left our shores, with not even a
thought about the millions upon millions of American workers left behind."
While Trump swept into the Oval Office preaching fire and brimstone on trade, during his first year in office,
his protectionist impulses were mostly held in check by advisers like Cohn and Treasury Secretary Steven
Mnuchin, who advocated a more traditionally Republican approach to trade policy. With the help of
Agriculture Secretary Sonny Perdue, they argued Trump out of withdrawing from NAFTA in April 2017.
Cohn argued to Trump at the time that unilaterally pulling out of NAFTA would tank the stock market and
complicate White House efforts to pass a big tax cut bill that was priority No. 1 for the GOP.
Navarro saw his role diminished when Trump placed him under Cohn's supervision at the National Economic
Council. But just as Cohn a_nd Mnuchin were winning battles on NAFTA, the wheels spun into motion for later
showdowns over steel and aluminum tariffs and the larger trade battle with China.
In April of 2017, Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross, at Trump's direction, launch.ed two probes that would
result one year later in frump imposing a 25 percent tariff on steel and 10 percent tariff on aluminum,
angering China, the'European Union, Canada and a long list of other trading partners.
They also led directly to Cohn's resignation. The NEC director, who argued repeatedly to Trump that the
tariffs would slam U.S. manufacturers, decided he'd had enough and quit in March of this year, replaced by
Lanry Kudlow, an affable free-trader and former CNBC host much less likely to contradict the president.
The direct path to the trade war with China began in August of last year when, at Trump's direction, U.S.
Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer launchecj an investigation under Section 301 of the 1974 Trade Act,
which allows the president to restrict exports to put pressure on another country to change its trade practices.
In March, USTR released a report accusing China of unfairly acquiring valuable U.S. intellectual property,
either through outright theft, forced technology transfers or other means.
Based on t_hat report, Trump ordered Lighthizer to draw up a list of $50 billion worth of Chinese goods that
would be hit with an addit_ional 25 percent tariff. USTR published that list in early April, targeting a number of
intermediate products used in manufacturing, but also some consumer items like birth control pills and flatpanel TVs.
However, after a public hearing on the proposed list, USTR dropped televisions, birth control and some other
items from its product list, while adding new ones like semiconductors. That resulted in two different lists, one
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totaling about $34 billion of goods and the other totaling $16 billion subject to futher review.
Beijing promptly responded by threatening increased duties on $50 billion worth of U.S. exports, including a
big-ticket agricultural item....:. soybeans -- as well as seafood, electric cars and whiskey. But once the United
States divided its retaliation lists into two parts, Beijing did the same.
Senior U.S. and Chinese officials met at lec1st three times in the following months - twice in Beijing and once
in Washington - but failed to reach an agreement !_hat would persuade Trump not to go forward with the
duties, despite rising concern from the business community and many Republican members of Congress.
A trip to Beijing in May of this year laid bare the sharp divisions within the administration on China.
Navarro and Mnuchin got into a widely reported shouting match on the sidelines of the talks. And the pair
brought their differences back with them. Mnuchin declared in a "Fox News Sunday" interview on May 20 that
the trade was on ''on hold'' and urged the president to consider China's offers to buy more American goods to
reduce the trade deficit and avoid a tariff battle. Navarro quickly rebuked him in an NPR interview, calling the
Treasury secretary's remarks an "unfortunate sound bite."
Behind the scenes, the Mnuchin-Navarro relationship grew even worse, people close to them said, with each
privately blaming the other for leaking damaging information about them to the press. One person familiar
with the issue said the true extent of their disdain for each other had actually been underplayed by the media.
Mnuchin's critics in the administration cast him as a China policy neophyte who was played by Beijing.
Mnuchin's "on hold" comment also produced tacit pushback from Lighthizer, who put out a statement
stressing that tariffs were a crucial option to "protect our technology" against the Chinese.
Navarro, for his part, was attacked internally as an out-of-touch hothead who couldn't be trusted with
sensitive negotiations. The long-time China critic was said to be furious about the leaking of his argument
with Mnuchin on the sidelines in Beijing, believing it was intended to make him look short-tempered and
rationalize his being kept out of upcoming talks with the Chinese in Washington, according to a person
involved in the process.
Still, Mnuchin was not the only one hopeful about avoiding a trade war after returning from Beijing. Kudlow
felt good too.
"I never felt we'd get a concrete deal," the NEC director said in an interview from his West .Wing office shortly
after returning from the trip, in which the White House laid out its "asks" for the Chinese. "They engaged us
on that, it's good. This is going to be a process."
That process never got very far.
Trump toyed with the idea of reaching a grand bargain with the Chinese that would avert the tariffs. And he
stunned Capitol Hill and much of the world when he tweeted on May 13 that he was working with Chinese
President Xi Jinping on a deal to get Chinese telecom giant ZTE, sharply sanctioned by the United States,
"back in business."
The White Houi;;e has continued pushing to help ZTE, over congressional GOP opposition, largely as part of
an effort to get Xi and the Chinese to help on diplomacy with North Korea. Trump also surprised his more
hawkish advisers late last month when he took Mnuchin's side in declining to impose investment restrictions
exclusively on China.
But that decision and the efforts. toward a ZTE deal were just sideshows as Trump marched toward the wider
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trade war with China.

People close to the president said he was always skeptical of the kind of grand bargain with China on trade
that_ Mnuc_hin attempted to bring back from Beijing. In the end, Trump was unsatisfied with the early contours
of the agreement, which included a demand to cut China's trade surplus by $200 billion.
The failure of Mnuchin and other like-minded advisers to head off a trade with China concluded on Friday
when U.S. duties on $34 billion on Chinese exports to the U.S. went into effect. USTR will hold another
hearing and public comment period on the remaining $16 billion. China similarly divided its retaliation into two
tranches to respond in kind as U.S. duties are imposed.
Trump told reporters on Air Force One on Thursday night that the U.S. was laying plans to impose close to
$500 billion in total tariffs on China, a figure that would cover all kinds of consumer products from televisions
to toaster ovens. The U.S. imported a total of $505 billion worth of goods from China last year.
There is little sense, even among the free-traders inside the administration, that the Whjte House will back
down from the Chinese tariffs anytime soon. It's a defining issue for Trump, according to people close to t_he
White House.
Administration officials told people last week not to expect the White House to "blink" on its tariffs in the near
term. Right now, the president views the tariffs as a winning political issue heading into the midterms, despite
protests from The Wall Street Journal editorial board, business groups and so-called elites or donors.
These various constituencies that support free trade are now trying to take the long view on the tariffs hoping they end once an event like a drop in the stock market, an increase in prices of consumer goods or
the conclusion of the midterms makes th_e political argument less palatable.
For a president who frequently changes direction on policy, trade is one area where advisers argue Trump is
carrying out his campaign promises and setting himself up to make trade a major talking point in the 2018
midterms and even 2020.
"Obviously, Trump realizes that if you extrapolate things out over the next 10 to 15 years, the U.S. is at a
disadvantage compared to other countries unless we fix the trade set ups," said one of the Republicans close
the White House. "The president is looking down the road to try to help the workers or indust_ries most
affected by th is."
For Trump's nationalist advisers, the fierce internal debate over whether to hit China with tariffs amounted to
a battle over the sou.I of Trumpism. And on Friday, they were privately declaring victory, arguing that the socalled globalists they have long ridiculed - and feared - had been defeated.
"Reagan had Russia; Trump has China," Bannon said. "For over four decades the establishment said this
day could never happen - with Trump it did."
Megan Cassella and Maria Curi contributed to this report.

Topics: POl,.ITICO
US-China t_rade war
US-China trade war: All stories
Donald Trump
Xi Jinping
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U.S.-China Trade War: How
We Got Here
Background reading for the trade war with China.

Blog Post by Brad W Setser

July 9, 2018

Staff members set up Chinese and U.S. flags for a
meeting between Chinese Tra,:,sport Minister Li

Xiaopeng and U.S.- Secretary of Transportation Elain_e
Chao at the MinisllJ' of Tra_nsport of China in Beijing,
Chinii April 27, 2018 REUTERS1Jason Lee

My personal area of expertise is balance of payments analysis-.not trade law.
For understanding trade law, I rely on the work of others. A trade war[ll is, among other things,
a legal process-at least in the United States. Congress has delegated a lot of authority over the
regulation of international commerce to the executive branch, which has given the Trump
Administration a lot of latitude. But Trump and his team are still working within the framework
of U.S. trade law ("232s", "301s," "201s," etc.).
And they are not working, rather consciously. fully within the framework of the World Trade
Organization. The big cases-the 301 versus China, the (coming?) 232 versus autos-are being
pursued through U.S. law, and they will be subject to a challenge in the WTO. An alternative

cjr
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'

'strategy-challenging China in the WTO for violatiori of its WTO commitments-hasn't been
the administration's focus,

Three Recommended Papers
And I think there are three ·papers that constitute esseJtial reading for understanding the
.

'

Administration's choices.
The first is Mark Wu's seminal paper [PDF;] outlining why China's party-state fits
poorly within the WTO's legal restraints, One reason why China now likes the WTO
is that it hasn't significantly constrai~ed Cf\ina's industrial policy ambitions (while
it does bind the United States to its "bound;' tariffs, at least in theory). And one
reason why the Trump administration hasn't pursued China inside the WTO is that
many of the policies that concern the U.S. aren't necessarily WTO violations.
I

The second is Robert Lighthizer's 2010 testimony [PDF] to the U.S. China
Economic and Security Review Commission. It makes for interesting reading today
-both for Lighthizer's specific complaintsjabout how China'_s WTO accession was

i

mishandled (I personally agree with his argrment that the U.S. sh<;mld have made
!

more use of"42I'" special safeguards in the face of the China shock, and done more
i

to counter China's massive foreign currency intervention) and for the basic strategy
I

he puts forward for responding to what he ✓ iews as the mistake of letting China into
the WTO. He has been thinking about "30 I~" for a long time-and doesn't believe
the U.S. should limit its response to China to actions that stay within the United
States' own WTO commitments. The last teh pages of his testimony lay out, I think,
'

the strategy Trump is now pursuing--even i'.f Trump is doing it with a bit of
Trumpian flair that goes beyond anything Lighthizer specifically proposed.
The third is Jennifer Hillman's 2018.testimony [PDF] before the U.S. China

c/r

Economic and Security Review CommissioJ. She fundamentally disagrees with
Lighthizer-Hillman, who ha_s previously s9rved on the WTO's top court, believes
.

'

'

I
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the WTO process around China sh~uld be given a chance to work. Hillman
I

recognizes the difficulties of using a set o1'"narrow" WTO cases to challenge China
for specific violation of its WTO commitments. Instead she advocates a global
challenge by the U.S. and its traditional allies that would include a case for
"nonviolation impairment of benefits"- e,g. challenges to actions that frustrate the
intent of the trade liberalization China committed to when it joined the WTO even if
the actions aren"t technically violations of China's WTO commitments. Such a case
would lay the groundwork for the effective renegotiation of China's WTO
membership, at least if the threat that the WTO might rule against China in a "big"
case was judged credible.
All three articles are informed by a sense of disappoin~ment that China's WTO accession didn't
I

do more to transform the rules of the game inside China's _own market. Expectations that China
would have to change. politically and economically, to succeed in the global economy haven't
been born out-as Ely Ratner and Kurt Campbell argued in Foreign Affairs. China's
Communist Party hasn't been tamed by commerce. The Party-State still has firm control over
the commanding heights of China's economy-both directly, and indirectly, through its
influence on large "private'' companies (who can only remain both successful and private with
the support of the Party).
Commercial Complaints against China
I also wanted to gather together, for my ow_n use if nothing else, a set of references to the
specific policies that China has pursued that have given rise to a set of serious complaints about
China's commercial policies. Set aside the "original sin'' of ignoring China's massive·foreign
exchange intervention from 2003 to 2008-and still large intervention in the years immediately
after the global crisis. The core of the current complaint is that:

1. China has made it hard to produce abroad and sell to China and,
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I

2 China has made it hard to invest in China in order to produce and sell in China if
•

I

your firm isn't Chinese.
The evidence here is in my view somewhat stronger on the first complaint (it is hard to produce
abroad to sell to China's domestic market) than on the second complaint (China's home market
is reserved for Chinese firms). China's imports of manufactures as a share of its GDP, net of
the electronic components Chi.na imports for its electronics export ihdustry,,are actually quite
small relative to its peers-and they are now lower, as a share of China's GDP, than when
China joined the WTO.
And, well, in the sectors where it still imports, China is investing massively to displace
those imports-whether of aircraft, semiconductors, or high end medical equipment. That's the
core of what China used to call its Made in China 2025 plan. From China's point of view,·
these are the sectors where China still is overly dependent on imported foreign technology.
And in many cases, the policies that China deploys to support its efforts at import substitutio.n
aren't WTO violations per se.
Three broad categories stand but. And in all three cases, the policies "work"' in part because of
China's massive scale.

I. De Facto Technology Transfer Requirements
The first category is linking inward investment in China to technology transfer to Chinese
firms.
Foreign firms often believe that they have to invest in China to supply the Chinese market
because of a mix of formal barriers at the border-in many sectors, China's retains fairly high
tariffs-·and informal pressure to produce in China if you want to sell to China.1 21 China often
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tries to impede access to global (e.g. non-Chinese) supply chains if that's needed to help create
a Chinese supply chain. Plus, well. producing in China often makes. economic sense, as wages
in China are still relatively low and China has a diverse manufacturing ecosystem.
China's WTO commitments mean that China cannot legally require technology transfer as a
condition for investing in China (see Hillman). Lighthizer's 20 IO testimony dug up a quote
from President Clinton selling China's WTO accession that hasn't aged well ("We don't have to
transfer technology or do joint manufacturing in China anymore").
But China has broad discretion to determine which sectors are open to foreign investment and
which sectors are not, and it can condition approval of inward investment on forming a joint
venture (JV) partner. Furthermore the JV partner (often a state company, given the nature of
China's economy) can condition its participation in the JV on technology transfer (the
technology transfer in tum often helps the Chinese firm meet China's goal of raising its level of
"indigenous" innovation).
In some sectors, this policy has effectively led foreign firms to transfer technology that led to
the creation of an "indigenous" Chinese national champion. High speed rail is the most
famous example. Firms that wanted to get a contract to provide high speed rail to China's
market had to enter into JVs with China's state rail companies, and then into contracts that
shifted the location of production of key parts to China. All this was possible because of
competition among European, Canadian, and Japanese firms to get access to China's high,speed
rail market, as the scale of China's market was simply so big that no firm was willing to ignore
it. China's state is effectively the monopoly buyer of railway equipment-·so getting access to
the market.effectively required technology transfer even if China didn't have a written policy
requiring it (to my knowledge, China's activities here have not been .challenged in the WTO).
In other sectors, the "JV" requirement hasn't led to the creation of an indigenous Chinese
cfrmpetitor.
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China has, for example, complained that the JV partners of GM, Ford, Toyota and Volkswagen
have gotten lazy and haven't done enough to build up their "indigenous" brands alongside the
big international marks. But the combination of the -JV requirement and tariffs have led to the
development of a deep indigenous supply chain for autos-Keith Bradsher has reported that
Ford's Chinese supply chain now produces cars of comparable quality to its North American
supply chain at a lower cost.[3l
And, well, China clearly intends to use its push into electric vehicles to help develop
indigenous Chinese firms-in batteries as well as the production of cars-that will compete
with the U.S., German. Japanese, and Kor.ean marks that dominate the global industry right
now. And to push Western auto makers to transfer their best technology to China. Bradsher:
"Beijing has put very heavy pressure on Western automakers_to transfer their latest, most
cutting-edge technology to China as a condition of doing business. Many companies. including
Volkswagen, General Motors and Ford, have plans to shift more research and development to
China, particularly around electric cars." To qualify for China's new electric vehicle subsidies,
a firm needs to use a Chinese made battery it seems: "China requires a11to makers to use
batteries from one of its approved suppliers if they want to be cleared to mass-produce electric
cars and plug-in hybrids and to qualify for subsidies. These suppliers are all Chinese."1 4l
And in sectors like semicond.uctors where China cannot put up tariff barriers to force
production to locate inside China without putting its existing electronics assembly and
component manufacturing business at risk, China seems to be resorting to other means to put
pressure on firms to help Chinese firms upgrade their technology.
Given China's clear goals, there is always an incentive for foreign firms to form an alliance
t.hat puts them on the "right" side of China's policy to become more technologically selfreliant.

f

WTO Legal Domestic Subsidies
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The second category is the availability of massive domestic subsidies.
Such subsidies are allowed by the WTO. The WTO prohibits "export" subsidies (though you
have to bring the case-no one has challenged the subsidies that Zhengzhou seems to provide
Foxconn), but not domestic subsidies.
Fair enough. Shifting too much sovereignty away from the nation-state through binding
international commitments has given rise to problems of its own. Dani Rodrik among others
has made the case [PDF] that the global rules shouldn't be so binding as to preclude national
economic policies/national economic development strategies.
The WTO does allow countries to take action though to offset any "material injury" from
imports that are linked to another countries' domestic subsidies and also to seek relief from
the "adverse effects" that another countries' domestic subsidies can have in third party markets
(though the dispalcement of exports is much harder to challenge in practice, as the "remedy"
isn't obvious-retaliation requires identify another sector that you want to tariff, and firms in
that sector that rely on imports will complain).
But, as Hillman notes [PDF], challenging China's subsidies in the WTO is often hard (the
"WTO's Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (ASCM) makes proving the
existence of such subsidies difficult"). The WTO is meant to discipline explicit. sector-specific
subsidies-the kind that have a budget line item. But in China, the nature of the economy
means that in effect any firm that can borrow directly from the state banks rather than the
shadow banking system gets low cost credit.
Proving a sector specific subsidy can be difficult.
Is steel more subsidized by the banks than solar? Or in electric vehicles, where China has
allowed a thousand flowers to bloom?

cfr
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ls every state investment fund~for example the large funds set up to help finance the
development ofan indigenous semiconductor industry-a subsidy? How do you prove that
when state firms dominate the economy?
Here again China's sheer scale matters. China doesn't need to just subsidize a single national
champion-it can subsidize credit to multiple competing firms (often in different provinces)
and then finance the consolidation of the industry around the most successful firms.
No one else, for example, could set up 30 different provincial semiconductor funds along with
several national funds:
"Local governments created at least 30 additional semiconductor funds, with announced
financing of more than $ I 00 billion. If all these projects are realized. the global supply of
memory chips would outstrip demand by about 25% in 2020. estimates Bernstein Research,
pushing prices down and battering profits of semiconductor companies globally."
And well, if some of the funds and investments fail, China is prepared to eat quite large losses
along the way. That's what I think happened in the solar sector back in 2010 and 2011. 151
China's banking system is so big-China's domestic supply of savings is even more
inexhaustible than the reservoir oflabor in China's countrysid~that China can subsidize
multiple sectors at once.
Losses in "old" industries like steel and aluminu.m haven't limited China's ability to provide
cheap credit to ".new'' indu.stries (new electric vehicles, semiconductors, etc). Losses.can get
moved off to asset management companies and the like and somehow made to disappear over

'
time. (Chapters 2 and 3 of Red Capitalism, another crucial reference,
describes this process in
the mid 2000s)

cf "Buy China"

1
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The third category is the systemic impact of'informal "bl!y China" policies that direct
purchases toward domestic Chinese companies and force firms that want to compete effectively
with the local, indigenous champions to ,make themselves more "indigenous" by producing
more in China (ideally with a politically connected JV partner for protection).
In part this is because China hasn't signed on to the government procurement agreement. But
, the absence ofWTO commitment here isn't the only problem.
The real problem is that in the capital intensive sectors where China has the most need for
imports, large state firms are often the dominant buyer. In other words, the key preference
comes from large state enterprises in their choice of equipment suppliers, not from the "direct"
procurement of the central government.
And as Wu notes [PDF], the large role of the "party-state"-with the Party selecting the
leadership of key companies-means that informal guidance to "buy Chinese" has real impact
(see the market share goals in Made in China 2025).
A few examples.
In wind power, big contracts for wind farms come from the State Grid and other big power
distributors. That limited the ability of European firms in particular to compete effectively for
big con.tracts even when they set up shop in China-and allowed China to subsidize the
creation of Chinese national champions in wind through the backdoor. The Chinese supply
chains initially created to help foreign firms meet informal local content requirements helped
too.
The government's power grid is also the ultimate source of demand for the firms that produce
large turbines for coal powered generators, a market China now dominates. And I wouldn't
necessarily bet on GE getting a lot of contracts for the generators that will fire China's growing

ifr
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stock of natural gas fired turbines. GE •s joint venture partner certainly looks also to be a
potential future competitor as well. though no doubt GE has thought through this risk.
China's goals here aren't a secret, even if China hasn't yet replicated its success in coal-fired
turbines.

Rail of course is structurally similar, as the Chinese state through China's various state owned
rail companies is the monopoly byyer, but that sector has been discussed earlier-.China's
various policy tools intersect.
In medical equipment, the main buyers are the big hospitals. And the hospitals have been
encouraged to favor Chinese production. If for no other reason than to lower costs. The
pressure can be subtle as well as overt in a market where foreign suppliers are typically priced
at the high-end of the local market:
"According to its ·made in China 2025' initiative, Beijing wants to increase the use of
domestically produced devices in hospitals to 50 per cent by 2020, and 70 per cent by J025, as
it seeks to create ·national champions' that can conquer export markets .... Several government
notices seen by the FT show that the plan is being aggressively implemented. In Sichuan
province, officials said in September that hospitals must use only China-made devices in I 5

categories from respirators to PET-CT scanners. While protectionist, the moves a_re permitted
under World Trade Organization rules as China is not a signatory to the Agreement on
Government Procurement, which covers state-run hospitals. As Chinese devices are generally
cheaper, t.he drive is partly about cost-cutting, with officials using state-insurance funds, which
cover an increasing portion of medical costs, as leverage ... 'Imported stents cannot be
reimbursed for medical insurance. So we use domestically made ones,' said Li Qiang, a doctor
in Sichuan." (emphasis added, from the FT)
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In telecommunications equipment, the big buyers are the state-owned telecoms firms. Their
orders for indigenous switches and mobile base stations helped build up the "indigenous"
Chinese firms-Huawei and ZTE-into major global competitors. And while cellphones are
bought by individuals,·the choice of phones offered by the big networks matter. Apple likely
fears that it could get squeezed out of the Chinese market if the big carriers were pushed to do
so ... just as China's tech giants are getting pushed to support China's efforts to develop its own
chips and cell phone operating systems .
The structural barriers to an indigenous Chinese competitor to Boeing and Airbus in civil
aircraft (and to GE. Rolls Royce, and Pratt a.nd Whitney in aircraft engines) are large (see
James Fallows). Yet the scale of the purchases of China's own state-owned airlines still
provides any "indigenous" plane with a captive market. The C9 I 9 may only compete with
"old" A320s and 737s for now. But China's ability to produce its next generation of aircraft
(including a widebody) doesn't really depend on the commercial success of its current
generation of planes.
No doubt there are other examples too, even if they aren't as clear cut.
Take construction equipment, a sector where not all the buyers are state owned. Chinese
heavy equipment manufactures have still come to dom.inate the local market: "Chinese
companies' roots and domestic sales staff give them advantages when dealing with China's
diffuse state-owned construction and mining companies, people in the industry say." Caterpillar
started setting up joint ventures in China and doing technology transfer a long time ago--but it
historically hasn't done all that well in China. To compete, it needed to become more
"Chinese." Back in 2014, Caterpillar argued: "that Caterpillar excavators made and sold in
China contained more parts produced there than did those of some Chinese rivals .. , 'We are in
some ways mote Chinese than the Chinese competitors,' said Mike De Walt, a Caterpillar vice
president." 161
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Now Caterpillar's Chinese operations want to get in on the Belt and Road action (including
getting access to some Chinese tax rebates, which at least to my untrnined eye, look a bit like
export subsidies).
This all matters, as construction equipment is one of the sector's where the U.S. based
producers historically have been very competitive globally-it is a big part of the United
States' "indigenous'' export base, so to speak.
I personally believe that China's system of domestic preference has a comparable impact on the
U.S. economy to the technology transfer policies (and associated IP violations) that tend to get
the most attention. China's technology transfer has a mixed impact on the U.S. economy. It
keeps U.S. companies from competing for some Chinese business, but it also reduces China's
attractiveness as an export base in some sectors (why share profits on sales outside of China
with a JV partner). China's domestic preferences encourage firms to produce in Ch.ina even
when it would be more economically efficient (as well as safer, from the point of view of
managing the co~mercial risk) to produce outside China.
Note that I haven't focused on steel, or the internet platforms. The industries that use steel are
in iny view more important than the steel producers, and I don't see any realistic way China
will agree to hand over the data of China's residents to the U.S. internet giants th.ese clays, at
least not on terms that the U.S. would like. And I also haven't focused on agriculture or
energy-as these are sectors where China will import (from someone) no matter what. The
sectors where technical knowledge is embedded in sophisticated production of specialized
components strike me as the most important industrial policy battle ground.
I could go on ...
But, in the interest of being fair and balanced, let me close on a slightly contrary note.
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A country that discourages imports should in the end also export less-it should be less open
overall. China 2025 implies that China's economy should eventually come to look more like
Brazil-a country with a fairly closed domestic market and limited global export presence.Pl
As a result, the global impact of China's import substituting policies-China's industrial policy
largely shifted from export promotion to import substitution after 2009-depends in no small
part on China's overall macroeconomic policy settings.
After the crisis, China has, to a degree, offset much of the broader impact of its "'buy China''
policies through fairly loose macroeconomic policies (lots of off-budget fiscal stimulus, lots of
credit) that have directed the bulk of domestic Chinese production toward the Chinese market,
rather than the global market.
This redirection of course isn't complete. Even with a fiscal policy that the IMF considers
beyond irredeemable, China still runs a current account surplus. And it is all relative-China
has grown so fast over the last ten years that even if its exports are down as a share of China's
own GDP, they have grown relative to world GDP, and the GDP of China's trading partners.
But it does raise a point that the Trump administration should consider: from a global point of
view, China's overall policy settings could be worse than they are now ... as the combination of
domestic stimulus and the real appreciation of the yuan since 2006 have muted the global
impact of China's very real domestic distortions.

®

Creative Commons: Some ri-~hts reserved.

Endnotes
1. The first round of "307" tariffs and China's retaliation technically wouldn't count as a trade war.

cJr

A

The $200 billion plus Trump has promised in retaliation for China's tariffs would ...
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2.

A

Airbus has set up an A320 assembly fine in China to meet Chinese demand. ft recently agreed

to ramp up the pace of production in China. And, we// China is still pressing for more.

3.

A

GMs made iii China often have more Chinese content than a GM made in the U.S. (which

typicaffy has high ''NAFTA'' content, fair enough in my view-that's what NAFTA was supposed to
do. Source: "Unite_d States-government data shows that only 2 percent of the Envision's ports
come from the_ United States."
A

I am not a lawyer and this is not legal advice, but I wonder if there is a WTO national treatment

4.

violation here-though any firm that brought the case would risk Chinese retaliation against its
existing safes.
A

5.

'.Western solar companies say Chinese banks still lent heavily to the survivors despite l~w
loan-recovery rates from the defaults of big Chinese solar companies like Suntech, Chaori and
LOK Solar" (source).

6.

A

China's drive to create an "indigenous" construction equipment manufacturing sector did open

up new opportunities for foreign engine manufacturers like Cummins-though that demand was
largely met by C_hinese production of Cummins engines, which created a supply chain theit
Cummins now uses globally. This shows up in the trade data: Construction equipment exports to
China peaked several years back, While U.S. imports of construction equipment and associated
parts from China have increased significantly (see the end-use data).
7.

A

I think Keith Bradsher got this right-the logical outcome of both Chinese policy choices and

Trump's policies should be a China that is fess integrated into the global economy. The easiest
way to get there? Further appreciation of China's exchange rate.
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White paper demonstrates China's position on trade friction with US
Source:Xinhua Published: 2018/9/25 9:04:00
--------·---~---------------------------

The Information Office of the State Council on Monday released a white paper that
elaborated on China's position on the trade friction with the United States.
China-US economic and trade ties concern not only the well-being of the peoples of
the two countries, but also world peace, prosperity and stability, said the white paper
titled "The Facts and China's Position on China-US Trade Friction."
"Cooperation is the only correct option for China and the United States, and only a
win-win approach will lead to a better future. China's position is clear, consistent and
firm," the white paper said.
The following are China'_s position on the trade friction with the United States:
First, China is firmly committed to safeguarding its national dignity and core interests.
"China does 1101 want a trade war, but it is not afraid of one and will fight one if
necessary."
"China has kept the door to negotiations open, but negotiations can only happen when
there is mutual respect, equality, good faith, and credibility. Negotiations cannot be
conducted under the_ thre_at of tariffs, or at the cost of China's rights to development."
Second, China is firmly c_ommitted to the sound development of China-US economic
· and trade relations.
''China would like to work with the US in the same direction, act in a spirit of mutual
respect and win-win cooperation, focus on economic and trade ties, and properly
manage economic and trade differences."
China is willing to resume negotiations with the US on a bilateral investment treaty,
and launch bilateral free trade agreement negotiations when appropriate.
Third, China is firmly committed to the reform and improvement of the multilateral
trading system.
China is firm in observing and upholding the World Trade Organization (WTO) rules,
and supports an open, transparent, inclusive and non-discriminatory multilateral
trading system, and necessary reform of the WTO, and firmly opposes unilateralism
a_nd protectionism.
China is working to enhance cooperation within the G20, the Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC) and other multilateral frameworks, and make economic
globalization more open, inclusive, balanced and beneficial to all.
Fourth, China is firmly committed to protecting property rights and
intellectual property rights (IPRs).
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China will keep improving its laws and regulations on IPR protection,
enhance the quality and efficiency of IPR reviews. China protects the
lawful IPRs of foreign businesses in strict accordance with the law, and
takes stern measures to address all types of IPR infringement cases.

China will enhance its cooperation with all countries to protect IPRs, and
hopes that governments of other countries will also step up their efforts
to protect Chinese IPRs.
Fifth, China is firmly committed to protecting the lawful rights and
interests of foreign businesses in China.
"China treats all businesses registered in China equally. China will
always protect the lawful rights and interests of foreign investors and
foreign-invested businesses, and take firm measures to address
violations of their lawful rights and interests in accordance with the law."
Sixth, China is firmiy committed to deepening reform and widening
opening-up. "China will not reverse its course, but only deepen reform.
China will not close its door to the world, but only open wider."
"The market will play a decisive role in the allocation of resources and
the government will play a better role to encourage competition and
oppose monopoly."
China will manage its own affairs well, develop an open economy at a
higher level, and share development and prosperity with all countries that
aspire to progress.
·
Seventh, China is firmly committed to mutually beneficial cooperation
with other developed and developing countries.
China will work with the European Union (EU) to expedite the
negotiations on the China-EU Investment Agreement, and will accelerate
negotiations on the China-Japan-ROK Free Trade Area.
"China will promote deeper cooperation under the framework of the Belt
and Road Initiative based on the principles of consultation, cooperation
and benefit for all ... and create new drivers for common development."
Eighth, China is firmly committed to building a community with a shared
future for humanity.
China will continue to act as a responsible major country, and join every
other country in building an open. inclusive, clean and beautiful world
that enjoys lasting peace, universal security and common prosperity.
Posted i11: POLITICS,ECONOMY
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Will the US Capitulate to China?
Project Syndicate I Feb 25, 2019 I MARTIN FELDSTEIN
The most important problem that a bilateral deal between the United States and China needs to
resolve is Chinese theft of US firms' technology. Unless the Chinese agree to stop stealing
technology, and the two sides devise a way to enforce that agreement, the US will not have
achieved anything useful from Trump's tariffs.

CAMBRIDGE - It's beginning to look like US President Donald Trump will yield to the
Chinese in America's trade conflict with China. The United States threatened to increase tariffs
on imports from China from 10% to 25% on March 2 ifno agreement was reached. But Trump
recently said that the date is flexible and may be postponed because of the progress being made
in the ongoing bilateral talks.
Fair enough, but progress is in the eyes of the beholder. The most important problem that needs
to be resolved is not America's massive bilateral trade deficit with China. It is that the Chinese
are stealing US firms' technology and using it to help Chinese companies compete with those
same firms in China and around the world.
the Chinese do this in two ways. First, US firms that want to do business in China are required
to have a Chinese partner and to share their technology with that firm. That compulsory sharing
of technology is explicitly forbidden by World Trade Organization rules. Since joining the WTO
in 2001, the Chinese have ignored this rule and disingenuously claim that US firms voluntarily
agree to share their technology because ihey want to be active in China.
Second, the Chinese use the Internet to enter the computer systems of US firms and steal
technology and blueprints. Chinese President Xi Jinping agreed with then-President Barack
Obama in 2015 that his government would stop doing this. But, after a temporary decline, such
cyber theft has resumed, presumably because state-owned companies and others have the ability
to reach into the computer systems of US firms.
Despite Trump's upbeat talk about progress in the talks, there is no suggestion that the Chinese
will agree to stop stealing technology. Instead, China's chief negotiator, Vice Premier Liu He,
has emphasized that the Chinese will reduce their large bilateral trade surplus by buying US soy
beans and natural gas. A sharp reduction in the US trade deficit with China would enable Trump
to claim victory and give him something to celebrate when Xi visits him at his home in Florida
·
sometime in the next few months.
There are easy bragging rights in a dramatic reduction of the US trade deficit with China, which,
year after year, has been the largest of America's bilateral trade deficits. In 20 I 7, the deficit with
China was $375 billion, or two-thirds of the total US trade deficit. So the Chinese are clever to
offer to buy enough US commodities to cut that very visible imbalance.
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But while that would reduce the bilateral trade deficit with China, it would have no effect by
itself on the total US trade deficit. As every student of economics knows, a trade deficit reflects
the fact that a country chooses to consume more than it produces. And as long as a country
consumes more than it produces, it must import the difference from the rest of the world.
If the Chinese do buy enough to reduce the bilateral trade deficit, the US would end up importing
more from other countries or exporting less to other countries. The total US trade deficit will not
decline unless the US reduces total demand by saving more. That is a matter for US
policymakers; it is not something the Chinese can do for America.
US Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin has emphasized another largely irrelevant Chinese offer:
a promise to prevent the value of the renminbi from declining relative to the dollar. While a
stronger renminbi would make Chinese goods less attractive to US buyers, thereby reducing the
bilateraltrade deficit, it would not reduce America's global trade imbalance.
Moreover, although the renminbi-dollar exchange rate does vary from year to year, the variations
have been small. Today, a dollar buys CN¥6.7; a year ago, the dollar exchange rate was CN¥6.3,
and two years ago it was CN¥6.9. A decade ago, in February 2009, a dollar bought CN¥6.8. In
short, there is nothing to celebrate if the Chinese agree to stabilize the value of their currency
relative to the dollar. ·
The key issue is technology theft. Unless the Chinese agree to stop stealing technology, and the
two sides devise a way to enforce that agreement, the US will not have achieved anything useful
from Trump's tariffs.
MAR TIN FELDSTEIN
Martin Feldstein, Professor of Economics at Harvard University and President Emeritus of the
National Bu_reau of Economic Research, chaired President Rona!<;! Reagan's Council of
Economic Advisers from 1982 to 1984. In 2006, he was appointed to President Bush's Foreign
Intelligence Advisory Board, and, in 2009, was appointed to President Obama's Economic
Recovery Advisory Board. Currently, he is on the board of directors of the Council on Foreign
Relations, the Trilateral Commission, and the Group of 30, a non-profit, international body that
seeks greater understanding of global economic issues.
https://www,projecHyndicate.mg/commentary/trump"china-trade-deal-ca11itulation~by"martinfeldstein-20 l 9-02?utm source=Hoover+Daily+Report&utm campaign=59dcd604 7bEMAIL CAMPAIGN 2019 02 25 06 19&utm medium=email&utm term=0 2Ibledff.3c59dcd6047b-72845233
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SCMP.COM
China Economy

Will the US-China trade war improve access for
American firms seeking to tap 1.4 billion people?
Washington feels Beijing has been discriminating against US businesses, limiting investment and trade flows
while also imposing restiictive non-tariff barriers
Bank card service providers MasterCard and Visa have been seeking to start yuan payment services since a
WTO ruling in 2012, but are still waiting for approval
'
Zhou Xin & Fran_k_Tang

I

South China Morning Post

I

Updated: Tuesday, 26 Feb, 2019 1:38pm

US President Donald Trump has delayed the application ofadditional tariffs on Chinese imports citing
"substantial progress·, in addressing the US demands for structural reform in the C:hinese economy. This is
the second article in a five-part series looking into these demands, which are the conditions for ending the
trade war.
The US demand: market access
The Office of US Trade Representative (USTR) said in its Section 301 investigation report, which provided
the legal grounds for Washington to start the trade war, that China has been discriminating against US
businesses, limiting investment and trade flows.
The US business community also complained about numerous non-tariff barriers, from bureaucratic licensing
procedures to .selective law enforcement, as obstacles that hold back the growth of their businesses in China.
For Beijing, however, China has already done enough to give US businesses access as it has been rolling out
the red carpet for foreign investors, offering tax breaks and cheap land.
In a white paper reviewing its own performance after its entry into the World Trade Organisation (WTO) in
2001, China said it had comprehensively delivered what it had promised, including opening up the domestic
market to foreign competition.
The dispute is now part of the negotiations between Beijing and Washington to put an end to the trade war,
with China and the US expected to sign a slew of memorandums of understanding, including one on the issue
of non-tariff barriers.

However, despite Beijing's promises of cutting obstacles for US businesses, China is stil1 expected to maintain
protective measures, especi'ally in areas that Beijing sees as vital for the country's economic security and social
stability such as finance and cyberspace.
"China is not afraid of opening up, but it wants to do it on its own pace and based upon its own needs," said
Tang Jianwei, an economist with Bank of Communications, the country's fifth largest lender.
At the same time, even when US businesses are granted full access to the Chinese market, they have to face
new realities su.ch as less enthusiasm for American brands and fierce competition from locaLplayers- Huawei
and Xiaomi, for instance, are eroding the market share of Apple in China.
Case study: China Food and Drug Administration
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The Chinese government's intent to develop its own standards for certain product categories has created
frustrating obstacles for foreign firms trying to sell their products and services in China.

'

For instance, in the aftermath of the 2018 vaccine scandal, when one of China's major vaccine makers was
found to have produced substandard products, consumers had difficulty obtaining vaccines made by foreign
companies, including effective products in wide use overseas, thanks to China's strict vetting system for
imported vaccines.
The Chinese market share of imported vaccines has declined in recent years despite growing consumer
demand.
·
In one case, the US Food and Drug Administration approved the first human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine,
effective against cervical cancer, in 2006, but it took a decade for the China Food and Drug Administration to
approve the first vaccine of its kind for use in China.
Before the approval, Chinese citizens in need of the potentially life-saving vaccine crossed the border into
Hong Kong.
It remains unclear how the US will press China to lower non-tariff barriers, but the USTR has its own broader
definition ofnon-tarifftrade barriers compared to the WTO, with a focus on the obstacles that undermine US
business interests and run counter to ''fair and reciprocal" bilateral~de rel_ations.
China is also dragging its feet on approving the business plans of US firms that are desperately trying to get a
foothold in the Chinese financial market.
Bank card service providers Mastercard and Visa have been pushing unsuccessfully to start yuan payment
services even though the World Trade Organisation ruled in 2012 that China must allow them in.
However, they are still waiting for approval from the People's Bank of China, China's central bank, to start
operations, while China's state-backed giant, China Union Pay, has established a near monopoly position in
the years since the WTO ruling.
China's central bank, which has close ties with China Union Pay, has denied that it is delaying market opening
to Mastercard and Visa.
It was reported over the weekend that Mastercard will form a joint venture in China.
What is China doing to address .this?

There has been only marginal progress in addressing the extent ofnon-tariffbarriers in China, in part because
the barriers set by Beijing are often intended to safeguard the vested interests of state-owned enterprises.

China's telecommunications sector is monopolised by state firms, its banking system is in hands of firms
owned by various levels of government, and its electricity and oil sectors are dominated by state players.
These barriers and restrictions, which are not directly aimed at US firms, are increasingly hurting China's own
interests, critics charge, as weaker competition stifles innovation and keeps prices high.·
The US demand that China lower non-tariff barriers, therefore, could find sympathy among Chinese
consumers, private investors and liberal analysts who believe in the value of competition.
Jin Keyu, an associate economics professor at the London School of Economics, said that it would be in
China's own interest to allow in more foreign competition.
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"China is no longer in a state where you really need to heavily protect the domestic industries, the moment has
arrived where they actually need a lot more competition," Jin said.
She said that China's financial service market, which is largely closed to foreign competition and is generating
risks for the country, is a typical example that China must open the sector up to foreign institutions to "inject
new blood".
·
Beijing is gradually changing its laws and regulations so that the business environment will be more
transparent and predictable for US investors.
For instance, China released a nationwide "negative list" at the end of last year making clear the sectors in
which foreigners are not allowed to invest, promising that all sectors not on that list were open for business.
However, the USTR viewed the new list as merely an "incremental" improvement.
Chances of meeting US demands
The demand from Washington for wider access to the Chinese market echoes Beijing's own pledges to open
up its economy further.
China has been on a public-relations campaign to woo foreign investors, especially those from the US,
promising fair treatment and a rosy business future.
In April 2018, two months before the trade war started, President Xi Jinping promised that ownership
restrictions for foreign investors would be phased out, a move designed to please big international banks and
those on Wall Street in particular.
When speculation was rampant that Beijing would target US businesses in China in retaliation for trade tariffs,
Xi gathered dozens of US and European business executives in Beijing and assured them that they would be
welcomed in China.
The Chinese government is expected to continue to cut market eno;ance thresholds to reduce red tape, and
remove ownership restrictions for US firms as part of its promise to reduce non-tariff barriers.
However, the situation on the ground could be much more complicated for US operations in China, as the
market, in general, is becoming less friendly to US products or businesses due to a long list of domestic issues,

such as slowing growth, rising costs, intensifying competition and continue intrusive state intervention.
"China is not the hot investment destination any more," said Christopher, Balding, an associate professor at
Fulbright University Vietnam who previously taught at the HSBC Business School at Peking University in
Shenzhen.
China's role in the global value chain is changing as it is no longer a low-cost production centre and the US

political sentiment towards China has turned hostile, he noted.
Firms will still want to build factories in China to serve the huge domestic market, but fewer and fewer
businesses will consider China an ideal place to produce goods and then to sell to other parts of the world;
Balding said.
"Even if China and US come to an agreement, I don't think there is going to be any type oftlood of
investments into China,'' he said.
Part three in the series will look at US demands concerning cyber intrusion and cybertheft.
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SCMP.COM
How China acquires 'the crown jewels' of U.S. technology
PUBLISHED: Tuesday, 22 May, 2018, 5:45pm
UPDATED: Monday, 28 May, 2018, 11:31am
News,China,Diplomacy
POLITICO

The U.S. fails to adequately police foreign deals for next~generation
software that powers the military and American economic strength.
This story is being published by the South China Morning Post as part of a
content partnership with POUT/CO. It was reported by Cory Bennett and Bryan
Benqer and originally appeared on politico.com [1} on May 22, 201IJ.
The U.S. government was well aware of China's aggressive strategy of leveraging
private investors to buy up the latest Americ.an technology when, early last year, a
company called Avatar Integrated Systems showed up at a bankruptcy court in
Deh:1ware hoping to buy the California chip-designer ATop Tech.
ATop's product was potentially groundbreaking - an automated designer capable of
making microchips that could power anything from smartphones to high-tech weapons
systems. It's the type of product that a U.S. government report had recently cited as
"critical to defense systems and U.S. military strength." And the source of the money
behi[ld the buyer, Avatar, was an eye-opener: Its board chairman and sole officer was a
Chinese steel magnate whose Hong Kong-based company was a major shareholder.
Despite those factors, the transaction went through without an assessment by the U.S.
government committee that is charged with reviewing acquisitions of sensitive
technology by foreign interests.
In fact, a six-month POLITICO investigation found that the Committee on Foreign
1.nvestm.ent in the United States, the main vehicle for protecting American technology
from foreign governments, rarely polices the various new avenues Chinese nationals
use to secure access to American technology, such as bankruptcy courts or the foreign
venture capital firms that bankroll U.S. tech startups.
The committee, known by its acronym CFIUS, isn't required to review any deals, relying
instead on outsiders or other government agencies to raise questions a.bout the
appropriateness of a proposed merger, acquisition or investment And even if it had a
more formal mandate, the committee lacks the resources to deal with increasingly
complex cases, wh.ich revolve around. lines of code and reams of personal data more
than physical infrastructure.
·
·
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"I knew what was critical in 1958 - tanks, airplanes, avionics. Now, truthfully,
everything is information. The world is about information, not about things," said Paul
Rosenzweig, who worked with CFIUS while at the Department of Homeland Security
during President George W. Bush's second term. "And that means everything is critical
infrastructure. That, in some sense, means CFIUS really should be managing all global
trade."
·· As a senior official at the Treasury Department, which oversees CFIUS, put it: "Any time
we see a company that has lots of data on Americans - health care, personal financial
data - that's a vulnerability."
When CFIUS was formed, in the 1970s, the companies safeguarding important
technology were so large that any takeover attempt by foreigners would be certain to
attract attention. Now, much of the culling-edge technology in the United States is in the
hands of much smaller firms, including Silicon Valley startups that are hungry for cash
from investors.
The gap in oversight became a rnore urgent.problem in 2015, when China unveiled its
"Made in China 2025" strategy of working with private investors to buy overseas tech
firms. A year earlier, Chinese investments in U.S. tech startups had totaled $2.3 billion,
according to the economic research firm CB Insights. Such investments immediately
skyrocketed to $9.9 billion in 2015. These amounts dipped the following year, as the
Obama administration voided a high-profile deal, but analysts say China's appetite to
buy U.S. firms and technology is still strong: In 2017, there were 165 Chinese-backed
deals closed with American startups, only 12 percent less than the 2015 peak.
Yet the failure to investigate some forms of Chinese investments in American
technology has flown under the radar as President Donald Trump goes tit for tat with
Beijing, imposing tariffs meant to punish China for unfair trade practices. Critics noted
on Monday that Trump's tentative agreement to drop his tariff threat in exchange for
Chinese pledges to purchase billions of dollars more in American goods avoided any
mention of the outdated foreign-investment policies that have alarmed lawmakers
across the political spectrum.
On the Senate floor Monday, Minority l.eader Chuck Schumer (D-N.Y.) lashed out at
Trump's approach.
"China's trade negotiators must be laughing themselves all the way back to Beijing," he
said. "They're playing us for fools - temporary purchase of some goods, while China
continues to steal our family jewels, the things that have made America great: the
intellectual property, the know-how in the highest end indust_ries. It makes no _sense."
National security specialists insist that such a stealth transfer of technology through
China's investment practices in the United States is a far more serious problem than the
tariff dispute - and a problem hiding in plain sight. A recent Pentagon report bluntly
declared: "The U.S. does not have a comprehensive policy or the tools to address this
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massive technology transfer to China." It went on to warn that Beijing's acquisition of
top-notch American technology is enabling a "strategic competitor to access the crown
jewels of U.S. in_novation."
Some congressional leaders concur. Senate Majority Whip John Comyn (R-Texas)
regularly warns his colleagues that China is using private-sector investments to pilfer
American technology. China has "weaponized" its investments in America "in order to
vacuum up U.S. industrial capabilities from American companies," Cornyn said at a
Jan_uary hearing. The goal, he added, is "to turn our own technology and know-how
against us in an effort to erase our national security advantage."
Legislation to expand the CFIUS budget and staff has been moving slowly through the
halls of Congress amid pushback from Silicon Valley entrepreneurs and business
groups. The legislation would give CFIUS new resources to scrutinize bankruptcy
purchases and establish stricter scrutiny of start-up investments.
As months passed without any action, and the issue of Chinese investments got
overshadowed by tariff fights and feuds between Beijing and the Trump administration,
national security experts grew more concerned, fearing that Congress lacked a sense of
urgency to police transfers of sensitive technology.
The White House began exploring what more it could do on its own, asking the
Treasury Department in late March to offer a list of potential Chinese investment
restrictions within 60 days.
Finally, earlier this month, Senate and House leaders announced plans to mark up the
bill, starting a process that could lead to passage later this year.
Still, the failure to act more quickly may itself be jeopardizing national security. At a
hearing in January, Heath Tarbert, the Treasury Department assistant secretary
overseeing OFIUS, testified that allowing foreign countries to invest in U.S technology
without making sufficient background checks "will have a real cost in American lives in
any conflict."
'That is simply unacceptable," he said.

'Made in China 2025'
Last October, Chinese President Xi Jinping took the podium before 2,300 Communist
Party delegates to deliver his expansive vision for China's future.
Xi was speaking at the party's 19th Congress, a summit held every five years to choose
the nation's leaders in the Great Hall of the People in Beijing, the expansive theater
right off Tiananmen Square. Speaking in front of a giant gold hammer and sickle framed
by bright red drapes, Xi held forth for 3½ hours, declaring that China would look outward
to solve its problems.
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"China will not close its door to the world - we will only become more and more open,"
Xi declared to his rapt audience of party leaders, many of them having close lies to the
billionaire investors who represent China in the global market. "We wil.I deepen reform of
the investment and financing systems, and enable investment to play a crucial role in
improving the supply structure."
China watchers said Xi was alluding to the government's relatively new economic plan,
dubbed "Made in China 2025," which leaders had unveiled in 2015. The detailed vision
shifted the focus on domestic research investments to I.he need to pump money into and better understand - foreign markets.
"We will," the document proclaimed, "guide enterprises to integrate into local culture."
"We will," the document continued, "support enterprises to perform mergers, equity
investment and venture capital investment overseas."
At the top of the investment wish list were high-tech industries like artificial intelligence,
robotics and space travel.
For the increasingly powerful Chinese leader, ii was the culmination of years of efforts
to guide how China spends its blossoming wealth. In addition to luring foreign
companies to China, Xi wanted the country-. which is sitting on several trillion dollars
in foreign exchange reserves - to start investing abroad.
·
The plan had "much more money behind it" and "much more coordination" between
Seijing and Chinese industrialists than previous economic strategies, according to Scott
Kennedy, an expert on Ch_inese economic policy at the Center for Strategic and
International Studies, a Washington think tank that specializes in defense matters.
"And a big component of that is acquiring technology abroad," he said.
From 2015 to 2017, Chinese venture capitalists pumped money into hot companies like
Uber and Airbnb, but also dozens of burgeoning firms with little or no name recognition.
The country didn't just want "trophy assets," Kennedy explained. China's leaders
wanted to "fill in some of the gaps they have" in China's tech economy.
While the Asian power has piled up profits from its large manufacturing plants that churn
out low-cost products, the Beijing government realized it would face declining
productivity unless its economy, from agriculture to manufacturing, adopted high-tech
methods. Essentially, China wanted to automate entire industries - including car
manufacturing, fooa production and electronics - and bring the whole process inhouse.
So Beijing's leaders encouraged the country's cash-rich investors to search for
"emerging companies that have technologies that may be extremely important ... but
aren't proven," Kennedy said. The initiative has spawned investments in American
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startups that work on robotics, energy equipment and next-generation IT. Of particular
concern to U.S. national security officials is the semiconductor industry, which makes
the microchips that provide the "guts" of many advance technologies that China is
seeking to leverage.
"A concerted push by China to reshape the market in its favor, using industrial policies
backed by over one hundred billion dollars in government-directed funds, threatens the
competitiveness of U S. industry and the national and global benefits it brings," declared
a January 2017 report from the President's Council of Advisors on Science and
Technology, warning of the urgent threat to U.S. superiority in semiconductor
technology.
Notably, many of China's investments didn't register on the CFIUS radar. They involved
t_he early-seed funding oftech firms in Silicon Valley and low-profile purchases such as·
the one in Oelawa_re bankruptcy court. They included joint ventures with microchip ·
manufacturers, and the research and development centers created with international
partners.
"They have diversified to look for smaller targets," Kennedy said. "Those things typically
do not generate a CFIUS reaction. That is part of it."

An obscure research body
CFIUS was set up by Congress in 1975 amid growing concerns about oil-rich countries
in the Middle East buying up American companies, from energy firms to armsmakers.
C_ha_ired by the Treasury Department, the committee brought together representatives
from all the major Cabinet agencies to assess the financial, technological and national
security t_hre1:1ts posed by such investments. For its first decade, however, CFIUS
existed mostly as an obscure research body. From 1975 to 1980, t_he committee met
only 10 times, according to congressional reports.
Japan's economic ascendance in the 1980s changed that. The Defense Department
asked CFIUS to step in and investigate potential Japanese purchases of a U.S. steel
producer and a company that made ball bearings for the military. In 1988, Congress
gave the committee the authority to recommend that the president nix a deal altogether.
Still, the committee remained mostly an ad hoc operation into the 1990s.
"Bureaucratically it was not a very smooth, functioning operation," recalled Steve
Grundman, who worked as part of the committee during the Clinton administration. "We
had to pick up some intelligence here, some technology assessment there, some
industrial analysis hither."
After the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, Congress renewed its interest in CFIUS,
passing legislation that instructed the committee to consider a deal's effect on
''homeland security" and "crit_ica_l industries," a notable change, according to
Rosenzweig, the DHS official who worked with CFIUS during the George W. Bush
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administration. The directive gave the committee a mandate to keep an eye on a wider
array of industries, such as hospitals and banks, that OHS considered 'critical" to
keeping American society operating.
Rosenzweig called it a "singular shift." Over time, he said, the committee went from
reviewing acquisitions of steel companies - involving just two parties and a tangible
product - to investigating technically complex purchases of microchip companies and
other software or data-rich firms.
'When I first came to CFIUS, the filings from the other side would be a few-page letter
about why this was a good deal," Rosenzweig said. "Now it's a stack of books that's up
to my knee."
The committee's staffing and resources have not kept pace with the growing workload,
multiple people who work with CFIUS told POLITICO. While the Treasury Department
has been hiring staffers and contractors to help handle the record workload, the
committee's overall resources are subject to the whims of the individual agencies
involved in the process, said Stephen Heifetz, who oversaw the CFIUS work at OHS
during the second Bush administration.
There is no single budget or staffing figure for CFIUS. Instead, each agency decides the
level of personnel and funding it's willing to commit to the committee. The Treasury
Department and _OHS have two of the larger CFIUS teams, Heifetz said. During his
tenure, Heifetz's OHS squad included roughly 10 people, split equally between
government workers and outside contractors.
"Each agency decides more or less on their own how they're going to staff it," Heifetz
said.
At Treasury, there are now between 20 and 30 people working for CFIUS, according to
a senior department official. Su.I ev~n wit.h the expanded team, the committee is
stretched precariously thin. The official described 80-hour workweeks, regular weekend
work and no ability to take time off.
"It's enough to handle the current mandate, but not comfortably," the official said.
Am.id this uncertainty over resources, CFIUS investigations into foreign acquisitions
nearly tripled from 200$ to 2015. The most common foreign investor that hits the CFIUS
radar is now China. Nearly 20 percent of the committee's reviews from 2013 to 2015,.
the most recent data available, involved the Asian power, easily ahead of second-place
·
Canada at just under 13 percent.
Since 2015, the Treasury official said, those trends have only continued: Chinese deals
now represent a large plurality of the committee's work.
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The attention appears to be well-founded. In receiltyears, China has been repeatedly
accused of industrial espionage - using indirect means to obtain American software
a_nd military secrets, everything from the code that powers wind turbines to the designs
that produce the Pentagon's modern F•35 fighter jets. And several Chinese
businessmen have pleaded guilty to participating in complex conspiracies to get their
hands on sensitive technical data from U.S. firms and shuttle ii back to Beijing. Again
and again, high-tech products and military equipment have popped up in China that
bear a too-striking resemblance to their American counterparts.
Spurred by these incidents, CFIUS has successfully advised the president to nix
Chinese deals at a record clip. In December 2016, President Barack Obama stopped a
Chinese investment fund from acquiring the U.S. subsidiary of a Ge_rman semiconductor
manufacturer - only the third time a president had taken such a step at that point. In
September 2017, Trump halted a China-backed investor from buying the American
semiconductor maker Lattice, citing national security concerns.
Three months later, a Chinese company's plan to acquire the American money transfer
company MoneyGram fell apart when the two sides realized they would likely not get
CFIUS approval because of concerns that the personal data of millions of Americans including military personnel-_ could fall into the hands of the Chinese military.
Weeks after that, the committee essentially jettisoned a Chinese state-backed group's
attempt to buy Xcerra, a Massachusetts-based tech company that makes equipment to
test computer chips and circuit boards. Then, in March, Trump blocked the purchase of
the chipmaker Qualcomm by Singapore-based Broadcom Ltd. CFIUS said such a move
could weaken Qualcomm, and thereby the United States, as it vies with foreign rivals
such as China's Huawei Technologies to develop the next generation of wireless
technology known as 5G.
To national security leaders, though, CFIUS is still only scratching the surface of
Chin;;i's ambit.ions to acquire U.S. technology, noting that traditional sale-and-purchase
agreements to obtain a U.S. company aren't the only ways to gain access to cuttingedge technology.
·
''You can buy a [partial] interest in a company and gain access to the same type of
technologyi' Attorney General Jeff Sessions told Congress in October, adding that
Justice Department investigators "are really worried about our loss of technology" in .
instances where Chinese investors buy small stakes in American tech companies.
The U.S. military has raised similar concerns. Defense Secretary Jim Mattis warned last
summer that America is failing to restrict foreign investments in certain types of critical
industries, testifying during another hearing that CFIUS is ''outdated" and "needs to be
updated to deal with today's situation."

A mysterious takeover
This_ mat~ri_al is distri_butec:t by Capitol Counsel L_LC on beha_lf of US-China Transpacific Fou_ndation.
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The case that occurred last summer in an obscure courtroom in Delaware seemed
innocuous enough: one relatively small tech firm buying out a bankrupt competitor, a
transaction that elicited about as much drama as mailing a letter.
The bankrupt semiconductor maker ATop Tech had only 86 employees when it was
declared insolvent But it had a more t_h,rn a $1 billion market share of the electronicdesign automation and integrated circuits markets, the company told the bankruptcy
court, giving ii potential value to any player seeking to enter the highly specialized
semiconductor industry.
Avatar Integrated Systems, the company seeking to purchase ATop, was apparently
such a player. But it was not well k_nown to others in the semiconductor industry, and its
precise ownership was a bit of a mystery. The sole director listed on its incorporation
papers was a Hong Kong-based businessman named Jingyuan Han, a_nd it issued
shares to King Mark International Limited, a Hong Kong company in which Han was an
investor. Avatar was set up in March 2017, according to the company.
The transaction went ahead de!!pite concerns raised to the court by _other players in the
semiconductor industry, as well as those of a former senior Pentagon official who
specifically suggested the Chinese government may be backing Avatar.
The former Pentagon official, Joseph Benkert, was enlisted by another American
semiconductor company, Synopsys, to help recoup money it was owed by ATop. He
warned the court that the deal might have national security risks.
"CFIUS has identified businesses engaged in design and production of semiconductors
as presenting possible national security vulnerabilities because they may be useful in
defending, or seeking to impair, U.S. national security, as semiconductor design or
production may have both commercial or military applications," Benkert, the former
assistant secretary of defense for global affairs under the second Bush administration,
wrote to t_he court.
Benkert argued that the question of Avatar's ownership needed more review given that
the company appeared tc;> be "under the control •of Han, a Chinese national."
"In my opinion," Benkert wrote, "the proposed transaction is likely to receive thorough
CFIUS scrutiny and there is a material risk that it will not receive CFIUS approval."
But despite those concerns, the deal to buy ATop Tech was not given a formal review
by CFIUS, according to a senior administration official with direct knowledge of the
process. A Treasury Department official, speaking on behalf of CFIUS, declined to
comment on the merger.
Ari Avatar official, reached at the company office in Santa Clara, California, did not
with Han. The company .did not
respond to questions or a request for an interview
.
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respond to multiple requests to discuss its relationship - if any government or the details of its business.

with the Chinese

· Han, who has been described in rnedia reports as one of China's wealthiest men, has
_spent his career almost entirely in the iron and steel industries. Avatar's scant history
seemed to suggest that it was created for the sole purpose of acquiring an established
American semiconductor firm like A Top Tech, according to several former national
security officials who still work on CFIUS cases.
Attempts to reach Han through China Oriental Group, the iron and steel cornpany that
he runs, were also unsuccessful.
Officials familiar with the CFIUS process say that bankruptcy deals such as the AtopAvatar case sometirr,,es fall off their radar because of difficulty in discerning whether
Chinese investors are working with the government. In other bankruptcy cases, Chinese
investrnent in a potential buyer may not be visible in official filings, especially when a
web of holding cornpanies is involved. Thus, say current and former officials working
with CFIUS, a significant amount of detective wo_rk is necessary to discern both the
identity and the intentions of the investors.
Traditionally, courts have defined control of a company as "the ability to direct
managernent to make certain decisions." But a former Treasury Department official said
CFIUS needs to focus on "beneficial ownership," defined as having the ability to obtain
technology from the firm, rather than overall decision-making power.
"It is very hard to find beneficial ownl;!rship," said the official. "Our concern is t_he
capacity of the system to deal with these."
Th_e bills pending in Congress to strengthen the CFIUS review process include
provisions designed to make scrutiny of bankruptcy cases easier. The bills would
require CFIUS to "prescribe regulations to clarify that the term 'covered transaction'
includes any transaction ... that arises pursuant to a bankruptcy proceeding or at.her
form of default on debt."·
A sharper focus on bankruptcy cases, particularly in making sure CFIUS scrutinizes
investors to ties to foreign governments, is desperately needed, said a former Pentagon
official who is still involved in CFIUS cases. "How do they find out about it now? They
are reading The Wall Street Journal late at night," the official said. "It is not a very
systematic process."
The former official also recalled that in the past, the Pentagon has hired an outside
contractor to scour around for unreported transactions that might raise some national
security flags, such as in the semiconductor or aerospace sectors. Such. checks need to
be performed in a more systematic way.
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"There is no process for surfacing information out of the bankruptcy courts," the official
said.

China goes to Silicon Valley
In Silicon Valley, Chinese investment isn't typically viewed as a threat, but rather more
of a ble1;1sing.
Chris Nicholson, co-founder of Skymind, an artificial intelligence company that makes
the type of cutting 7edge software that both the United States and China covet, recalls
the many long months he spent in 2014 trudging up and down Sand Hill Road, the heart
of Silicon Valley's leading venture capital firms, and all the doors that slammed shut.
"That was a .long, dry year for us," he told POLITICO.
Nicholson hadn't sought Chinese money. But then Tencent, China's internet and
telecommunications giant and now.one of the world's largest companies, approached
the firm, offering $200,000 in seed funding. The Chinese monetary infusion buoyed
Skymind, which soon landed a coveted spot in Y Combinator, the powerful startup
accelerator. American investors, who had only months earlier eschewed the firm's
overtures, quickly changed their tune. Chinese investment.soon beget American
investment.
"It was that crucial piece of Chinese capital that allowed ys.to survive," Nicholson said.
"That's all it took. Now we're a company with 35 employees."
Reflecting a common feeling c1mong his cohorts in Silicon Valley startups, Nicholson
insisted that working with Chinese investors does not mean granting Beijing officials
access to the coding process. "My American co-founder and I are in control," Nicholson
said, noting that Skymind has given up none of the rights to its intellectual property and
has made its code "open sourced," which means the code is freely available for
cybersecurity experts to inspect, audit and offer suggestions.
But Bryan Ware, CEO of Haystax Technology, which works with law enforcement,
defense and intelligence clients on securing their technologies, cast some doubt on the
idea that the owners of tech startups would naturally refuse to share details of their
technology with their investors: "If you've got a Chinese investor and that's the lifeblood
that's going to allow you to get your product out the door, or allow you to hire your next
developer, telling them, 'No, you can't do that,' or, 'No you shouldn't do that,' while you
have no other alternatives for financing -t.h_at's just t_he nature of the dilemma."
"Every investment comes with a risk of some loss of intellectual property or foreign
influence and control," Ware said.
And too many Silicon Valley deals exist in a "netherworld" between passive investment
and absolute takeover, "where there's access to information, technical information, [and]
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there is the ability to influence and potentially coerce management," according to the
senior Treasury Department official.
One major concern among specialists like Ware is that Beijing officials could use early
Chinese investments in next-generation technology to map the software the federal
government and even the Defense Department may one day use - and perhaps even
corrupt it in ways that would give China a window into sensitive U.S. information.
A POLITICO review of 185 tech startups with Chinese investors found just over 5
percent had received government contracts, loans or grants ranging from a few
thousand dollars to several million dollars. Often, the contracts simply involved research
- renewable energy for the Energy Department, electronics and communications
equipment for the Pentagon, space technology for NASA. Others ordered lab equipment
for the Commerce Department, or machine tools forthe military.
"There's a tremendous amount of intelligence value there," Ware said. "All governments
desire to know what other governments are doing. And knowing the technologies and
how they work I think is a big part of that."
While there's no indication that the firms had U.S. government contracts at the time tha_t
Chinese investors became involved, that may be part of China's strategy. Derek
Scissors, who manages the American Enterprise lnstitute's China Global Investment
Tracker, an exhaustive database of China's major global investments, said that as
welcome as the surge of Chinese-funded deals may be in Silicon Valley, the engine
behind them is the Chinese government. China's Silicon Valley investment strategy
"was shaped by the state a_nd that shaping has gotten tighter," he said.
Still, many Chinese investments in the United States are not directly backed by the
Beijing government, but it can be hard to distinguish.
Some prominent Chinese VC firms in Silicon Valley have clear li_n_ks to the government.
Westlake Ventures, for example, received funding from the government in the coastal
Chinese city of Hangzhou, according to media reports and a Pentagon research paper.
And Westlake has put money into other VC funds, such as the WI Harper Group, which
has a stake in a wide slate of American tech companies, from a dating app to a threedimensional imaging company to a maker of robot cooks. Westlake did not respond to a
request for comment.
But it's not always easy to trace the money back to a single source, let alone determine
what connection that source has to Beijing's Communist leadership. Haiyin Capital, a
Beijing-based VC firm, is partially backed by a state-run Chinese company, according to
a company release. Also complex is ZGC Capital Corporation - located in Silicon
Valley and focused on providing startups with basic business help - is a subsidiary of a
st_ate-owned enterprise funded by the Beijing government, according to the
organizations' websites. Attempts to reach each organization were unsuccessful.
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Security and economics experts say they are unsure how much financial or national
security harm these Chinese investments are actually causing the United·States - if
any ~ simply because it may not be cl,ear for years exactly how important the
technology may be.
In the meantime, entrepreneurs in Silicon Valley are blunt: America actually needs
Chinese money to maintain its global tech advantage.
"Here's my warning shot," Nicholson said. "lfwe make it difficult for foreign talent and
foreign capital to find each other by over-regulating early-stage startup investing ... we
will lose our supremacy as the top tech economy in the world."

Enter Congress
In Washington, Silicon Valley's warning has been heard loudly enough to delay the
passage of a bill to strengthen the CFIUS process, despite the support of such
bipartisan figures as Cornyn, the second-ranking Senate Republican, and California's
own Democratic Sen. Dianne Feinstein, the ranking member of the Senate Judiciary
Committee.
Last year, after a cascade of warnings from the Defem,e Department, Justice
Department and other powerful sources, both the House and Senate seemed ready to
take action to strengthen oversight of foreign investment in technology companies.
The bipartisan proposal would direct CFIUS to consider whether pending investments
would erode America's technological edge, enable a foreign government to utiliz:e digital
spying powers that might be used against the United States, or give sensitive data even indirectly-,-'- to a foreign government. Similarly, it would expand the definition of
"critical industries" - a reference to sectors like banking, defense or energy - to
include "critical technologies," a significant expansion of the committee's current
mandate.
Under the bill, CFIUS would have to create a system to monitor transactions that aren't
voluntarily brought to the committee's attention.
The measure would also centralize some of the committee's functions and allow the
committee to charge filing fees up to 1 percent of the total value of the transaction up to
$300,000, and let Treasury offer a single CFIUS budget request rather than relying on
contributions from other departments.
The Trump administration offered a full-throated endorsement ofthe bill in January,
saying ii "would strengthen our ability to protect national security and enhance
confidence in our longstanding open investment policy."
And while the bill doesn't explicitly cite China, the provisions are clearly aimed at limiting
its access to the most sensitive areas.
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"Any Chinese-related company thatis part of our supply chain is a concern to me," Rep.
Robert Pittenger (R-N.C.), a lead House sponsor of the bill, told POLITICO.
Pittenger insisted that Congress' inaction is allowing China to brazenly pilfer the
technology that drives America's military might, and sell that technology to adversaries
like Iran and North Korea. He noted that a TrE!asury official told him getting th_e bill
signed is the department's No. 1 legislative priority for 2018.
"We can't turn a blind eye to this," Pittenger said.
But many technology entrepreneurs believe the bill would Simply drive cutting-edge
research overseas. In 2016, foreign investors injected $373 billion into the United ·
States, a figure that has been mostly increasing since the early 2000s, according to
government data. Lengthening the CFIUS review time.- currently 30 days, but set to
extend to 45 days under the new bill - could damage the "brittle process' of earlystage fundraising, said Nicholson, who encouraged lawmakers to focus on expanding
CFiUS powers in other areas, such as bankruptcy courts.
"I worry that they're driving a bulldozer towards a rose garden," said Nicholson, echoing
his claim that training the CFI US lens on Silicon Valley could scare off the very financing
that keeps America growing.
IBM's vice president for regulatory affairs, Christopher Padilla, agreed, warning at a
January hearing that the bill "could constitute the most economically harmful imposition
of unilateral trade restrictions by the United States in many decades.'
He raised particular concerns about expanding CFIUS authority to cover foreign
investments in "critical technologies," a phrase tech leaders say is worryingly Opaque
and that could force companies peddling sensitive technology to have every single sale
reviewed.
Padilla called it a "we'll know it when we see i_t'' approach to regulating that "would be
deeply damaging to U.S. competitiveness, and, more important, could lead to a false
sense of security."
Some industry groups have suggested that the bill should delineate these technologies
--- robotics or artificial intelligence, for instance - to avoid having every deal scrutinized
from top to bottom.
"We would be well served to define those issues from the outset," said Dean Garfield,
CEO of the Information Technology Industry Council, a trade group representing
industry heavyweights such as Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google, Microsoft and
Twitter. Garfield said getting the bill revised is a top-five issue for ITI in 2018.
He cautioned that the bill, as written, could spike the number of.annual CFIUS reviews
from "a few hundred deals' to "a few thousand."
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Proponents, however, feel that specifying specific technologies might be impossible.
The software powering the country-.· from waterways to missile systems - is
constantly changing and evolving, they say. Instead, they suggest, new CFIUS funds
and a streamlined reporting process would help keep the growing stream of deal
reviews moving.
"For the price of a single B-21 bomber, we can fund an updated CFIUS process and
protect our key capabilities for several years," Cornyn said at a hearing. "That is a down
payment on long-term national security."
Nonetheless, lawmakers have been working to address industry complaints, making
tweaks to the legislation. And just last week, lawmakers made a breakthrough, agreeing
to slightly narrow the bill's scope, raising the chances the measure will make ii to the ·
president's desk.
The House and Senate are scheduled to mark up their respective CFIUS bills on
Tuesday, and lawmakers now are angling to attach the legislation to the annual, mustpass defense authorization bill as a way to guarantee it gets through. But lingering
disputes could still .derail the process.
National security leaders and lawmakers warn that these squabbles, while reflecting
sincerely held positions, are simply delaying necessary action. At that January hearing,
Cornyn described a changing reality if CFIUS is left in its current iteration.
"Just imagine if China's military was stronger, faster a_nd more lethal," Cornyn said.
"That is what the future likely holds," he added, "unless we act."

Source URL: https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacydefence/articl e/214 7288/h ow-chi na-acqu ires-crown-jewels-us-technology
Links
[1) https://www.politico.com/story/2018/05/22/china-us-tech-companies-cfius-572413
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US accusati.ons about iechnology transfer ring false
By Uu Zhiqin Source Global Times Published: 2018/9/27 18:58:40 ·

Illustration: Luo Xuan/GT

Amid all the unfair tariffs and false accusations made by the US to attack
China, one claim has been particularly irritating: Western countries have
continually accused China of requiring transfer of technology in return for
access to its market The US government has repeated this lie many
times to make it sound like the truth. However, it is the Western
countries that invented the idea of using technology to gain access to
other markets.
It is well known that Western countries are dominant in terms of
intellectual property rights and patents. In order to gain access to other
countries' resources, for instance in the form of exploiting locai mineral
resources, Western countries have done this by using their
advantageous technology. Western companies provide the technologies
and equipment in less developed countries in return for access to local
resources.
This is also how Western businesses have survived and developed in
the Chinese market. Technologies and know-how from the West became
common in people's li.ves decades ago and the Western countries were
not complaining at that time.
Colonialism was developed by Western countries. It allowed them to
P/\Mllifarer.~111,~~~b~iR,~&ll~cJ,.6Wlil!tli.ntm~f1,J~llM~c1F'.5™6auon.
cultural ii!liliibl!ia/llffliiMS\lMlli~~t the Department of Justice, Washington, DC.
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After the Opium Wars, lhe Chinese industrial system was reshuffled, with
a large number of foreign firms flocking to major cities in China lofi@fing Book - 370
the um_brella of providing technology. They built textile factories and
machine shops a_nd manufactured tobacco.

It is obvious that using technology to gain access to markets was started
by Western countries. So now Chin.a_ wiU not accept countries like the US
claiming that China forced foreign companies to transfer their
·
technologies. It is Western countries that forced their technology on
China after wars of aggression.
In the past 40 years of reform and opening-up, Ch_ina's policy toward
foreign companies has been quite open and friendly. Technological
advantages have decided whether companies can succeed. If a company
wants to seize a share of the market, it ha_s to keep upgrading its
products to remain competitive, and there is no need for anyone to force
this process. The ability to create innovative technologies is how they
gain market access. For instance, if cars from Germany, ,Japan and the
US did not have their own qualities, it would be hard for them to
su_cceed._ It is innovation that persuades customers in the end.
The accusation the US has thrown at China shows that they have
abandoned t_he basic free market principles. It also illustrates the
concerns it has for its decaying innovation abilities. The US lacks
confidence in its own competitiveness, so it tries to blame Chinese
companies.
The fo1ct is that many foreign companies have wanted to provide their
technologies in order to get into the Chinese market. The foreign firms
were able to set up joint ventures with their Chinese partners while
availing of preferential policies, and could get their products into the
domestic market as quickly as possible. Foreign companies that took
advantage of this gained large profits with limited input. Stating that this
is unfair is clearly just a smear. Foreign companies that are doing
business in China understand that only good technology can open the
market for them. That is the, real nature of fair trade .
. US President Donal_d Trump has claimed that the US will develop
relations with countries that share similar values. But the doctrine of
"America first" would appear to run against this. Such a selfish policy
cannot compete with the value offered by multilateral cooperation. In this
sense, the US could become isolated.
The Chinese government has released a white paper on the China-US
trade war. In this document, China has revealed the complexity and
importance of bilateral trade relations based on detailed data and facts.
Trade disputes must be mitigated with trade methods. Getting trade
tangled with political or ideological issues can only lead to a dangerous
predic_ament, and it will damo1ge the future relations of the two countries
as well as global economic development.
The author is a senior fellow with the Chongyang Institute lot Financial
Studies at Renmin University of China. bizopinion@globaltimes,com.cn
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Heard on All Things Considered

NPR's Audie Comish speaks with Scott Kennedy, a specialist on China's economy at
the Center for Strategic and International Studies about China's stake in American
intellectual property.

AUDIE CORNISH, HOST:
Another U.S. sector that relies on the Chinese market is electronics. U.S. companies
are pressured to share their industrial secrets if they want to do business in China. The
White House says it's a form of intellectual property theft. President Trump argues
that tariffs could recoup losses from China's IP theft. Scott Kennedy is a specialist on
China's economy at the Center for Strategic and International Studies. Thanks for
coming on the program.

SCOTT KENNEDY: Thank you.
CORNISH: The president has.used the term theft to describe what's going on. Is it
theft? Like, what are we looking at?
KENNEDY: So I think in some areas, we are looking at direct theft. In some areas,
we're looking just at coerced pressure where things are, on paper, voluntary. But in
reality, you see a lot of handing over of technology because there's really no other
choice if you want to enter the Chinese market.
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CORNISH: How does that policy work? I'm an American company owner. I say I want

to do business in China. Walk me through what the regulations are that would lead me
·to start to hand over some of my intellectual property.
KENNEDY: If you want to invest in China, produce in China, sell in China, you will
need a Chinese partner that will share ownership of your company. You will need to
contribute technology, patents, licenses to that joint venture, which you will share.
And you will do R&D together in which the Chinese company will gain a stake in.
CORNISH: Can I ask you about one exll.mple?
KENNEDY: One example is a Massachusetts company that made semiconductor chips
that are really important in wind power. And these chips were developed by them.
They owned the IP. But their Chinese partners were able to essentially steal the
technology out from under them, open up an alternative production facility and take
the market and leave this American company with no market and no technology on its
own that it controlled.
And that is not what happens to American companies every day in China. Usually it's
less direct, less explicit. But the challenges of operating in China for American
companies that have advanced technology are quite mighty.
CORNISH:. It sounds crazy frankly 'cause they would never do that here in the U.S. right? - share with a competitor. Is that market just that good that they need to break
into it, will give up anything?
KENNEDY: China is the fastest growing, largest market on the planet ever in history.
You take your product. Multiply it by 1.4 billion potential consumers. That's a big·
opportunity for anybody. General Motors sells more cars in China than anywhere else.
Its profits come primarily from China now. Qualcomm - 65 percent of its market for its
chips are in China now. So the structural power that China has without even lifting a
finger puts companies on the defensive to need to comply.
CORNISH: China at times has said, look; we're going to crack clown on theft of U.S.
· technology. But has thete been any movement on that front?
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KENNEDY: Over the last 30 years, China has joined every international intelfectual
property rights agreement. They have laws for copyright, patent, trademarks. They
have tried to strengthen implementation of those laws. Yet Chinese high-tech

industrial policy is about acquiring technology. So you have a conflict between trying
to improve their legal system on the one hand and achieve these very ambitious
industrial policy targets on the other.
So the political signals that le!).ding Chinese companies get is that if it's something that
the Chinese government really has identified as very important to the national
interests, the government may look the other way.
CORNISH: So when you look at the policy that this White House is putting forward,
are tariffs the way to go? Is this the waY; to try and convince China to change its ways?
KENNEDY: I think that unilateral actions including tariffs, the Wl'O case the U.S. is
going to file, the limits on Chinese investment could work, could put enough pressure
on China to adapt. But we need to recognize that a trade war needs to be fought
smartly, not just tough. And so we are potentially going to lose this trade war, which
wiH leave Chinese industrial policy, including the protection of intellectual property, in
a worse situation than we currently find ourselves.
CORNISH: Scott Kennedy is a specialist on China's economy at the Center for
Strategic and International Studies. Thank you fot coming in to speak with us.
KENNEDY: Happy to do so.
Copyright© 2.018 NPR. All rights reserved. Visit ou"r Website terms of use and perniissio_ns pages. at tµWll,J.:npr.org for
further information.
NPR transcripts are created on a rush deadline by VerbBtm, Inc.-, an NPR con_tractor, an.d produced using a proprietary
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future. Accuracy a·nd availability may vary. The authoritative record of NP R's programming is the au_dio record.
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Why is the U.S. accusing China of stealing
intellectual property?
BySunny Oh
Published: Apr 6, 2018 1:37 p.m. ET
Beijing's policies long a source of discontent

Win McNamee/Geffy Images

U.S. Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer has led the probe into China's intellectual-property policies.

Since China first opened its markets, Beijing has been dogged by accusations that it forces U.S. firms to transfertechnology to
iheir Chinese business partners in return for access to the country's 1.4 billion citizens.
Those charges are in the spotlight again after the Trump administration detailed plans to slap tariffs on at least $50 billion of
Chinese goods in an effort to punish Beijing for its technology transfer policies, stoking fears of a trade war. After Beijing
retaliated with its own set of tariff plans, investors worried that a trade skirmish could turn into a trade war, with the S&P 500 SJ:X.
&Jl9% and the Dow Jones Industrial AverageDJIA "0.03% both negative for the year.

Opinion: Chinese stealing is a bigger problem than Chinese steel
As trade concerns looms over Wall Street, here's a guide to why intellectual property features so prominently in trade tensions

between U.S. and China.

How large are theaecenCDmio,Josses,,komniftt.Hteoiua!'fi)F@pedy,1.theft?
Additional infomiation is available at the Department of J1,1_stice, Wc1shingt_on,

oc.
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The Commission on the Theft of American Intellectual Property estimates the annual costs from the loss of intellectual property
ranges from $225 billion to $600 billion. Of this amount, it's unclear how much can be attributed to Chinese businesses.
In a 2018 survey conducted by the American Chamber of Commerce in China, more than half of members reported that leakage
of intellectual property was a larger concern when doing business in China than elsewhere.

How does China acquire intellectual property?
American firms have to agree to set up a partnership, or joint venture, with a Chinese company to sell their goods in China, with
technology transfer thrown into the bargain. Though this type of quid pro quo is formally disallowed by the wro, analysts say
such negotiations are usually conducted in secret.
A paper by the St Louis Federal Reserve in 2015 estimated that half of the technology possessed by Chinese companies came
from foreign firms.
It's not clear, however, if these joint venture arrangements are successful at putting Chinese firms on a level playing field with the
rest of the world. laven after the advent of joint ventures, American and German automakers still outsell their Chinese
competitors, although analysts say China is catching up.
National security experts say Chinese hackers have also long tried to steal trade secrets from U.S. defense contractors. This
prompted former National Security Agency head Keith Alexander to describe Beijing's practices as "the greatest transfer of
wealth in history."
But in 2016, FireEye, a U.S. cybersecurity firm, said breaches have seen a marked drop as Chinese hackers turned their
attention to more traditional military targets elsewh.ere in Asia.
Then there's the sale of counterfeit goods in China Third-party vendors on internet retail platforms owned by the likes of Alibaba
have often sold counterfeit goods, according to the US Trade Representative. Alibaba, however, points out it has been more
proactive at removing infringing listings, with its founder Jack Ma labeling the problem as a "cancer."

How is the U.S. cracking down on China's practices?
The U.S has threatened to implement up to $50 billion of tariffs against China through Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974,
meaning the IMlite House does not have to go through the arbitration process ran by the Vl.brld Trade Organization. This comes
after the U.S. Trade Representative's probe into intellectual property theft in August 2017. But invoking Section 301 does mean
the U.S. has to file a simultaneous complaint with the wro.

wro critics have shown frustration with what they see as an ineffectual and bureaucratic watchdog after China allegedly ran
afoul of the organization's intel.lectua.1 property rules in the past without serious repercussions.;
The Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States, an inter-agency committee authorized to review transactions that
could result in control of a U.S. business by a foreign entity, has torpedoed several proposed deals that would have seen
Chinese firms buy or acquire a controlling stake in U.S. companies on the basis that technology sensitive to national security may
be siphoned away.
Butthis could change, however, as Congress looks into expanding the committee's scope into more routine deals involving the
transfer of technologiesllttiahalnniMllllMlilln/)ii¢altCllaaikll!OolltimlaLSe£1,1JaJyalf of US-China Transpacific Fo.undation.
AdditiOnal information is c;tvailable at the Department of J1,.1stice, Washi.ngto.n, DC.
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How strong is intellectual property law in China?
China is moving to. strengthen intellectual property laws.
China granted a third o.f all new patents wo.r1dwide in 2015, and more and more overseas companies are looking to file patentrelated cases in Chinese co.urts. A recent report by the Santa Clara University School o.f Law said that foreign firms filed 10% of
the patent-related lawsuits in China, winning 70% of those cases and cutting against the widely-held belief that U.S. firms can't
get a fair shake in China.
Academics and lawyers say patent infringement is still widespread, but highlight Beijing's reso.lve to strengthen its intellectual
property laws, perhaps in recognrtion that domestic innovation is being held back by inadequate protections. This broader shift
towards stiffer regulation also reflects China's ambition to climb up the value chain as it looks to develop homegrown brands in
films, semiconductors and cars, that are often occupied by U.S., Japan and other advanced economies.
One source of complaint for foreign firms is that China also employs a first-to-file patent systern, in other words, the first firm to
file a trademark will receive it, whether or not they originated the product. This has so.metimes allowed Chinese companies to sue
American firms like ~for patent infringement even though the allegedly imitated product was designed by the U.S. company.

More from MarketWatch
• GE stock rocked again after CEO speaks negating better-than-expected results
• Oil pric,es could top $120 before year-end
• 'The View' set rocked by heated exchange between V'vtloopi Goldberg and Jeanine Pirro of Fox News
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China wants to have its own Silicon Valley by 2035
By Li Tao, Yujing Liu and Celfa Chen

I

l.nkstone

I.

February 19, 2019

Chilli has announced ambitious plans to build its own "bay area" to rival Silicon Valley in
technological might.
The Chinese government has pledged to turn the so"Ca!led Greater Bay Area, which comprises 11
cities in southern China, into a global tech and financial center.
The area is already the country's most economically dynamic region, containing the tech hub of
Shenzhen, the financial center of Hong Kong and the gambling hub of Macau.
The initiative is part of China's overall push to shift away from low-end manufacturing and build
an economy driven by consumption and innovation.
It also aims to bring the two former European colonies of Hong Kong and Macau, now semiautonomous territories, into closer economic integration with the rest of China.
According to a blueprint released this week, the cluster of cities will over the next 15 years be
integrated into a "world-class" region that rivals the San Francisco Bay Area or New York
Metropolitan Area.
By 2035, the Chinese region is expected to have some of the world's top companies, best
universities, busiest ports and most advanced technologies.
The Communist leadership regularly launches such top-down economic programs, in which.
national resources are poured into certain regions and sectors in order to achieve rapid growth.
Under the latest Bay Area initiative, the government ha;; assigned roles for each city involved,
from finance to innovation to tourism, and has promised policy support to make sure things go
according to plan.

Catching up
Home to 70.million people, the Greater Bay Area has 10 times the population of the San Francisco
Bay and more than six times that of the New York Metropolitan Area.
However, its GDP per capita is only about one fifth that of San Francisco and a quarter that of
greater New York.
And despite being home to big-name tech companies like Tencent, Huawei and DJ!, a large part of
the Greater Bay Area economy is still dominated by traditional manufacturing.
·
Analysts say a lack of high-tech talent and insufficient top schools in the region are also dragging
down its innovation ambitions.
While Silicon Valley pulls talents from a large number of top-ranked universities in California,
most of China's best science and engineering schools are located in the northern and eastern parts
of the country.

This material is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC on behalf of US-China Transpacific Foundation.
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Althougll Hong Kong has several world-renowned universities, most schools there do not have a
science and technology focus.
Ouyang Liangyi, an associate professor at Peking University HSBC Business School in Shenzhen,
says China's overall weakness in basic scientific research will also undermine the country's efforts
to build its own Silicon Valley.
"Most of China's technological innovations are application-oriented, which needs support from
foreign suppliers," said Ouyang.
"In areas such as chips ... the development of the underlying technology is decided by the entire
environment, not something that the Greater Bay Area alone can change."
In the meantime, several tech giants from t.he Greater Bay Area have gotten into trouble in the US
due to worries concerning security and intellectual property theft.
Huawei, a leader in next-generation 5G communications technology headquartered in Shenzhen,
has been accused by US prosecutors of stealing technologies from its American network operator
T-Mobile.

ZJ'E, a telecoms equipment company also from Shenzhen, was fined more than $1 billion for
export violations involving Iran and North Korea.
And in 2017, the US Army banned its members from using drones and software made by DJ!,
citing cybersecurity concerns.
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Friction Over Made in China 2025
Jun 07, 2018
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Bian Xiaochun
Deputy Director at the Institute of World Development
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The Joint statement between China and the

us on 20 May was interpreted as a truce. But after several rounds of

negotiations, a comprehensive solution remains elusive. The US side has three core requests, namely reduci.ng
the trade deficit, more market access, and IPR protection. In order to addre.ss the trade imbalance, China is
prepared to accept more exports from the US. China will also further its reform and opening up efforts to
upgrade its industry and promote economic growth.
The trade imbalance is at the center of China-US trade relations. First, there is a significant gap between trade
figures collected by China and.the US - a gap of hundreds of millions. Aside from calculation gaps due to
transport volume in Hong Kong, the real value of China-US trade should be understood from the perspective of
the global value chain, and goods and services should both be taken into account. As China remains largely at the
lower end of the global value chain, Chinese exports carry more value divergence than American merchandise. In
the meantime, the US tends to stress the trade deficit in goods over the trade surplus in the service sector, and
exaggerate the trade imbalance between the two countries.
This material is distrib_uted by Capitol Counsel LLC on behalf of US-China Transpacific Foundation.
A9dition_,;1I i_nfom,a_tion is available at the Depa_rtment of Justice, washington, DC.
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Th e tra d e war ·Is a customary tactic
tot h eir knees, Briefinliq
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boasted the world's largest market throughout the 20th century, and a country would suffer tremendously if it
was cut off from it. China is now the world's second largest economy, with the most important consumer market.
China has the capacity and resilience to fight a trade war.

Trade war Is all about hi-tech competition
The US economy is hi-tech intensive. The US has a comparative advantage in capital and a dominant position in
the global trading system, and mainly produces core machinery parts with high added value or intermediate
products, while China and other countries at the lower end assemble the end products for distribution, for
meagre revenues in an increasingly competitive market. Not surprising, the US sees its industrial base hollowing
out.
In the wake of the 2008 global financial crisis, developed economies, including the US, Japan, and Germany began
to recognize the importance of manufacturing. The fact is, manufacturing, while accounting for 16% of global
GDP, contributes to 70% of global trade, 90% of R&D, and 45 million jobs in advanced economies. Realizing the
· important role of manufacturing, developed countries set out plans to bolster the manufacturing industry, such
as the Industrial 4.0 in Germany, the National Network for Manufacturing Innovation (NNMI) in the US, along with
other plans for "reshoring" manufacturing to the US.
"Made in China 2025" was launched in 2015, with ~he objective to build China into a strong manufacturing power.
The initiative sets out a series of development goals to facilitate this, primarily through development in industries
like chips, robots, and Al, which will help propel China to the higher end of the global value chain in the
21st century. All-around modernization underpinned by advanced manufacturing, manufacturing-oriented
service, service-oriented manufacturing, and green technology will be the goal going forward.

Competition between two development models
China is committed to the strategy of building itself into a manufacturing powerhouse and the government will
play a decisive role in the process, backed by further improvement in industrial policy. The US's real concern is
state owned enterprises in China, and demands China abolish subsidies for them. SOEs play a central role in
China's economic development, and they do need to be reformed. Almost all developed or emerging economies
have their own "SOEs", French "state backed" enterprises have acquired cutting-edge technologies, Italian ones
have become global leaders in many fiel_ds, and the same applies to Japanese zaibatsus and Korean chaebols. The
zaibatsu and chaebol systems are probably more sophisticated than China's SOEs. As France loosens its grip on
its state backed enterprises, it sees its economic clout dwindle.
Rand released a report titled "China and the International Order" on 21 May 201 8, and it is of the view that
China's behavior over the past two decades does not mark it as an opponent or saboteur of the international
order, but rather as a conditional supporter. In the long run, a strengthened and increasingly multilateral
international order can continue to provide a critical tool for the United States and other countries to shape and
constrain rising Chinese power. The posture China takes toward the institutions, norms, and rules of a shared
order is in significant flux. Modifications to the order on the margins in response to Chinese preferences will
typically pose less of a threat to a sta_ble international system than a future in which China is alienated from that
system, it concluded.

.
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The producer-consumer relationship between China and the US underpins the curre~~i'¾f~~~?a d<e iln Jscape,
and it is unlikely to change in the short run because of a trade war. If the US should decide to implement
tariffs on Chinese goods, it will hurt US productivity and economic growth. It will also undermine the faith of
Chinese businesses in the global supply chain and trade ecosystem dominated by the US, and prompt China
to seek to create an alternative in its place.

Made in China 2025

i

China-US Trade

I Trade War ! Trade War Benefits No One
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How 'Made in China 2025' became
the real threat in a trade war
By JESSICA ~EYERS I LOS A'IIGELES TIMES I APR 24, 2018 I 3:00 AM I I BEIJl'<G

China unveiled its plan to dominate tbe world's most crucial technologies with little
international fanfare, another vague, guiding principle in tbe labyrinth of Communist
Party bureaucracy.
Three years later, it's at the core of a trade dispute with Washington that threatens to
upend tbe global economy.
Made in China 2025 is a blueprint for transforming tbe country from a labor-intensive
economythat makes toys and clothes into one tbat engineers advanced products like
robots and electric cars. The Trump administration views it as an attempt to steal U.S.
technology and control cutting-edge industries.
Officials aimed to temper tbe initiative tbis month when they announced potential
tariffs on $50 billion in goods. But Chinese leaders consider the plan key .to the country's
development and refuse to alter its course.
"China is trying to achieve a clear goal and America wants to stop it," said Andrew Polk,
co-founder of trivium/China, a Beijing research firm. ''And that's where tbe competition
is."
Here's what China 2025 is all about and what it means for the trade war:

What's the objective?
The plan funnels billions into 10 industries, everything from biopharmaceuticals to
aerospace and telecom devices. It calls for 70% of related materials and parts to be made
domestically within a decade. A separate document details China's strategy to lead in
artificial intelligence by 2030.
Officials modeled Made in China after a German initiative called Industrie 4.0, which
envisions greater automation in manufacturing and "intelligent factories" that operate
witb wireless sensors. They didn't have much choice. The world's biggest population is
aging and rising wages are sending low-tech factories to other countries.
"The labor supply is decreasing," said Ashley Qian Wan, China economist for Bloomberg
Economics in Beijing. "And that's going to be a big problem for China.''
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Why does China care about this so much?
When President Kennedy vowed in 1961 to send a man to the moon, more than 30
million people in China had just starved to death. People's Republic foµnder Mao Tsetung closed universities for a decade while researchers invented the Internet in Silicon
Valley. China sees itself as simply trying to catch ilp.
The country developed its first bullet train last year, a 248 mph vehicle named Fuxing,
or rejuvenation. Engineers also built the country's first homegrown jetliner, an initial
step toward filling Beijing's crowded airport with planes from China rather than
America's Boeing or Europe's Airbus.
Officials portray the initiative as transparent and open to foreign companies. They
dispel notions that it will monopolize domestic markets. America's dismissal of the plan
reinforces a party narrative that the U.S. seeks to undermipe China's resurgence.
"We have good reasons to question the legality and legitimacy of many actions taken by
the U.S. on the grounds of national security, like its plan to impose high ta.riffs on many
industries of Made in China 2025," Chinese Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua
Chunying told reporters this month. "Clearly, they are targeting something else."

Why is the U.S. concerned about it?
The Trump administration frets about the way China aims to achieve its 2025
ambitions. American businesses have long complained about the sacrifices they make to
operate in the world's largest market, including requirements to partner with domestic
companies and hand over trade secrets.
Officials fear these techniques will make it impossible for U.S. oo.mpanies to compete in
the world's most critical fields. They also worry massive Chinese government subsidies
will lead to a global glut of products that push down prices and hurt U.S. businesses.
"There are things China listed and said, 'We're going to take technology, spend.several
hundred billion dollars, and dominate the world,"' U.S. Trade Representative Robert
Lighthizer told senators at a March hearing. "And these are things that if China
dominates the world,'it's bad for America."
A lengthy U.S. report on China's intellectual property theft - which led to the most

recent potential tariffs - mentioned the plan more than 100 times. Officials are
exploring multiple ways to restrict Chinese investment in key industries. The
administration recently banned ZTE, China's second.largest maker of telecom
equipment, from buying American technology.
"Consensus is growing in Washington that the U.S. is in a race with China for technical
leadership," Arthur Kroeber, managing director of Beijing research firm Gavekal
Dragonomics, said he recently told clients. And some think "economic cold war is the
~nswer."
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Is the Trump administration right?
President Xi Jinping recently told a room full of global investors that China woul~
further open its economy. Officials last week said they would phase out rules that
require car manufacturers like General Motors to find a local partner before opening
factories in China. They plan to end foreign ownership requirements on electric vehicle
makers this year.
This wouldn't mark the first time authorities vowed to shed their protectionist shield.
The European Union Chamber of Commerce in China complained last year that foreign
businesses were suffering from "promise fatigue."
The problem is China's high-tech ambitions include "plans to use instruments such as
subsidized credit and market access restrictions," said David Dollar, a senior fellow at
the Brookings Institution and former U.S. Treasury official in China. "It makes sense for
the U.S. to oppose this practice."
But Chinese officials see an irony in efforts that try to maintain America's chokehold on
innovation. Hm!, the Foreign Ministry spokeswoman, likened the U.S. to a "bully - only
it can have high tech and others cannot."
Neither side looks willing to bend. Recent talks to de-escalate the trade dispute
reportedly collapsed over the 2025 plan.
"China views the overall system as inherently unfair because it was created by the
current dominant power," Trivium's Polk said. "America should stop complaining and
start designing its own industrial policy to counter China."

l\1eyers is a special correspondent.
Twitter: @jessicameyers
Kemeng Fan, Gaochao Zhang, and Nicole Liu in The Times' Beijing bureau
contributed to this report.
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The race to 5G wireless tech is on. A report
finds Americans may have an early lead.
By Brian Fung I Washington Post ! February I 9 at 2:44 PM
U.S. policymakers keep wringing their hands over a competition with China to build the world's
first mass-market 5G wireless network. But a new report from Cisco may offer reasons to
breathe easier for now.
By 2022, fifth-generation cellular networks will power as many as 9 percent of mobile data
connections across North America, Cisco said, compared with 4 percent in Asia. the new
projections were. unveiled Tuesday as part of Cisco's annual Visual Networking Index report,
which studies industry trends.
·
The report underscores the substantial work that countries like China face as they seek to out~
develop Western nations. And it reflects U.S. policies that put the United States in a strong
position to lead, said Cisco, which makes networking technology.
Proponents say 5G will offer download speeds faster than what many households receive on
their home Internet connections. And, they say, 5G's reliability will unlock new capabilities such
as self-driving cars, remote medicine and a thriving ecosystem of srnart appliances th.at require a
constant connection.
Although the Asia-Pacific region will be home to more than twice the number of 5G devices than
North America by 2022, 5G connections will account for a tiny share of the mobile devices in
that region, according to Cisco. 5G connections will acco@t for a greater share of mobile devices
in Western Europe, about 6.5 percent.
Tuesday marks the first time Cisco has dedicated an entire section in its mobile report to 5G
technology.
"The U.S. has made a good start in changing policies to support the deployment of 5G, and as we
look around the rest of the world, policy changes of the type we've seen here in the U.S. have not
yet happened," said Mary Brown, senior director of government affairs at Cisco. ''We do expect
that's going to be changing over the next 12 to 18 months, and so the race to 5G is very real .. "
A head start in 5G penetration could be critical for determining which countries get to shape and benefit from - the knock-on innovations in apps, services and other economic fruits of the
technology, according to policy analysts. When the United States took the lead on 4G mobile
technology, it gave rise to the app economy, which remains dominated by U.S.-based firms
today, said Brown.
"The stakes with 5G are even higher,'' she said.
For now, a true 5G experience remains out of reach for the average consumer. The first 5G
smartphones aren't expected until later this year; in the meantime, carriers such as AT&T and
Verizon have been locked in a marketing war to convince customers that they're making rapid
progress (though AT&T was recently sued for some of its promotional activities).
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Telecom executives, and many federal officials, have cited intense competition against global
rivals as a reason to accelerate the spread of 5G in the United States with deregulation and
policies favorable to the industry.
"U.S. leadership in 5G technology is a national imperative for economic growth and
competitiveness," said Ajit Pai, chairman of the Federal Communications Commission, at a
White House summit on the issue last year. "We cannot let today's red tape strangle the 5G
future."
Last year, in a bid to grease processes at the local level, the FCC moved to limit how much cities
could charge telecom companies for using publicly owned utility poles and required swifter
decisions on infrastructure permits.
The plan was welcomed by industry groups as a crucial step toward building 5G but was assailed
by critics who said it amounted to a massive corporate handout.
"This effectively transfers $2 billion from cities to carriers," Blair Levin, a former FCC chief of
staff, wrote in a blog post last week. "In return, the FCC asks carriers for nothip.g."
Complicating the picture are ongoing concerns about the security of networking equipment from
companies such as China's Huawei, which the Trump administration is expected to target with l!
possible executive order. The FCC, in a separate move, has proposed limiting federal funding to
U.S. telecom companies that use Huawei's hardware. Policymakers worry that foreign
manufacturers could secretly install spyware in their products that could allow other
governments to eavesdrop on sensitive U.S. communications. Huawei's founder on Tuesday
rejected those claims as speculation in an interview with CBS.
The uncertainty surrounding U.S. infrastructure policy, Washington's stance on foreign firms
and the details of 5G technology that are still being hammered out could result in delays.
"We anticipate that some large scale commercial 5G deployments m11y notbe executed until
11fter the current forecast period (after 2022)," Cisco said irt its report.
But even after considering those factors, North America will wind up ahead of the competition
in5G penetration by 2022, Cisco found.
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Why Does Everyone Hate
Made in China 2025?
Chi'na's grand plan

io bols_ter hl-te:ch

industries at home is

not receiving much love abroad. There's a good reason why.

Blog Post by Guest Blogger for Adam Segal

March 28, 2018
----··-----

A man wa_lks past a billboard at 2017 China
lnternatio'nai Robot Show i,1 Shanghai Reuters:Aly Song

Lorand Laskai is a research associate in the Asia Studies Program at the Council on Foreign
Relations. You can follow him @lorandlaskai.
On the same day that the Trump administration announced $60 billion in tariffs against China
last week, the Office of the United States Trade Representative (USTR) dropped the results of
its Section 30 I investigation into China's unfair trade practices. The nearly 200-page report
presents a searing indictment of China"s disregard for intellectual property, discrimination
against foreign firms, and use of preferential industrial policies to unfairly bolster Chinese
firms. Interestingly, the report singles out one Chinese government initiative, in particular, as a
prime example of Beijing's egregious behavior: Made in China 2025.
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Made in China 2025, originally approved by China's State Coundl in 2015, is mentioned or
cited an astounding hundred and sixteen times. In contrast, China's Cybersecurity Law, which
h.as caused a perennial headache for many U.S. multinationals, is only mentioned thirteen
times. And for good reason. Beijing's grand plan to upgrade its manufacturing base has
riled governments around the world, confirming their suspicion that China is not looking for a
'win-win' in trade relations as its overseas emissaries often insist. In the saga of the U.S.-China
economic rivalry, Made in China 2025 is shaping up to be the central villain, the real existential
threat to U.S. technological leadership.·

What is !\fade in China 2025? Made in China 2025 is a blueprint for Beijing's plan to
transform the country into a hi-tech powerhouse that dominates advanced industries like
robotics, advanced information technology, aviation, a.nd new energy vehicles. The ambition
makes sense within the context of China's d.evelopment trajectory: countries typically aim to
transition away from labor-intensive industries and climb the value-added chain as wages rise,
lest they fall into the so-called "middle-income trap." Chinese policymakers have diligently
studied the German concept "Industry 4.0," which shows how advanced technology like
wireless sensors and robotics, when combined with the internet, can yield significant gains in
productivity, efficiency, and precision.
However, China's intention through Made in China 2025 is not so much to join the ranks ofhitech economies like Germany, the United States, South Korea, and Japan, as much as replace
them altogether. Made in China 2025 calls for achieving "self-sufficiency" through technology
substitution while becoming a "manufacturing superpower" that dominates the global market in
critical high-tech industries. That could be a problem for countries that rely on exporting hightech products or the global supply chain for high-tech components.
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Under Pressure: Industrialised countries will feel the heat of Made in China 2025
Vul11erability of sele.ct industrial coumries to Made in China 2025
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Which caun_iries will feel the heat of Made in Chi~w 2()25? The Mercator liistitutefor ChiiJa Swdies
(MERlCS)

What's wrong with China setting quotas for self-sufficiency? For one, such quotas violate
WTO rules against technology substitution. Made in China 2025 lays out targets for achieving
70% "self.sufficiency" in core components and basic materials in industries like aerospace
equipment and telecommunication equipment by 2025. That could devastate countries like
South Korea and Germany. where hi-tech sectors constitute a large share of industrial output
and exports.
The supply chains for- hi-tech products usually span across many borders, with highly
specialized components often produced in one country and modified or assembled somewhere
else. Rather than abiding by the free market and rule-based trade, China is intent on subsuming
the entire global hi-tech supply chain through subsidizing domestic industry and mercantilist
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industrial policies. Semi-official documents lay out even more specific quotas for Chinese
manufacturers. Officials at China's Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT)
insist these targets are not official policy. though a report from the Mercator Institute for
Chinese Studies argues that officials are using internal or semi-official documents to
communicate targets to Chinese enterprises in order not to openly violate WTO rules.

How is Beijing acquiring advance technology for Made in China 2025? Equally
problematic to Beijing's goal of ·'self-sufficiency" and becoming a "manufacturing
superpower" is how it plans to achieve it. Chinese officials know that China lags behind in
critical hi-tech sectors and hence are pushing a strategy of promoting foreign acquisitions,
forced technology transfer agreements, and, in many cases, commercial cyber espionage to gain
cutting-edge technologies and know-how.
While the Obama administration spent years pressuring Beijing to rein in commercil!.l cyber
espionage, Washington and other capitals are only beginning to grapple with the repercussions
of Chinese investment an.d technology transfer agreements. Unlike cyber theft, neither is illegal
per se. Surging Chinese investment in the United States and Europe have been a recurring story
over the past few years. However, lawmakers are increasingly concerned_that such investments,
especially in high-tech sectors, are not just a product oftnarket forces, but guided by Beijing as
well.
Circumstantial evidence confirms this suspicion. Chinese investment in the United States and
elsewhere, especially in hi-tech sectors, has skyrocketed since 2015. Often these
investments evince a broader coordinated strategy. Take the example of Fujian Grand Chips, a
purportedly private Chinese company that attempted to acquire German machine maker
Aixtron in 2016. Shortly before it staged a public takeover of Aixtron, another Fujian-based
company San'an Optoelectronics canceled a critical order from Aixtro11 611 dubious grounds,
sending its stock tumbling and presenting Fujian Grand Chips with an opportunity to swoop in.
Both Fujian Grand Chip and San'an Optoelectronics shared a common investor: ail important
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national semiconductor fund controlled by Beijing, The acquisition was stymied by an 11thhour intervention by government officials but demonstrated how Beijing can drive investing
abroad, often in a highly coordinated manner.
Technology transfer agreements and restrictive market practices in China present a similar
problem. Foreign companies often enter agreements to transfer valuable intellecmal property to
Chinese partner in exchange for market access. These agreements can be exploitative and
highlight the asymmetries in market access betwee_n China and the rest of the world. Speaking
about Chinese takeovers of German firms, Germany's Economic Minister Sigmar Gabriel said
Germany should not sacrifice '"its companies on the altar of free markets" while China denies
German firms equal access to invest in the Chinese market.

What can realistically be done? The keyword in Trump's recent tariffs against China is
"reciprocity." That's the right approach. An Asia Society task force concluded last year the
United States should urgently insist on reciprocity in the U.S.-China trade and investment
relations, even if it adds tension to the relationship. However, a trade war, as Scott Kennedy
points out, is no cakewalk, and it's unclear whether the administration has a clear idea of its
desired end-game. Moreover, Trump is using a wrecking-ball when a more _precise tool would
have provided a better outcome. In addition to trade action against China, Trump has also
announced a blanket tariff on foreign steel, _which affects U.S. allies as welt' as China. While
many allies have secured temporary exemptions to the tariff, Trump's pugilistic behavior is
burning valuable goodwill. As Matthew P. Goodman and Ely Rat.ner argued in Foreign Affairs,
many countries share Trump's desire to combat Chinese hi-tech mercantilism, but Trump is
dividing allies rather tha.n unifying them to confront China.
Instead, the administration should focus on the long-game of building a political consensus a.I
home and abroad. That should include updating the Committee on Foreign Investment in the
United States (CFIUS) to better vet Chinese investment into hi-tech sectors; using existing
venues like the WTO to present a case against Chinese industrial policies; and rejoining the
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Trans-Pacific Partnership, which set high bars for intellectual property protection, labor
standards, and safeguards against unfair competition froin state-owned enterprises. Common
sense investments at home should also be a priority. Investing in education, infrastructure, and
basic science does not generate the same headlines as a trade war, bu.twill do more to ensure
the United States maintains its edge.

@

Creative Commons: Some rights.reserved.
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SCMP.COM
China Economy

Chiria's social credit system shows its teeth,
banning millions from taking flights, trains
Annua_l report shows the businesses and individuals added to trustworthiness blacklist as use of the
government system accelerates
System aims to pressure citizens to avoid bad behaviour, although human rights advocates argue it
does not take into account individual circumstances
·
Topic
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China Society

He Huifeng
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South China Morning Post

I

Updated: Tuesday, 19 Feb, 2019 10:39am

Millions of Chinese individuals and businesses have been labelled as untrustworthy on an official blacklist
banning them from any number of activities, including accessing financial markets or travelling by air or train,
·
as the use of the government's social credit system accelerates.
The annual blacklist is part of a broader effort to boost "trustworthiness" in Chinese society and is an extension
of China's social credit system, which is expected to give each of its 1.4 billion citizens a personal score.
The social credit system assigns both positive and n·egative scores for individual or corporate behaviour in an
attempt to pressure citizens into behaving.
Human rights advocates, though, worry that the arbitrary system does not take into account individual
circumstances and so often unfairly labels individuals and firms as untrustwonhy.
Over 3.59 million Chinese enterprises were added to the official creditworthiness blacklist last year, banning
them from a series of activities, including bidding on projects, accessing security markets, taking part in hind
auctions and issuing corporate bonds, according to the 2018 annual report released by the National Public
Credit Information Centre.
The centre is backed by the National Development and Reform Commission, China's top economic planner, to
ru_n the credit rating system.
According to the report, the authorities collected over 14.21 million pieces of information on the
"untrustworthy conduct" of individuals and businesses, including charges of swindling customers, failing to
repay loans, illegal fund collection, false and misleading advertising, as well as uncivilised behaviour such as
- taking reserved seats on trains or causing trouble in hospitals.
About 17.46 million "'discredited" people were restricted from buying plane tickets and 5.47 million were
restricted from purchasing high-speed train tickets, the report said.
Besides restrictions on buying tickets, local authorities also used novel methods to put pressure on
untrustworthy subjects, including preventing people from buying premium insurance, wealth management
products or real estate, as well as shaming them by exposing their information in public.
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A total of3 .51 million untrustworthy individuals and entities repaid their debts or paid off taxes and fines last
year due to pressure from the social credit system, the report said.
The report highlighted untrustworthy problems at peer-to-peer (P2P) lending platforms and recent high-profile
scandals in medical care that have caused public anger.

' on
A total of 1,282 P2P operators, more than halflocated in Zhejiang, Guangdong and Shanghai, were placed
the creditworthiness blacklist because they could not repay investors or were involved in illegal fundraising.
Quanjian was accused of making false marketing claims about the benefits ofa product that a four-year-old
cancer patient drank, while Changsheng, the major Chinese manufacturer of rabies vaccines, wa_s fined US$ I .3
billion in October after it was found to have fabricated records.
Lawyers worry that the accelerated use of.the creditworthiness system will violate an individuals ,ight to
pnvacy.
"Many people cannot pay their debt because they are too poor but will be subject to this kind of surveillance
and this kind of public shaming," a lawyer said. "It violates the rights of human beings."

Source URL: https://scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/2186606/chinas-social-credit-system-showsits-teeth-banning-millions

Links
[ 1] https://www .scmp.com/tech/enterprises/article/2137619/china-bar-people-bad-social-credit-trains-planes
[2] https://www.scmp.com/news/china/sociefy/article/2180749/chinese-health-product-firm-quanjian-scandalwidens-public-anget
[3] https://www.scmp.com/print/economy/chinaeconomy/article/2186606/Troubled%20Chinese%20vaccine%20maker%20Changsheng%20faces%20delisting
%20for%20eildangering%20public%20securify%20under%20revised%20rules
[4] https://www .scmp.com/news/china/society/article/2157883/drones-facial-recognition-and-social-creditsystem- l 0-ways-china
This article appeared in the South China Morning Post print edition as: Millions labelled as untrustworthy and
banned from travel
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Inkstone index: China's super app
By Alan Wong

I In!<stone I

February 13, 2019

In the Inkstone index, we break down China into the simplest possible ch11.n.k: a single number.
What can one number tell us about China? Quite a lot.
1 billion:

the number of active WeChat accounts.

When Apple launched the App Store and began offering apps fot all the tasks you can conceivably
accomplish on your phone, the American company's trademarked slogan was, "There's an app for
that."
In China, things are a bit different. You can do more or less everything using just one megaapp: WeChat.
The app is China's most prominent social platform, packed with features like food delivery, travel
booking and ride-hailing.
You can, of course, use WeChat to pay for things, or even give out red envelopes, digital cash gifts
commonly handed out during Lunar New Year.
WeChat in China is as prevalent as Facebook is in the United States, and it arguably has fingers in
more pies in society than its American counterpart.
The all-in-one nature of the app puts its developer Tencent in a uniquely powetful position. But
with great power, they say. comes great responsibility.
For example, WeChat is required to carry out information censorship in strict accordance with t.he
Chinese government's orders. Or else.
https://www.inkstonenews.com/tech/inkstone-index-chinas-everything-appwechat/article(3ooo796

ALANWONG
Alan is editor at Inkstone. He was previously a digital editor for The New York Times in Hong
Kong.
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Stay or go? Chinese students in the US are
running out of options.
By Laurie Chen

I Inkstone I

February 12, 2019

Caught in a geopolitical tug of war between China and the US, many Chinese students at American
universities are wrestling with a dilemma: should they stay, or go?
Several of these students - who declined to be named for fear of repercussions - said in interviews
with the South China Morning Post they felt anxious about what they perceived as an increasingly
hostile climate towards Chinese students in the US.
Trump's toughened China policies could slow the influx of Chinese students into US schools.
This could reshape American society. Immigrants - of Chinese origin or otherwise - have been the
backbone of the US economy, staffing everything from laundromats to advanced technological
sectors.
But for Chinese students seeking a quality education, and their families, it's also personal.
"A lot of students I talk to say they had hoped to stay and work in the US for several years, but
have become resigned to the fact that tliat probably won't be possible," said Eric Fish, author of
China's Millennials: The Want Generation.
"In previous years, US schools have far and away been the top choice for tliese students, but lately
they've been very quickly shifting their interest to Canadian and British universities."

If potential Chinese arrivals already were having second tlioUghts about studying at US schools,
their resistance to the idea hardened at reports that the Trump administration had
debated banning ,~sas for Chinese students over espionage concerns.
It "really freaked out a lot of the parents" at a top Shanghai education consultancy, Fish said.
Since the start of tlie US-China trade war last year, Washington has tightened visa restrictions for
graduate researchers in .hi-tech fields such as robotics, aviation and artificial intelligence. Several
Chinese citizens working in these fields in the US have been arrested for allegedly spying on
engineers and scientists.
A student who declined to be identified said he knew at least two Chinese masters' students in the
US who had opted to apply for PhD programs instead of trying to land a job.
The students see moving into tlie PhD track as a way to improve their chances of winning jobs or
US citizenship.
"More students, including myself, have even considered returning to China as a plan B if we can't
find a job in tlie US, and some of them are searching for jobs in China simultaneously," the
student said.
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42% of Chinese international students who took part in a 2018 survey conducted by Indiana's
Purdue University said their impressions of America had become more negative since they arrived
in the US. When the survey was conducted in 2016, the number of students saying the same thing
was29%.
But the job market for new graduates on the other side of the globe is not much better, as Trump's
trade war begins to cause sweeping lay-{)ffs and hiring freezes in China's tech industry.
Zion Tam, an education consultant at Foundation Global Education in Hong Kong, said he
expected students. and families would pass on applying to US schools, "especially when they start
seeing more student visa applications being rejected."
He said his Hong Kong and mainland Chinese clients remained bullish on the US, because of the
larger concentration of top-ranked schools there.
Other popular education destinations for Chinese students included Britain - for the universities
of Oxford and Cambridge - as well as Canada, Australia and Switzerland, he said.
That said, the US is still considered a top destination for students and families who set their sights
on t.he highest-ranked schools, said Julia Gooding, China director of international education at BE
Education.

"If a Chinese student is aiming for the US News and World Report's Top 30 universities, it will
take more than a trade war to scare them off," she said.
https://www.inkstonenews.com/education/chinese-overseas-students-us-find-themselves-nogood-options/article(3ooozz6
/

LAlJRIECHEN
Laurie is a contributor to Inkstone. She is a China reporter at the South China Morning Post.
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What China's censors didn't want people
to see in 2018
By Nectar Gan

I Inkstone I February 13, 2019

From the banning of books during the Cultural Revolution to the online erasure of John
Oliver after he mocked Chinese leader Xi Jinping, information censorship in China is old news.
But a look at what has been censored provides a glimpse into the ruling Communist Party's
sensitivities and what narratives it wanted to control for any given period.
According to research published this week, the US°China trade war was one of the most
censored topics last year on China's wildly popular WeChat app.
Among the top 10 most censored topics, three were related to the flaring tensions between the
United States and China: the prolonged trade war, US sanctions against ZTE and the arrest
of Huawei's chief financial officer Sabrina Meng Wanzhou.
"The scope of topics censored on WeChat has expanded from domestic policies and social unrest
to less politically sensitive topics, in what seems to be an effort to support China's interna.tional . .
political image as a 'great power'," said re!,earchers behin.d WeChatscope, a project at Hong
Kong University tracking more than 4•,000 public acc9uilts covering daily news on the app
throughout 2018 to analyze WeChatcensorship.
With more th.an 1 biHion user accounts worldwide, WeChat is not only the most popular social
especially
because of its more than 20 million public accounts.

rum in China, it is also a primary news source for many Chinese internet users -

This has invited both heavy-handed censorship from authorities and painstaking self-censorship
by authors and corporate content reviewers.
The research team found that about 11,000 of the 1.04 million articles reviewed as part of
WeChatscope had been censored.
Associate professor King-wa Fu, who heads the project, said Sino-US relations were among the
most censored topics last year.
The number of censored articles containing the keyword "SinoaUS" peaked from late October to
mid-November, before falling after early December, when President Xi Jinping and his US
counterpart Donald Trump hammered out a deal to put additional tariffs on hold for go
days during their meeting in Argentina.
Domestically, the most censored topics on WeCha.t included the #MeToo movement against
sexual abuse: especially the public backlash in April, when Yue Xin - a student at.the prestigious
Peking University - accused the school of trying to silence her when she demanded information
about a sexual misconduct ca:se which led to a star.pupil's.suicide 20 years ago.
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Another on the list was the vaccine scandal in July, when the drug regulator reported that one of
the country's biggest vaccine makers had produced 252,600 substandard DPT vaccines, which
were then given to hundreds of thousands of babies.
Posts about the world's first genetically edited babies - created by Chinese researcher He
Jiankui in a shock to the global science community - were also heavily censored.
Representatives for Tencent, the owner ofWeChat, did not immediately respond to a request for
comment.
Chinese authorities doubled down last year on their control of on.line platforms to eradicate
content deemed destabilizing,
In November, an industrywide clampdown on content by the country's cyberspace watchdog
shut down 9,800 social media accounts in three weeks on platforms inchiding WeChat,
microblogging site Weibo, search engine Baidu, news aggregator Jinri Toutiao and others.
https://www.inkstonenews.com/society/what-chinas-censors-didnt~want-people-see2018/article(3ooo793

NECl'ARGAN
Nectar is a contributor to Inkstone, and a reporter for the South China Morning Post covering
Chinese politics, policy, ethnicity and religion.
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Florida Sen. Rubio Takes Up The Cause Of
Uighur Minority In China
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Transcript
September 7, 2018 · 5:02 AM ET
Heard on Morning Edition

Steve Inskeep talks to GOP Sen. Marco Rubio about the crackdown on the Uighur
minority. Rubio has long called for investigations into alleged abuse of the Muslim
minority in Xinjiang province.

STEVE INSKEEP, HOST:
So much is happening that it's easy to miss the news of up to 1 million people in.
Chinese prison camps.
RACHEL MARTIN, HOST:
The United Nations delivered that news recently. China has sent up to 1 million
Uighurs and other Muslim minorities to mass internment camps. That's a population
roughly equal to the entire state of Montana or of Rhode Island, taken into custody.
They're required to swear loyalty to China's president and renounce their faith.

INSKEEP: The Chinese government denies all this, we should say. Although they
acknowledged that some Islamic extremists have been detained. Some U.S. lawmakers
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say they want sanctions against Chinese officials. One of those lawmakers is
Republican Senator Marco Rubio of Florida.

MARCO RUBIO: If I told you that somewhere on this planet over a million people
have been incarcerated, and have had to undergo what they sort of - efforts to strip
them of their identity, their faith. That in pursuit of that go:i.l, they have intimidated
family members living within the United States and all over the world with threats
about what would happened to their family back home if they didn't return. You would
say, that's an outrage.
INSKEEP: How are people in the United States being intimidated?
RUBIO:. Well, they'll go to a family member that's here. And they'll tell them that we
know.where your brother, your sister, your children, your husband, someone you love,
we know where they are. And they arrest them until you agree to return, especially if
you're out there as ajourrialist speaking or reporting about this. We had a lady give
testimony at the joint commission that we have with the House on China, and talked
about how her family members, including her parents, were jailed for an: extended
period of time because she was speaking out about the conditions on the ground.
INSKEEP: The Chinese government says, of course, they're trying to fight terrorism in
a majority Muslim part of the country. Has the United States lost §Oine cre<}ibility in
criticizing China on that issue because of the way that President Trump has spoken
about Muslims and policies he's pursued?
RUBIO: I think the ptesident's policies have been largely geared towards banning
entry from countries who don't have visa systems that can be verified, but...
INSKEEP: He started calling fot a ban of all Muslim entry into the United States.
RUBIO: Well, but in the end, I mean, I think you're talking about in degree and scale
here. it's not even comparable. No one here is being re-educated, jailed or forced to
recant or change their faith. There is a big difference between rhetoric that we may or
may not like and not agree with, versus the jailing of human beings and forcing them
to abandon their identity.
This material is distributed by Capitol Counse_l LLC an behalf Cit US•China Transpac_i~c Foun_dafion.
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INSKEEP: What leverage does the United States have to push China to change its
behavior toward its own people?
RUBIO: Well, we know two things. No.

1,

China doesn't like international

condemnation. And we have a very loud voice on the global stage, and we should use
it And the other action that we can take is to implement global Magnitsky.
INSKEEP: Let's remind people. The Magnitsky Act allows the United States to
sanction individuals suspected of human rights violations.
RUBIO: Human rights violations, correct. And we should use that tool to name and
sanction individuals responsible for the implementation of this policy in that region.
INSKEEP: Does the United States have less leverage over China than it might
otherwise because more than

20

years ago, the U.S. got China into the World Trade

Organization?.We do a lot of business with them. They can always look at the United
States and say, hey, we're making money. You're making money. Shut up.
RUBIO: Yeah. I think there was a huge mistake made. And not so much just that, but
there was a perception that prosperity would lead to a political opening. That has
proven to be a catastrophic miscalculation. China has assumed all of the benefits of
being involved in the global trade, and economic order, and even political order, but
none of the responsibilities of it. And it's gone basically unchallenged for the better
part of 20 years in that regard.
INSKEEP: Is it harder for you to get heard when you talk about those principles, given
that there is a president who is so much louder who talks about power and talks about
. human rights in a very different way if he addresses them at all?
'

RUBIO: Well, somewhat. I mean, obviously INSKEEP: Just - likes authoritarians, doesn't seem concerned with freedom of the
press. ·
RUBIO: Well, look. It would always be great to have a president who uses the pulpit
and the megaphone of that office to highlight human rights. And Reagan did. Reagan
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did that quite often. In fact, he always linked human rights to the broader challenge of

communism. But I also don't want to overlook the work that Sam Brownback is doing,.
and the work many people in the State Department are doing every day to highlight
these issues.
And I also want to recognize that human rights is a tough issue in the daily life of
Americans to really make a priority. Because while Americans are the most
compassionate people in the world, there are millions of Americans who have a job.
But that job doesn't pay what it once did compared to today's cost ofliving. So it's not
that people don't care. I think they do that at a human level. But at a practical, political
level, human rights has never been a top issue in this country - either the focus of
politicians or the focus of the media.
INSKEEP: Senator Rubio, thanks very much.
RUBIO: Thank you.
INSKEEP: It's been a pleasure talking with you.
RUBIO: Thanks.
Copyright© 2018 NPR. All rights reserved. Visit our website terms of use and pennisSions pciges at www.npr.org for
further information_.
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Radio Free Asia

Pelosi Signals Strong US Congress Concern
Over Uyghur Political 'Re-education Camps'
2019-02-U

U.S. House Majority Speaker Nancy Pelosi speaks at an event commemorating 60 years of exile by Tibetan
spiritual leader the Dalai Lama in Washington, Feb. 12, 2019.

RFA

U.S. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi wants Washington to "call out" Beijing for its mass
incarceration of ethnic Uyghurs in northwest China's Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous
Region (XUAR), signaling strong concern in Congress, where legislation has been
introduced to hold those responsible to account. ·
Speaking at an event in Washington on Tt1esday commemorating 60 years of exile by
Tibetan spiritual leader the Dalai Lama, Pelosi said she had talked with U.S. Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo at the conclusion of the U.S. Nattonal Prayer Breakfast on Feb. 7 and
urged him to bring up the issue of China's political "re-education camps'' in the XUAR
with his counterparts in Beijing.
"When I went to the Prayer Breakfast the other day, [U.S. President Donald Trump]
talked about religious freedom, and we all applauded ... But afterwards, I went up to
Secretary Potnpeo and I said, 'how come we're riot talking about the Uyghurs?' and he
This majeria.1 is _di.s.tributed by Capito.I Coun~el L.LC on behalf of .US-Chi_na Tra,nspacjf'jc Foun.da_tipn.
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She said that the camps, where more than 1 million Uyghurs and other Muslim
minorities accused of harboring "strong religious views" and "politically incorrect"
ideas are believed to have been held since April 2017, are relevant to the situation in
Tibet because Tibetans have endured "decades of repression of religion," and Chinese
authorities are now using the same tactics of cultural eradication in the XUAR.
"What has been happening in Tibet now is happening in the Uyghur region of China,
and it has to be called out," Pelosi warned.
"A million Uyghurs in [what is] effectively prison labor camps for the same purpose ...
assimilation. They want to purge the great individuality of the ... culture there."
According to Pelosi, Washington is obligated to bring up the Uyghur issue, and other
examples of religious repression, with Beijing, and "shouldn't hesitate because of any
commercial interest with China."
"If we don't, we lose all moral authority to speak about human rights any place in the
world," she added.

Post editorial
Pelosi's comments came on the same day that the Washington Post published an opinion
piece by its editorial board calling on the international community to "demand justice"
for the Uyghurs and other Muslims detained in camps in the XUAR.
The Post cited a rare statement of ctiticistn against China from a majority Muslim
nation issued by Turkey over the weekend, urging authorities to close the camps, and
saying it had been prompted to act, in part, by reports of the death in prison of
prominent Uyghur musician Abdurehim Heyit, who had served two years of an eightyear jail sentence "fat one of his songs."
On Sunday, Chinese st.1te media published a video online that purportedly shows Heyit
alive, and in which the musician claims he is "in the process of being investigated for
allegedly violating the national laws," and China's embassy in Ankara called Turkey's
statement ''completely against the truth."
But the Post's editorial board noted that other nations, "fearful of Chinese bullying and
eager to preserve economic ties, have been slow to condemn or even acknowledge this
ongoing crime against humanity,'' and urged additional governments to speak out
against what it called "cultural genocide" in the XUAR.
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"China must be held to account" for crimes against the Uyghurs, the article said, adding
that ''the time has come for the rest of the world to demand admission to the camps, in
search of a lost Uyghur musician and more than 1 million others."
Proposed legislation
The Post specifically mentioned the bipartisan "Uyghur Human Rights Policy Act,'' put
forward last month by U.S. Senators Marco Rubio of Florida and Bob Menendez of New
Jersey, which would dedicate new resources from the U.S. State Department, FBI, and
other intelligence agencies to documenting abuse of Uyghurs and other ethnic Muslims
in the XUAR, as well as Beijing's intimidation of U.S. citizens and residents on American
soil.
The "Vyghur Human Rights Policy Act" would require the Director of National
Intelligence to issue a report in coordination with the State Department on the security
threat posed by China's crackdown on the Uyghurs, as well as a list of Chinese
companies involved in the construction and the operation of re-education camps in the
XUAR.
The act calls for "high-level U.S. engagement" on the issue, as well as the application of
travel and financial sanctions against Chinese officials who are responsible for the
policies in the X:UAR under the Global Magnitsky Human Rights Accountability Act.
Last month marked the second time legislation aimed at holding China accountable for
its treatment of the Uyghurs was proposed, following the announcement of a similar act
in November 2018, which was not taken up by the Senate before the end of the
congressional session.
At the time, China's Ambassador to the U.S. Cui Tiankai threatened retaliation if
Washington sanctions Beijing over human rights abuses in the XUAR, telling Reuters
news agency in an interview that China is working to "re-educate" terrorists and should
not be punished for what he suggested is a more humane approach to counterterrorism.
Global Magnitsky Act
U.S. financier Bill Browder, whose campaign to ensure Russian officials involved in the
2008 death in custody of Russian tax lawyer Sergei Magnitsky were held accountable led
to Congress passing the Magnitsky Act in 2012, said Wednesday that sanctioning
Chinese officials under the Glob.al Magnitsky Act~an extrajudicial expansion of the
legislation-is the best way to begin holding Beijing responsible for its policies in the
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Speakjng to RFA's Uyghur Service, the founder and CEO of Hermitage Capital
Management called sanctions "the first step in creating consequences," as those
responsible for organizing the camps "may find themselves a little more uncomfortable
about it if all of a sudden there are punishments for them."
"The Magnitsky Act is no ultimate solution for this, but it's better than the current
situation, which is that they just do it without any penalty," he said.
''The two things that need to happen are transparency and punishment ... We need as
much information as we can get about what's going on so that the world can react, and
.then the world should react with punishments starting with the Magnitsky Act and
other types of sanctions as they're available."
According to 1;3rowder, the threat of sanctions to lower level officials overseeing the
camps would have a powerful impact on the system.
"Let's say the U.S. and Canada sanction the top 15 officials involved in this," he said.
"This will scare thousands of other officials supporting them, and it may loosen the grip
or lessen the terror, because they don't want to end up becoming sanctioned as well."
In order to pass the supporting legislation, he said, the Uyghur exile community needs
to win "the information war" with China and ensure that individual cases are being
heard.
"The key is to find the cases that are the most urgent and get as much information out
about them as you can," he said.
"At the end of the day, the West can only react if they have information. And the more
information, the more outrage, and the more outrage, the more consequences."
Camp network

Though Beijing initially denied the existence of re-education camps, Shohrat Zakir,
chairman of the XUAR, told China's official Xinhua news agency in October 2018 that
the facilities are an effective tool to protect the country from terrorism and provide
vocational training for Vyghurs.
Reporting by RFA's Uyghur Service and other media organi;zations, however, has shown
that those in. the camps are detained against their will and subjected to political
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endure poor diets and unhygienic conditions in the often overcrowded facilities.
Adrian Zenz, a lecturer in social research methods at the Germany-based European
School of Culture and Theology, has said that some 1.1 million people are or have been
detained in the camps-equating to 10 to 11 percent of the adult Muslim population of
the XUAR.
In November 2018, Scott Busby, the deputy assistant secretary in the Bureau of
Democracy, Human Rights and Labor at the U.S. Department of State, said there are "at
least 800,000 and possibly up to a couple of million" Uyghurs and others detained at re~
education camps in the XUAR without charges, citing U.S. intelligence assessments.
Citing credible reports, U.S. lawmakers Marco Rubio and Chris Smith of the bipartisan
Congressional-Executive Commission on Chih<! recently called the situation in the
XUAR "the largest mass incarceration of a minority population in the world today."
Reportelf 1iy fos1iua tfpes anlf t;ufdfeHm Hdja for RPA's 11yg11ur Smifce.
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